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Introduction
Gaining insight into the time taken for goods to pass through a border and undertake other regulatory
requirements to either import or export is an important element in identifying areas for trade facilitation
and modernization from a whole-of-government perspective.
As a party to the World Trade Organization Trade Facilitation Agreement, Swaziland has made a
commitment to reducing the costs of trading across borders. Reducing the time and cost of trade means
not only addressing potential areas of reform at the border, but also looking at potential reforms in other
trade related activities, including the issuance of certificates, permits and licenses required to import,
export and transit goods.
Under the Swaziland National Trade Facilitation Committee, steps are being made to identify trade
facilitation measures across all government agencies and to speed up the processes of trade. Swaziland’s
decision to undertake a Time Release Study ‘+’ with the support of the World Bank demonstrates its
commitment to identifying new trade facilitation measures.
The World Customs Organization Time Release Study (WCO TRS) provides a structured and recognized approach to measuring the time taken for goods to complete all the processes associated with
clearance and release for export and import as well as for goods in transit.
A TRS+ can be a valuable tool in providing insights into how the time and costs for exporting and
importing can be reduced as well as into how resources for SRA and other government agencies can be
deployed in the most effective way possible. It is not a stand-alone event and it is important that this
TRS- is seen as a baseline and that further time release studies are undertaken periodically to assess the
benefits of reform.
Swaziland’s TRS+ is amongst a world’s first and looked not only at the time taken by border processes, but also the time taken for the businesses to receive those certificates, permits or licenses required for import and export. This approach offered an additional level of insight that is not normally
the case in a time release study.
The TRS+ was undertaken between 13 February 2018 and 19 February 2018. Despite significant
challenges presented by a strike affecting SRA during the planning and preparation phases, the TRS+
was executed successfully. This was due to the engagement and commitment from a wide range of
stakeholders across all government agencies, and in particular the SRA, which acted as lead agency for
the TRS+. Capacity building elements were built into this TRS through workshops and the active participation of SRA and OGA staff in the TRS+ planning and execution to allow knowledge and expertise
to be transferred to that similar projects can be undertaken in the future without external assistance
By undertaking a TRS+ on this scale, Swaziland will have another tool to assist in its trade facilitation and modernization efforts.
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List of Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Term

ASYCUDA

Automated System for Customs Data

CPH

Central Processing Hub

CPL

Certificate, Permit, License

COO

Certificate of Origin

D/d

Day(s)

H/h

Hour(s)

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

OGA

Other Government Agency

M/m

Minute(s)

NAMBoard

National Agricultural Marketing Board

RA

Revenue Authority

SACU

Southern African Customs Union

SARS

South African Revenue Service

SAD

Single Administrative Document

SRA

Swaziland Revenue Authority

TRS

Time Release Study

TRS+

Time Release Study ‘Plus’

VAT

Value Added Tax

WBG

World Bank Group

WCO

World Customs Organization
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Executive Summary
Total regulatory time
The time costs fall most heavily on importers. The total average time for the regulatory processes
associated with importing goods into Swaziland is six hours and twenty-seven minutes’

Figure 1 - Total Regulatory Time: import regulatory and border processes, average time12

Obtaining a certificate, license or permit
It takes an average of three hours and twenty-seven minutes for importers to obtain a certificate,
permit or license to bring goods into Swaziland – the largest portion of time spent on regulatory process
for importers. While the times for application until approval are generally short, the principle issues
faced by importers are that the processes are primarily paper-based, the requirement for multiple permits (which may result in time for certificates, permits and license being understated), the per-consignment nature of certificates, permits and license and that importers are generally required to present
themselves in person to apply and collect 3.
Only two of the agencies that participated in the TRS+ plus have links to ASYCUDAWorld (and
use the harmonized system) and the use of ASYCUDAWorld is primarily for statistical purposes. There
is no ‘flag’ to SRA from ASYCUDAWorld that the declarant is required to have a permit endorsed or
to present goods to the Ministry of Agriculture, NAMBoard or the Dairy Board at the border.
Imports
Average time for import declarations from registration of the declaration until exiting the border was
eight hours thirty-three minutes with a median time of four hours. The median time for the same processes was four hours.

1

Time for regulatory processes includes only the time which traders and agents are directly engaged with Swaziland government agencies and does not include time for the preparation of documents for obtaining certificates, permits or licenses
or the preparation of documents for import or export. Also not included is time from the receipt of the proceed to border
notice to receiving a gate pass at the border or time spent at the border on non-regulatory activities. These times are presented as ‘other time’ in other sections of the report.
2
OGA application and approval times for: Ministry of Agriculture – Veterinary Services; Ministry of Agriculture – National Agricultural Marketing Board; Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Trade; Ministry of Natural Resources – Geology and Mines; Dairy Marketing Board; Ministry of Agriculture – Agricultural Research and Specialists; and, Ministry of
Health – Pharmaceutical Department.
3
Times for OGA processes are based in a 24-hour day so that total hours for application to collection will be up to or
more than twenty-four hours where, for example, an application is made one day and collected the following day. This is
consistent with the approach taken by the World Bank in its Doing Business reports.
xi
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The largest share of the import regulatory time is spent with pre-border processes associated with
registration of the declaration in ASYCUDAWorld, payment, and the risk assessment of the declaration4.
Import declarations captured by the TRS+ spent an average of 1 hour and 42 minutes at the border
and a median time of 55 minutes from receiving a gate pass to exiting the border.
The requirement to validate and stamp VAT invoices adds to time at the border and accounts for
some of the time at the border. This stamping of invoices was also raised by traders who said the lack
of clarity around these requirements adds unnecessary time.
At the border, green channel import declarations take a longer average time and median time than
red channel declarations, which does not meet recognised international best practice. A part of this time
delay for green channel declarations results from time spent on the unnecessary face vetting of green
channel declarations. Approximately 3% of import declarations were red channel.
Also observed during the TRS+ - and which may account for some the additional time at the border
- is that trucks and conveyances arrive at the border before the regulatory processes are completed and
before the proceed to border notice has been sent.
Considerable time and money can be saved for Swaziland businesses by reducing ‘face vetting’ at
the border. Based on a potential best practice for clearance at the border of nine minutes (allowing some
time for the checking and stamping of VAT invoices) there is an average of up to 241 days per month
that could be ‘given back’ to traders and businesses, reducing the time and cost of importing.
When compared to the TRS undertaken in Swaziland in 2012, average times at the border for imports
processed at Ngwenya have been reduced by two hours. Average border times at Lavumisa have actually increased by more than thirty minutes, despite the infrastructure improvements that were recommended in the 2012 report and other reforms.
Exports
The average time from registration of the export declaration to exiting the border is nineteen hours
and nineteen minutes with a median time of four hours. This is influenced mainly by the time taken
from completion of the pre-border regulatory processes until arrival at the border. These processes are
driven by the decisions of businesses about packing, loading and when to present goods at the border
and so are outside the control of SRA56.

Figure 2 - Total Time: SRA export regulatory processes, average time

4

Regulatory time is the average time for completing statutory processes associated with importing or exporting and other
processes involving government agencies at or away from the border required for importing or exporting.
5
Data for Ngwenya, Lavumisa and Lomahasha as processes differ at Matsapha ICD which does not allow valid comparison
6
Exit times: Ngwenya: end police, OGA, SRA exit gate inspection; Lavumisa: handover gate pass; Lomahasha: handover
gate pass
xii
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Average times at the border for exports (forty minutes) was influenced by trucks that ‘overnighted’
at Lavumisa where border processes were completed late in the evening and the truck leaves the border
early the next morning. The average time captured by the TRS+ is shorter than the two hours stated in
the World Bank Doing Business, Trading Across Borders for customs procedures at the border. Median
time at the border was thirty-three minutes.
At both Lavumisa and Lomahasha, there have been substantial decreases of approximately 40
minutes in the average time taken at the border when compared to the average times taken at the 2012
Swaziland TRS.
Only six export declarations were processed at Matsapha ICD during the TRS+. The use of rail has
an impact on the average times for exports where there are a number of declarations with a long time
from completion of the pre-border processes until documents are presented at the customs counter.
Transit Entry
The average time from registration of the transit declaration to exiting the border is over fifteen hours
with a median time of two hours. A number of transit declarations with a long period of time from when
the declaration is registered until documents are presented at the customs counter impact on the average
time for transit declarations entering Swaziland. Average times are shorter than the average and median
times for imports, reflecting the different regulatory processes, including the fact that duty payments
are not required.
For time at the border, the average time is one hour thirty-one minutes and a median time of fiftyeight minutes. Transit entry declarations spent a similar median time at the border and a slightly shorter
average time when compared to imports.
Transit Exit
For transit declarations leaving Swaziland, average and median times (one hour seven minutes and
twenty-nine minutes respectively) were influenced by one driver ‘overnighting’ at Lavumisa and by an
SRA inspection rate of over 90% at Lomahasha where there are large numbers of cars in transit leaving
Swaziland. Cars transiting to Mozambique must undergo inspection by SRA and police prior to leaving
Swaziland.
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Recommendations and actions
The following recommendations are divided into short-term opportunities and medium- and longterm reforms. The recommendations below apply to import, export and transit unless otherwise stated.
1.1

1.

2.

Short term
No face vetting at the border
Issue:

Unnecessary face vetting of documents occurs at the border. SRA officers regularly face vet documents that are not required to be presented. Additionally, agents
and traders are not aware that supporting documents are not required to be presented at the customs counter.

Action:

Documentary control and verification for declarations should be undertaken at the
Central Processing Hub only. Officers at the border should receive regular training that supporting documents are not required and that there should be no face
vetting. The only operational risk management undertaken at the border passage
should be for anti-smuggling purposes (undeclared goods) and be based on factors
including the means of conveyance, the driver and transporting company - not on
the clearance information e.g. HS code, price, etc… which form part of the CPH
processes. Regular information that supporting documents are not required should
be provided to agents and traders.

Review existing risk profiles
Issue:

The current low inspection hit rate and border post officers’ lack of trust in the
risk management process increases the likelihood of unnecessary face vetting at
the border and slows down green channel traffic.

Action:

Risk profiles should be reviewed and updated to ensure controls are risk-based.
Clear quality KPIs should be established for risk profiles and profiles that do not
deliver on the KPIs should be removed. Random risk profiles should also be developed. The use of generic risk profiles should be avoided as some are difficult
to use when, for example, there is consolidated cargo and only one declaration is
selected for control.

xiv
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3.

4.

5.

6.

No stamping of documents held in ASYCUDAWorld
Issue:

Documents for which the true record exists in ASYCUDAWorld are vetted and
stamped. The reason given is internal SRA requirements. This slows average
times, in particular for green channel declarations.

Action:

SRA stamping of documents already in ASYCUDAWorld should be removed.
Any internal demands for stamping of documents held in ASYCUDAWorld will
need to be resolved within SRA.

Risk management training for officers stationed at the border
Issue:

A lack of full awareness of, and confidence in, SRA risk management processes
increases the risks of face vetting at the border, slowing down the movement of
goods at the border.

Action:

SRA officers stationed at the border need training on the overall risk management
processes and on the risk management undertaken at the CPH in particular.

Feedback cycle for controls undertaken at the border
Issue:

There is a lack of feedback channels on risks and local threats not relating to specific declarations and inspection reports. This acts as a barrier to continuous improvement in risk profiles and to confidence that risk profiles meet the actual risks
seen by officers at the border.

Action:

Information on risks and local threats from officers at the border should be captured electronically and sent to the CPH risk section. A simple template or reporting system would provide officers with an opportunity to share information from
various inspections that is not presently included in the inspection reports.

Improve dispute resolution and appeal process
Issue:

The present dispute resolution and appeals process is time-consuming and cumbersome and can have a significant impact on traders by, for example, not releasing perishable goods until disputes and appeals are resolved. Decisions are approved by the commissioner and presence in Mbabane is required to start the appeal process.

Action:

The current dispute and appeals system should be reviewed to create a faster and
simpler dispute resolution and appeal process that will increase confidence in the
SRA’s decision making process and increase certainty and predictability for traders. The dispute resolution process should be published on the SRA website.
xv
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7.

8.

9.

Introduce fines for extended parking at the border
Issue:

Vehicles currently spend a long time at the border with a number of drivers using
border posts for long-term or overnight parking. This creates congestion and
slows processing times at the border.

Action:

A system of fines should be implemented for vehicles that spend more than one
hour at the border unless they are subject to controls that have delayed departure.
The management of the fines system should be outsourced to a private security
firm with a sensible revenue sharing scheme to enable SRA officers to focus on
customs processes.

Re-engineer processes at the border
Issue:

The mixing of commercial and non-commercial traffic at the border slows down
processing and clearance. Truck drivers are forced to queue at immigration and
road tax counters together with passengers as well as at customs counters where
passengers and peddlers require customs documents to be stamped.

Action:

Commercial and non-commercial traffic should be separated, including for the
processes of immigration and payment of road tax. The current re-building work
at Ngwenya should be used as an opportunity to separate commercial and noncommercial traffic.

Separation of flows at the border based on risk and controls
Issue:

The mixing of red and green channel traffic at the border creates unnecessary
delays and increases the average time for green channel declarations to leave the
border.

Action:

Traffic flows at the border should be separated to create a ‘clear to proceed’ traffic
lane which could leave the border post without any SRA intervention, and another
lane for those declarations or conveyances selected for physical intervention. The
immigration process would still be in place for all drivers. Flow separations can
include separate channels for green and red declarations as well as separate channels for businesses that are Authorized Economic Operators. This will also support the separation of commercial and non-commercial traffic (see recommendation 8).
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1.2

10.

11.

12.

Medium term
Separate clearance from VAT invoice validation and stamping at the border
Issue:

The required validation and stamping of VAT invoices at the border currently
takes considerable time at the customs clearance desk and contributes to a culture
of document checking during the clearance process.

Action:

Stamping of VAT invoices should be moved to a dedicated office separate from
the clearance office. Validation of VAT invoices can take place at the CPH, removing the requirement for officers to undertake the validation at the border and
allowing greater consistency and expertise to be developed at the CPH. Following
VAT invoice validation at the CPH, stamping of invoices would then take place
at the border after total exit.

Review the current proceed to border notice process
Issue:

The current proceed to border process is not functioning as intended with conveyances arriving at the border prior to the proceed to border notice being issued.

Action:

A review of the proceed to border notice, its purpose, relevance for risk management and its impact on managing traffic volumes at the border should be undertaken with a view to removing the notice unless it is deemed absolutely necessary
to maintain.

Establish one face at the border
Issue:

On weekends and non-office hours the Ministry of Agriculture, NAMBoard and
Dairy Board are not present at the border post and at these times SRA endorses
or inspects the validity of all their certificates, licences and permits and the OGA
representatives collect them when they report for duty.
During office hours traders are required to deal with multiple agencies at different
locations at the border, often resulting delays for individual drivers and leading
to congestion at the border.

Action:

SRA should represent all government agencies at the border. Where controls are
required by the Ministry of Agriculture, NAMBoard, Dairy Board or other agencies, they can either be called to the border by prior appointment made by the
importer or exporter or undertake any inspections at the importer’s or exporter’s
premises. OGAs should also provide back office support functions. This recommendation is supported by recommendation 13.
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13.

14.

15.

Distribute certificates, permits and license electronically with copy to SRA
Issue:

In most cases, traders are currently required to collect paper copies of certificates,
permits and licenses. In addition, the SRA clearance processing hub does not have
visibility of the certificate, permit or license that they agent or trader should hold.

Action:

Until the electronic national single window is operational, approved certificates,
permits and licenses should be distributed electronically to applicants once have
been approved by the respective agencies (where not currently the case). The SRA
CPH should also be copied on the distribution allowing it to identify the need for
the declarant to have the required certificate, permit or license. Risk rules should
be created to ensure that any such declarations are flagged in the ASYCUDAWorld system.

Deferred payment for agents and agent KPIs
Issue:

Agents are not currently able to make deferred payments on behalf of their clients.
Clearing agents represent a large proportion of the declarations submitted and the
inability to provide deferred payment increases processing times.

Action:

Deferred payment for agents should be introduced together with a system of KPIs
for agents to further drive quality improvements in agents operating in Swaziland.
Agents should also be provided opportunities for continuous training on ASYCUDAWorld.

Improve network availability
Issue:

Network availability to be able to access ASYCUDAWorld is a major issue for
agents and importers and exporters.

Action:

A focus should be put on ensuring that ASYCUDAWorld has no downtime
through the improvement of network availability. In addition, software should be
updated whenever updates are available to make sure ASYCUDAWorld complements browser software sold on the market.
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16.

17.

18.

All clearance managed at the SRA Central Processing Hub
Issue:

Final clearance at the border increases the risks of unnecessary face vetting and
controls and adds time to the border processes, in particular for those declarations
that are not required to undergo a physical inspection. In addition, resources are
currently tied up in border clearance that could be used to improve the quality of
inspections or for higher-value activities. Border clearance also brings with it integrity risks.

Action:

The CPH should be tasked with undertaking all clearances. This would mean all
clearance and all other measures other than the actual physical inspection of any
goods required at the border and the stamping of VAT invoices will be performed
by the CPH.

Remove cash payment at the border
Issue:

Cash handling at the border increases security risks for agents, traders and the
SRA and increases costs for the SRA. In addition, the introduction of deferred
payments for agents will reduce the requirements for any commercial cash transactions that still occur at the border.

Action:

Cash payments at the border for commercial traffic should be removed with exceptions for travelers, peddlers and for fines.

A single payment for the border
Issue:

Currently agents, traders and drivers can be required to make multiple payments
in order for goods to be cleared and released. The payments are made both prior
to and at the border. These payments include road tax and fees for certificates
permits and licenses. Multiple fees add time and cost for agents, traders and drivers.

Action:

Road tax, OGA fees and other charges should be incorporated into the declaration
and a single payment made. This would be facilitated by deferred payments for
agents and a cash-free border and facilitate faster border processing times.
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1.3

19.

Long term
Full and proper implementation of the electronic single window
Issue:

Swaziland is currently in the processes of implementing a national electronic single window. This implementation is important for speeding up processes for traders and others involved in importing and exporting.

Action:

A full implementation of the electronic single window should include:



Full electronic process for application for certificates, permits and licenses for all border agencies
Electronic confirmation of approval (or non-approval)

Link for border agencies to ASYCUDAWorld for the purpose of introducing coordinated border management activities such as risk management for agencies
goods/clearance and single payments.
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Areas for further investigation
1.

Identify and address factors leading to slow green channel times

One of the key issues identified in the TRS+ was that green channel goods do not, on average, pass
through the border in a shorter time than red channel goods.
In order to better understand the reasons, a review of risk management processes and channel selectivity should be undertaken.
This review should look in greater detail at the timings for green, yellow and red channel declarations
and identify any factors – from the creation of the declaration in ASYCUDAWorld through to conveyance leaving the border – that cause delays to green channel declarations or that are causing red channel
declarations to spend less time than green channel declarations at the border.
Such a review is beyond the scope of this report.
2.

Certainty and clarity on VAT procedures with South Africa

The time take to validate and stamp VAT invoices at the border is one of the main contributing
factors to slow processing times at the border.
Discussions should be initiated with SARS with a view to initially providing greater certainty to
SRA and traders on the actual defined VAT refund requirements and with a longer-term view of eliminating the paperwork required for facilitating VAT refunds.
3.

Coordinated Border Management at a SACU level

With a long-term view of establishing One Stop Border Shops, the issue of coordinated border management should be taken up by Swaziland at a SACU level.
Coordinated border initiatives can include initially mutual recognition of controls by SRA and other
border agencies.
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Methodology
The TRS+ used the World Customs Organizations Time Release Study Methodology. Given the
added scope of the TRS+ in looking at processes for agencies that issue import and export certificates,
licenses and permits, an approach based on the WCO’s TRS methodology was used for the capturing
of data from these agencies.
Measurement at the border posts was based on time taken for import, export and transit declarations
to be processed and for the related goods to pass through the border. The starting point was the lodgment
of the road manifest by the declarant and the end-point was the exit of the goods from the border post.
For agencies issuing certificates, licenses and permits, the starting point was from application and
the end-point was the collection by the applicant of the certificate, license or permit.
This approach to the TRS+ allowed for the capture of accurate and statistically valid data (in the
case of border posts) from which, together with qualitative information, forms the basis of the analysis
and recommendations contained in this report.

Plan
Collect Data

Report
Make
Recommendations

Test / Validate

Calculate
Results

Identify Findings
Analyse

Figure 3: WCO TRS Cycle

Key factors affecting approach
There were a number of factors that impacted on deciding the approach to be taken for the TRS+.
These included:
1. The approach to this TRS+ of measuring the time taken by OGAs to process the application and
approval of certificates, permits and licenses for trading – a ‘TRS+’;
2. The need to collect statistically valid data for border crossings;
3. The fact that some OGA certificates, permits and licenses have a validity of up to one-month or
are periodic;
4. The requirement to capture timestamp data both manually and from ASYCUDAWorld.
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Working group and key roles
To provide leadership for the TRS+ project and to approve major deliverables, including the process
maps, questionnaires and project plan, a working group was established. The working group comprised:















Chair: SRA
Ministry of Agriculture /Plant
Ministry of Agriculture Veterinary
Ministry of Commerce, Industry, and Trade
Ministry of Finance/Import Permit Committee
Ministry of Health/Pharma
National Agricultural Marketing Board
Swaziland Dairy Board
Clearing and Forwarding Association
Trucking Association
Chamber of Commerce (FISBIG)
Customs to Business Forum
Project Coordinator
KGH Project Manager

The Swaziland TRS Working Group reported to the National Trade Facilitation Committee (NTFC)
and provided regular updates to the NTFC over the course of the TRS+. A project coordinator was
appointed by the SRA to lead the project in Swaziland, including interagency cooperation, acquisition
of the resources required, the recruitment of enumerators and logistics.
The project coordinator was supported by specially selected SRA staff who also assisted in entering
data into the WCO TRS software.
Mapping and description of actual processes
In order to be able to develop questionnaires that are able to accurately measure the time taken for
each process at the border, it is important that all actual processes to be captured in the TRS+ are
accurately mapped.
Process may differ between border posts in the same country for reasons as simple as the design and
layout of the border post. In addition, processes at any particular border post may differ from those
outlined in policies or standard operating procedures. Clearly, while no OGAs have exactly the same
processes, there are some general similarities in the processes relating to receipt, approval and collection of certificates, permits and licenses.
For these reasons, KGH Border Services experts visited each location to walk-through and map
processes.
Mapping visits took place in November 2017 and maps were approved by the relevant agencies at a
meeting in Mbabane on 7 December 2017. Detailed maps are in Annex 7.5.
Development of border post and OGA questionnaires
In conjunction with the development of the detailed process maps, questionnaires were developed
for the data collection phase of the TRS+.
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For border posts, these questionnaires were developed using the WCO TRS tool. Based on previous
experience, KGH Border Services developed an abridged version of the questionnaire for use at border
posts. This approach reduced the complexity faced by government agencies, drivers and enumerators
at the border in completing the questionnaire.
The border post questionnaires were approved by SRA and border agencies at a meeting in Mbabane
on 7 December 2017. Approved questionnaires at Annex 7.3.
Development of questionnaires for other government agencies
Given the large number of OGAs for which data was to be collected and the varied nature of the
processes, it was not appropriate to use the WCO TRS tool as the basis for the development of the OGA
questionnaires.
Based on the detailed maps, a number of common processes were identified and a questionnaire was
developed for agencies to complete manually. The questionnaire covered:







Reference number and commodity covered
Time an application is made
Time the application is approved/not approved
Time the certificate, permit or license is issued
Time the trader is informed the certificate, permit or license is approved
Time the certificate, license or permit is collected

The questionnaire for agencies issuing certificates, permits and licenses was approved by border
agencies at a meeting in Mbabane on 7 December 2017.
Parallel data collection – borders & OGAs
The WCO recommends that the data collection period for a TRS is seven days. In order to meet this
requirement and to manage the time constraints of the project, the fact that some OGA and SRA certificates, permits and licenses have a validity of up to one-month or are periodic, data collection for central
OGA process and border processes took place in parallel between 13 February 2018 and 19 February
2018.
The implications of this approach were:
1.

A more effective use of time and resources across a single seven-day data collection period;

2.

A macro picture of time taken for combined central OGA and border processes could be established, but without an end-to-end time measurement from application for a certificate, license
or permit to exit from a border post for individual transactions;

3.

The TRS+ could be executed within a reasonable time period.

Use of enumerators
In order to reliably capture data at borders and OGAs, enumerators were deployed to either directly
capture data not in ASYCUDA or to assist staff in capturing time data.
Some enumerators were drawn from SRA and OGAs, however, the majority were temporary employees of SRA. The enumerator temporarily employed by SRA were different for the test and for the
‘live’ data collection, which added a level of complexity to the data collection.
Training sessions for enumerators were held at Mbabane Bridge on 18 January 2018 prior to the test
phase and at Mbabane on 12 February 2018 prior to the TRS+ go-live.
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Planning disruption caused by strike
During the course of the planning and preparations for the TRS+, there was a strike by SRA staff
from early-December 2017 to early-January 2018. This resulted in SRA managers being deployed at
the border for clearing goods that, in turn, meant that planning and preparation for the TRS+ was severely disrupted.
Testing phase
A test for the TRS+ was undertaken on 22 and 23 January 2018. The purpose of the test was to check
if the questionnaires were fit for purpose and if the systems developed for the TRS+ were also able to
function as intended.
The test was undertaken at:





Ngwenya border post
Lavumisa border post
Swaziland Dairy Board – Department of Marketing
Ministry of Agriculture – Veterinary Services

Based on the outcomes of the testing phase, changes were made to the questionnaires and the TRS+
processes. A detailed report on the test phase was provided to the SRA on 29 January 2018.
TRS+ go-live
The TRS+ was conducted at border posts commencing at 07:00hrs on 13 February 2018 and was
completed at 23:59hrs on 19 February 2018. Data collection took place at all times the border was open.
For agencies issuing certificates permits and licenses, the TRS+ commenced at 08:00-16:00 on Tuesday 13 February-Friday 16 February 2018 and 08:00-16:00 on Monday 19 February 2018.
Data integration and entry
Once questionnaires had been completed by staff at the borders or enumerators, data for the relevant
declarations was extracted from ASYCUDAWorld.
A data cleansing process took place before the combined data was then entered into the WCO TRS
tool by a team in the TRS+ control room.
Capturing priority commodities
There were a number of priority commodities identified for the TRS+. Given the complexity of
capturing statistically-valid data at a detailed (i.e. 6-digit) HS level and the risks of not capturing data
on a specific commodity during the seven-day data collection period, data at a two-digit HS code level
was collected from ASYCUDAWorld for each declaration sampled.
The priority commodities within the two-digit code could then be analyzed. The two-digit HS codes
to be focused on were:
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IMPORTS
2-Digit Code

Description

01

Animals; live

02

Meat and edible meat offal

03

Fish and crustaceans, molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates

04

Dairy produce; birds' eggs; natural honey; edible products of animal origin,
not elsewhere specified or included

07

Vegetables and certain roots and tubers; edible

08

Fruit and nuts, edible; peel of citrus fruit or melons

10

Cereals

12

Oil seeds and oleaginous fruits; miscellaneous grains, seeds and fruit, industrial or medicinal plants; straw and fodder

EXPORTS
2-Digit Code

Description

01

Animals; live

02

Meat and edible meat offal

03

Fish and crustaceans, molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates

04

Dairy produce; birds' eggs; natural honey; edible products of animal origin,
not elsewhere specified or included

07

Vegetables and certain roots and tubers; edible

08

Fruit and nuts, edible; peel of citrus fruit or melons

10

Cereals

12

Oil seeds and oleaginous fruits; miscellaneous grains, seeds and fruit, industrial or medicinal plants; straw and fodder

17

Sugars and sugar confectionery

Draft report workshop and draft report validation
A draft TRS+ report was compiled and presented to a meeting of Swaziland government stakeholders on 9 April 2018 (see Annex 7.2 for a list of participating agencies).
The workshop noted the findings and recommendations of the report and as a result of the workshop,
a number of amendments were made to the report, in particular:



Noting the processes that take time in relation to the validation and stamping of VAT
invoices;
The desire to review, rather than remove, the proceed to border notice;
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Clarification that presentation of documents in ASYCUDAWorld at the border is not a
requirement, but that these documents are presented by agents and drivers.

A report on the workshop was prepared by the National Trade Facilitation Committee secretariat,
including recommendations to the NTFC on how the TRS+ recommendations can be taken forward and
the work of the NTFC strengthened.
Capacity building
A key feature built into the planning and execution of the TRS+ was capacity building for agencies,
and in particular the Swaziland Revenue Authority, by ensuring that staff were able to be part of the
planning and execution of the TRS+.
Key timings and events
18 September 2017

Kick-off workshop in Mbabane with TRS+ stakeholders

18 October 2018

TRS+ Newsletter

30 October 2018

Start for process mapping at border posts and OGAs

2 November 2017

Private sector stakeholder workshop

11 November 2017

TRS+ Newsletter

15 November 2017

Inception report and project plan submitted

24 November 2017

Process map and questionnaires submitted

7 December 2017

Workshop in Mbabane: process maps and questionnaires approved

8 January 2018

TRS+ Newsletter

19 January 2018

Private sector and government agency stakeholder meetings

22-23 January 2018

Test phase

7 February 2018

TRS+ Newsletter

13-19 February 2018

Data collection phase

19-23 March 2018

Follow-up stakeholder meetings

9 April 2018

Draft Report Workshop
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Sampling
In order to get an accurate picture of actual traffic at border posts it is important to collect a representative sample of declarations. This is done by analyzing the traffic passing through the border and
making a statistical estimate of the number of declarations to be sampled that will provide a ‘typical’
week’s volume at a 95% confidence level with an interval of +/- 5%.
It is expected that the time taken for processing and release of cargo will be approximately normally
distributed as there exist a smallest theoretical time, but it is possible for border processes to take longer
than the average. It is also assumed that the declaration numbers in ASYCUDAWorld are assigned
without any bias towards type of handling (in Swaziland, declaration numbers are allocated sequentially
by border post).
As no border crossing is identical in terms of transaction volumes, each border crossing must be
analyzed as a separate entity. This poses a challenge for the sampling. The smaller the population, the
larger sampling size is needed in order to achieve the confidence level/interval (i.e. 95 %, 5). In order
to use a small sampling size of for example 10 %, a population of about 3500 is needed. Already at a
population of about 400 roughly 50% of the population needs to be sampled. If the population is 20, it
is necessary to collect 95 % of the population.
In order to achieve this level of accuracy, KGH Border Services used the services of a statistician to
analyze the data provided by SRA for import and export declarations over a period of two years (20152016). This allowed the correct sampling strategy during the deployment and data collection phase to
achieve a ‘typical’ week at each border location being measured.
For the issuing of certificates, licenses and permits by OGAs, given the often low volumes and the
nature of the processes, statistically valid collection could not be certain, but the TRS sought to capture
all transactions by OGAs for the issuing of certificates, licenses and permits in the course of the data
collection.
Based on the statistics provided, approximately 5-10 % of the smallest volumes were deleted from
the sampling space. Then the rounded number of the smallest volume of the remaining data for the
number of declarations was used to calculate the required sampling. This means that the mean value
has not been used. The reason is the fairly large spread in declarations handled in each period and this
also represents a conservative approach.
During the test phase it was identified that there was a risk of under sampling and so the sampling
approach was changed to ensure increased sampling in the actual TRS+.
However, during the data collection phase, lower volumes of declarations than the historical data
suggested resulted in some of the results not being valid for particular regimes at those border posts
(see tables below).
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Import (per week)
Border Post Deleted ca
5 -10%
smallest,
rounded off

Samples 95 / 5

To collect

Ngwenya

4200

352

1/10

Lavumisa

1100

285

1/3

Lomahasha

10

All

All

ICD

230

144

Samples 95 / 5

Export (per week)
Border Post Deleted ca
5 -10%
smallest,
rounded
off

Sampling
approach
Declarations
ending in:
3, 6, 9
Declarations
ending in:
0, 2, 4, 6, 8

Actual
Level of
Collection statistical
validity
272

95/10

329

95/5

All

1

Not valid

All

All

153

95/5

To collect

Sampling
approach

Actual
Level of
Collection statistical
validity

Ngwenya

650

242

1/2

Declarations
ending in:
0, 2, 4, 6, 8

Lavumisa

250

152

All

All

209

95/5

Lomahasha

10

All

All

All

22

95/5

ICD

100

80

All

All

8

Not valid

216

93/5

Transit (per week based on transit declarations)
Border Post

Deleted ca
5 -10%
smallest,
rounded
off

Samples 95 / 5

To collect

Sampling
approach

Ngwenya

60

52

All

All

Lavumisa

300

169

All

All

Lomahasha

10

All

All

All

Actual
Level of
Collection statistical
validity
4
Not valid
(All entry)
197
(Entry: 162
95/5
+ Exit: 35)
65
(Entry: 12
95/5
+ Exit: 53)
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Interpreting the data in this report
The data presented in this report is drawn from the WCO’s Time Release Study software. Based on
the time data for declarations collected in the TRS+ and entered into the web-based software, an average
time is given between two data - or time - points. The average time for each 10% of declarations to
complete the period between the two data points is also provided. It is also possible to get average times
between two time points against dimensions set in the approved questionnaires, for example, priority
commodities or shifts. It is not possible to get average times across multiple time points.
For certain data presented in this report, the median time for completing processes has also been
presented together with the average time.
While there is a theoretical shortest time for any process to be completed, averages can be impacted
by outlying times. Averages are also influenced by the volume (sample size) being measured for any
process or sub-process. As either not all declarations went through the same processes or because of
human error in data collection resulted in some declarations not being captured correctly (impacting
the sample size for each process), the average time for two or more sub-process will not necessarily
add up to the average time for the main process as the results have not been weighted for different
volumes in each process (Simpson’s paradox). As such, averages should be viewed as a way of understanding the time taken with an eye to the influencing factors and the impact of outlying times, while
ensuring that outlying times do not become the focus of analysis.
The TRS+ measured time at the individual border crossings and OGAs in the scope and average
times at border posts and individual OGAs are the most accurate. In some parts of this report, averages
have been aggregated to present a total border picture. These aggregated averages have not been
weighted and so should be used as guidance to average times.
The data collected was designed to be statistically valid (see section Sampling). Validity is strongest
at higher levels (e.g. registering a declaration to exiting the border post at an individual border crossing).
At more detailed levels of analysis, findings may not be statistically valid. This is due to the fact that
the sampling did not target sub-processes, and errors in the collection of data caused by normal human
error.
The data for major processes (i.e. from creating the declaration to exiting the border, and, presenting
documents to exiting the border) are presented in the form of ‘bell charts’. The ‘x’ axis is the time in
hours or minutes and the ‘y’ axis shows declarations captured in the TRS+ at any particular time point.
In this way, it is easy to see the concentration of declarations (as a proxy for the mode) at any particular
time point.
Time for OGA activities is based on a twenty-four-hour day, which is consistent with the World
Bank approach in the Doing Business reports.
Some of the key terms associated with the import and export of goods in this report are:
Term
Declaration
tered

Action
Regis- The declaration is registered in ASYCUDAWorld and provided a declaration number

Validate and Assess

Declaration risk assessed and channel allocation

Central re-routing

Documentary check officer re-routes from yellow to green

Proceed to border

ASYCUDAWorld generates an email with a “Proceed to border” notice
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Present documents

Agent or driver presents road manifest and SAD at the customs counter
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1 Trade and Swaziland
Southern African Customs Union
Swaziland is a member of the Southern African Customs Union (SACU) together with Botswana,
Lesotho, Namibia and South Africa. Within the customs union, duties are not levied on trade between
member states for most goods, there is no common external tariff and goods can be subject to controls.
Duties collected on imports from outside SACU are paid into a common revenue pool and redistributed
to member states.
Trading profile
Swaziland’s main trading partner is South Africa, which represents the source of nearly 80% of all
imports and is the destination for more than 65% of exports by value. Other major export markets are
in Africa and include, Nigeria (4.9%), Mozambique (4.1%) and Kenya (4.1%) 7. Other major sources
of imports are, China (4.5%), India (4.4%) and the United States (1.5%). Major exports include cosmetics and toiletries, sugar and chemical products and clothing.
In 2015, the value of exports from Swaziland was approx. USD 1.7 billion and imports USD 1.3
billion.
Goods enter and leave Swaziland primarily by road, with a limited number of imports being transported by rail, primarily from the port of Durban where most extra-SACU imports and exports are also
handled.

Figure 4 - Map of Swaziland

7

All figures: Swaziland Government, International Merchandise Trade Statistics 2015, International Trade Department,
Mbabane, Swaziland
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Trading performance
The World Bank Doing Business report provides a number of useful indicators for the time and cost
of different trade and border compliance processes that are relevant for the TRS+. These rankings and
figures are based in surveys of businesses and associated with the Trading Across Borders section of
the report.
Export

Import

World Bank
Doing Business 2018 –
Trading Across Borders8

Clearance and inspections required
by customs authorities

Clearance and inspections required
by agencies other
than customs

Clearance and inspections required
by customs authorities

Clearance and inspections required
by agencies other
than customs

Country

Time
(hrs)

Cost
(USD)

Time
(hrs)

Cost
(USD)

Time
(hrs)

Cost
(USD)

Time
(hrs)

Cost
(USD)

Germany

1.0

35

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

United States*

1.3

175

0.0

0.0

1.5

175

0.0

0.0

Swaziland

2.0

134.4

0.0

0.0

3.0

134.4

0.0

0.0

Lesotho

2.0

150

0.0

0.0

3.5

150

0.0

0.0

Botswana

5.0

79.2

0.0

0.0

3.4

98.1

0.0

0.0

South Africa

20.3

146.7

3.7

0.0

20.3

193.3

3.7

0.0

Namibia

48

200

48

102.5

2.8

145.0

0.0

0.0

Zambia

96

170

0.0

0.0

96

180

0.0

0.0

* New York City

Table 1 - Time and cost of border processes - selected economies

8

World Bank Doing Business Report 2018; Trading Across Borders: time and cost of border processes - selected
economies
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World Bank
Doing Business 2018 –
Trading Across Borders

Export
documentary
compliance

Import
documentary
compliance

Country

Time
(hrs)

Cost
(USD)

Time
(hrs)

Cost
(USD)

Germany

1

45

1

0

United States

1.5

60

7.5

100

Swaziland

2

76

4

76

Lesotho

4

150

3

190

Botswana

18

179

3

67

South Africa

68

170

36

213

Namibia

90

348

3

63

Zambia

96

200

72

175

Sub-Saharan Africa

87.8

215.1

103

300.1

Table 2 - Time and cost of documentary compliance - selected economies9

9

World Bank Doing Business Report 2018; Trading Across Borders: time and cost of documentary compliance - selected
economies
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2

Total regulatory time

The import and export of goods requires traders and those involved in trade across Swaziland’s
borders to undergo a number of regulatory processes. For imports and exports, certificates, permits and
licenses are required to ensure phytosanitary standards or security requirements are met or to provide
support to local industries. In addition, traders must undergo customs processes with the SRA, including
the payment of duties and taxes for imports and presenting goods at the border. Businesses trading with
other SACU member countries must also manage issues associated with VAT and VAT rebates.
These processes add time and cost to trading businesses. The figure below shows the distribution of
average time across different regulatory activities for businesses importing into Swaziland drawn from
the TRS+ data. An average of six hours and twenty-seven minutes - from applying for a certificate,
permit or license until goods exit the border - is spent on regulatory activities before and at the border.

Figure 5 – Swaziland Imports: distribution of total time, average OGA and SRA processes 1011

Looking at the distribution of regulatory activities in more detail, the time taken from application to
collection of a certificate, permit or license for import takes more 50% of the average time, while the
pre-border regulatory processes take 20% of average time and the border processes 26% of average.
The implementation of the proposed single window would greatly reduce the time and cost of importing without compromising the roles these processes play in protecting Swaziland’s industries, economy and people.

10

Time for regulatory processes includes only the time which traders and agents are directly engaged with Swaziland government agencies and does not include time for the preparation of documents for obtaining certificates, permits or licenses
or the preparation of documents for import or export. Also not included is time from the receipt of the proceed to border
notice to receiving a gate pass at the border or time spent at the border on non-regulatory activities. These times are presented as ‘other time’ in other sections of the report.
11
OGA application and approval times for: Ministry of Agriculture – Veterinary Services; Ministry of Agriculture – National Agricultural Marketing Board; Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Trade; Ministry of Natural Resources – Geology and Mines; Dairy Marketing Board; Ministry of Agriculture – Agricultural Research and Specialists; and, Ministry of
Health – Pharmaceutical Department. Times for OGA processes are based in a 24-hour day so that total hours for application to collection will be up to or more than twenty-four hours where, for example, an application is made one day and
collected the following day. This approach is consistent with the approach to calculating time applied in the World Bank’s
Doing Business Reports.
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Total Regulatory Time: Certificates Permits
and Licenses
and Border Processes
26%

54%

20%
Average OGA: Application to Collection
Declaration to Validate and Assess
Present documents to leave the border

Figure 6 – Swaziland Imports: distribution of total regulatory time, OGA and SRA processes
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3

Vision for a future border

Single Window
A fully electronic single window allowing electronic submission of applications for certificates, permits, licenses and declarations, and electronic notification once approved. Full-interlinked allowing
SRA to view and risk assess based on certificate, permit and license conditions integrated with existing
risk profiles.
Clearance before arrival
Continued clearance before arrival.
Electronic payment
Electronic-only payment of duties and integration of other border charges such as road tax into a
single payment.
Risk-based controls with random element
Controls undertaken only on the basis of risk as assessed by the central processing hub. To be complemented with random risk profiles.
Separation of flows at the border
Separation of commercial and non-commercial traffic at the border. Separation also for commercial
traffic between declarations flagged for control and those that can proceed through the border immediately.
One Stop Border Shop
One face at the border, with SRA only present and with support from other agencies at the border or
after the border.
Mutual recognition of controls with South Africa and/or Mozambique facilitating one-stop only for
customs related processes at the border.

6
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4

Building a more effective border

4.1

Imports

Total Time: Declaration Registered to Exit Border

0

24

48

72

96

Hours
Average: 8 hours 33 minutes
Median: 4 Hours
number of valid declarations = 448
Figure 7 - Swaziland Imports - time from registration of declaration to exit border post12

For businesses importing into Swaziland, it takes an average of 8 hours and 33 minutes from when
the declaration is registered in ASYCUDAWorld until the goods exit the borders with a median time
of 240 minutes. As can be seen from the figure above, the average is influenced by a number of outlying
declarations captured as part of the TRS+. These were often associated with long times between traders
receiving a proceed to border notice and receiving a gate pass or extended time at the border.

12

Times for Ngwenya and Lavumisa. One import declaration only for Lomahasha and Matsapha ICD processes differ to
an extent that total time is not comparable
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Swaziland: Declaration Registered to Leave the Border
(Import)
15%

8%

67%

10%

Declaration to Validate and Assess

Present documents to Generate Exit Note

Generate Exit Note to Leave the Border

Other time

Figure 8 - Swaziland Imports: distribution of time, declaration created to exit border13

The chart above shows how the total average time is distributed between key regulatory and other
activities, with most of the time being accounted for by ‘other time’.
‘Other time’ is average time that is unaccounted for by processes and times captured by the TRS+.
It includes times at the border not associated with SRA border processes, time taken associated with
arrival at the border including the timing of the presentation of documents at the border and receipt of
a gate pass by the driver and the impact of time between receipt of a proceed to border notice and actual
arrival at the border. ‘Other time’ does not include the time between a trader collecting an approved
certificate, permit or license and the time it is exercised.

13

Other time includes: time between receipt of the proceed to border notice and arrival at the border; and, time at the border, including any time between an agent presenting documents and the conveyance arriving, SRA inspections time for
OGA interventions and any driver/goods ‘down time’ at the border. Other time does not include the time from when a
business collects an approved certificate, permit or license until it is exercised
8
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Swaziland Total Regulatory Time: Declaration
Registered to Leave the Border (Import)
Total Regulatory time: 2 hours 51 minutes
31%

46%

23%
Declaration to Validate and Assess
Present documents to generate exit note
Generate exit note to leave the border
Figure 9 - Swaziland Imports: distribution of regulatory time, registered to exit border

The distribution of average regulatory time shows that pre-border processes take the largest share of
the average time, while the two key border processes – presenting documents until generating the exit
note and generating the exit note until exiting the border – take a lesser share.
Commodity
HS 08: Fruit etc…
HS 10: Cereals etc…
Other

Average Time
0d 10h 37m
0d 3h 2m
0d 8h 45m

Channel
Red
Yellow
Green

Average Time Median Time
0d 8h 59m
0d 5h
0d 6h 38m
0d 4h
0d 10h 6m
0d 5h

Table 3 - Swaziland Imports: declaration created to exit border by channel and priority commodity 14

For priority commodities imported at Lavumisa and Ngwenya, fruit took longer on average than the
overall average time while the other two classifications took longer on average.
Across the border posts, approximately 3% of declarations were red channel. Red channel goods
took a longer average and median time compared to the overall average to complete all the processes.
Yellow channel (average 46% of declarations) took a shorter time to complete all processes from registration of the declaration until exiting the border post. Green channel goods surprisingly took significantly longer than the average, which is driven mainly by time at the border (see below).

14

Throughout this report, ‘other’ commodities includes all commodities not identified as ‘priority commodities’ in the
scope (see section Methodology). Includes only commodities presented at both Ngwenya and Lavumisa
9
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Figure 10 - Parking and inspection area Ngwenya imports

Total Time at Border
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240

360

480
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720

Minutes
Average: 1 hour 42 minutes
Median: 55 minutes
number of valid declarations = 448
Figure 11 - Swaziland Imports: receive gate pass to exit border

Declarations take an average time of 1 hour 42 minutes from receiving a gate pass to leaving the
border, with a median time of 55 minutes.
One of the factors impacting average time at the border - as observed at both Lavumisa and Ngwenya
– is that some drivers arrive at the border prior to the completion of the declaration process. The TRS+
data shows that an average of almost 70% of proceed to border notices are sent after the driver has
received a gate pass. Either agents complete the declaration process following the truck arriving at the

10
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South African side of the border and trucks enter the border prior to the proceed to border notice (principally Ngwenya), or drivers enter the border and then go through to agents on the Swaziland side to
finalize the declaration process (principally Lavumisa).

Swaziland: Time at the Border
Total Regulatory Time: 1 hour 33 minutes
9%
TRS+ data suggests only
approx. 10% of declarations
are subject to OGA
interventions or SRA
inspections.
What accounts for the
extended time after
generating the exit note

39%

52%

Present documents to Generate Exit Note

Generate exit note to exit border

Other time

Figure 12 - Swaziland Imports: distribution of time, receive gate pass to exit border15

For the distribution of regulatory time, most average time was spent after the generation of the exit
note. Some of this time is a result of the need to validate and stamp original invoices in order for traders
to be able to receive VAT refunds. The time consuming nature of this process was also highlighted by
traders and agents who said that there is often a lack of understanding by officers of the VAT regulations
and requirements, as well as a lack of consistency in the application of VAT regulations with, for example, some officers seeing one commodity code being VAT exempt and others not.
These requirements for stamping add additional time and complication to the importation process.
Some traders pointed out that if a commodity code is queried for VAT purposes at the border (even if
provided by SRA), traders simply change the commodity code in order to have the process completed.
The uncertainty created not only adds time but means potential for revenue leakage and raises potential
integrity issues.
This confusing and flexibly applied border process not only adds time but also creates a potential
for revenue leakage and raises integrity issues.
The payment of road tax and immigration take a limited amount of time (minutes only, although
commercial traffic have to queue with passenger traffic) and cannot account for all the average time
spent in both ‘other time’ and after generating the exit note to leaving the border. Some of this unac-

15

Other time includes time at the border, including any time between an agent presenting documents and the conveyance
arriving, time for SRA inspections, time for OGA interventions and any driver/goods ‘down time’ at the border.
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counted time may be due to the VAT validation and stamping requirements and OGA and SRA inspections, however, only a small proportion of declarations (average of approx. 10%) are subject of these
interventions.

Swaziland: Distribution of Average Time for Border
Activities
1%

5%

35%

49%

10%

Present documents to Generate Exit Note

Immigration

OGA processes

SRA Inspections

Road Tax
Figure 13 - Swaziland Imports: distribution of average time at border with OGA time and inspections16

The figure above shows how average time for regulatory activities can be distributed proportionally
at the border. Not all imports go through every process and this chart gives an indication only of the
proportional distribution of average times across activities at the border.
Most of the average time is associated with presenting documents at the customs counter to generating the exit note and with OGA processes and interventions.
Shift
Morning
Afternoon

Average Time
0d 2h 34m
0d 1h 47m

Channel
Red
Yellow
Green

Commodity
HS 08: Fruit etc…
HS 10: Cereals etc…
Other

Average Time
0d 1h 41m
0d 1h 1m
0d 1h 44m

Average Time Median Time
0d 1h 23m
0d 0h 37m
0d 1h 12m
0d 0h 51m
0d 1h 59m
0d 0h 59m

Table 4 - Swaziland Imports: receive gate pass to exit border by shift, channel and priority commodity 17

16

This chart represents a notional distribution of the average times of different regulatory activities at the border and does
not represent a sum of the actual average time at the border. OGA time refers to OGA time at the border only
17
Shift represents the shift during which documents are presented at the customs counter
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At the border, morning shift average times are longer than the overall average time, which reflects
that this is often a busier period with trucks queueing to enter the border. For commodities, the two
priority commodities presented at both borders have average times at the border that are shorter than
the overall average.
For channels, red channel goods take an average time in line with the overall average and the shortest
median time of the three channels, a situation that is not in line with international standards. Yellow
channel goods a shorter average time, but a longer median time that red channel.
Green channel goods take the longest average time and an average time that is longer than the overall
average. While this time is influenced by outlying factors at individual border posts (e.g. drivers ‘overnighting’ at the Lavumisa border post), there are other factors that also may account for this longer
average time.
One of these factors impacting green channel goods is the face vetting of green declarations by
customs officers which adds to time at the border, particularly as there is no requirement to present
these documents. There may be delays due to resourcing constraints at peak times. In addition, where
there is consolidated cargo, if one of the declarations on the manifest is red channel the average processing time for yellow and green will be as long as for the red channel declarations.
A lack of impact on average time of SRA inspections for red channel declarations may be explained
by the fact that red channel goods are often associated with VAT validation and stamping requirements
rather than physical controls.
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4.1.1

Ngwenya

Total Time: Declaration Registered to Handover Gate Pass

0

24

48

72

96

Hours
Average 7 hours 29 minutes
Median: 3 hours
number of valid declarations = 272

Figure 14 - Ngwenya Imports: declaration registered to exit border

For imports arriving at Ngwenya, the average time from registering a declaration to exiting the border is 449 minutes with a median time of 180 minutes. Average time is influenced by the time for a
number of outlier declarations with partial exits and one where the driver appears to have ‘overnighted’
at the border.
Declaration Registered to Exit Border (Import)
Total Time: 7 hours 29 minutes
Total Regulatory Time: 3 hours 24 minutes
54%

19%

12%

15%
Declaration to Validate and Assess
Present documents to Generate Exit Note
Generate Exit Note to Leave the Border
Other time

Figure 15 - Ngwenya Imports: distribution of regulatory time, declaration registered to exit border18

18

Other time can include: time between receipt of the proceed to border notice and arrival at the border; and, time at the
border, including any time between an agent presenting documents and the conveyance arriving as well as any
driver/goods ‘down time’ at the border. Other time does not include the time from when a business collects an approved
certificate, permit or license until it is exercised.
14
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In looking at the distribution of average time for activities from registration of the declaration to
exiting the border, the largest share of time (54%) is associated with ‘other time’. ‘Other time’ is mainly
associated with pre-border activities and can be accounted for by a number of different elements including the average time taken for the payment of any duties and the average time taken from receiving
the proceed the border notice to arriving at the border.
Declaration Registered to Exit Border (Import)
32%

42%

26%
Declaration to Validate and Assess
Present documents to Generate Exit Note
Generate Exit Note to Exit Note

Figure 16 - Ngwenya Imports: distribution of time, declaration registered to exit border

Looking in more detail at the distribution of regulatory time, most of the average time is associated
with the pre-border activities from registration of the declaration to validate and assess in ASYCUDAWorld.
HS 02: Meat etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 1h 57m 10
0d 1h 57m 20
0d 2h 7m 30
0d 2h 7m 40
0d 8h 27m 50
0d 14h 48m 60
0d 14h 48m 70
0d 15h 42m 80
0d 15h 42m 90
0d 15h 42m 100
Average: 0d 8h 38m

HS 08: Fruit etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 1h 14m 10
0d 1h 14m 20
0d 2h 49m 30
0d 2h 49m 40
0d 3h 14m 50
0d 3h 39m 60
0d 3h 39m 70
0d 4h 10m 80
0d 4h 10m 90
0d 4h 10m 100
Average: 0d 2h 58m

HS 10: Cereals etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 1h 4m 10
0d 1h 6m 20
0d 1h 18m 30
0d 1h 21m 40
0d 1h 36m 50
0d 1h 48m 60
0d 2h 9m 70
0d 3h 12m 80
0d 3h 13m 90
0d 5h 23m 100
Average: 0d 2h 1m
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HS 12: Oil seeds etc…
Time
% Completed

Time

(days hours minutes)

Other
% Completed

(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 53m 10
0d 1h 10m 20
0d 1h 10m 30
0d 1h 45m 40
0d 2h 10m 50
0d 2h 35m 60
0d 5h 57m 70
0d 5h 57m 80
0d 12h 26m 90
0d 12h 26m 100
Average: 0d 4h 7m

0d 1h 6m 10
0d 1h 25m 20
0d 1h 42m 30
0d 2h 19m 40
0d 3h 29m 50
0d 4h 55m 60
0d 7h 52m 70
0d 14h 27m 80
1d 0h 15m 90
3d 18h 50m 100
Average: 0d 8h 8m

Table 5 - Ngwenya Imports: declaration created to exit border by priority commodity

Priority commodities with the exception of meat products (HS 02) are, on average, through the processes within the overall average time. For meat, this may reflect the impact of a longer time for one
declaration to be re-routed to green from yellow on a low base of only three declarations. ‘Other’, which
includes all declarations not related to priority commodities, has a longer average time impacted by
pre-border processes.
Red Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 1h 14m 10
0d 1h 15m 20
0d 1h 55m 30
0d 1h 55m 40
0d 4h 14m 50
0d 13h 41m 60
0d 13h 41m 70
0d 14h 2m 80
0d 23h 15m 90
0d 23h 15m 100
Average: 0d 8h 30m
Median: 4 hours

0d 1h 15m 10
0d 1h 35m 20
0d 1h 52m 30
0d 2h 28m 40
0d 2h 49m 50
0d 3h 29m 60
0d 4h 10m 70
0d 5h 20m 80
0d 15h 0m 90
3d 18h 50m 100
Average: 0d 6h 30m
Median: 2 hours

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 1h 1m 10
0d 1h 22m 20
0d 1h 39m 30
0d 2h 5m 40
0d 3h 20m 50
0d 5h 10m 60
0d 7h 52m 70
0d 14h 29m 80
1d 0h 23m 90
2d 17h 35m 100
Average: 0d 7h 45m
Median: 4 hours

Table 6 - Ngwenya Imports: declaration created to exit border by channel

In terms of channel, average times show that red channel goods take the longest to complete all
processes from registering the declaration to exiting the border and take longer than the overall average
time for Ngwenya.
Green channel goods take an average time that is longer than the overall average and median time,
with a median time that is the same as for red channel goods. As noted above, average time for green
channel is influenced by unnecessary face vetting at the border of documents that are not required to
be presented as well as extended times for some declarations between the proceed to border notice and
arriving at the border (as a result of the actions of individual businesses).
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Figure 17 - Gate pass and road tax receipt
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Figure 18 - Ngwenya Imports: receive gate pass to exit border

Average time at the border for imports through Ngwenya is 98 minutes with a median time of 35
minutes. Outlying times are impacted by partial exits and at least one driver that appears to have ‘overnighted’ at the border (not visible in this figure).
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Time at the Border
TRS+ data shows
only approx. 18% of
declarations have
SRA inspections or
OGA interventions.

28%

2%

3%
13%

What accounts for
the remainder of the
time?
54%
Immigration

Road tax

Immigration to present documents

Present documents to Generate Exit Note

Other time
Figure 19 - Ngwenya Imports: distribution of time, receive gate pass to exit border19

As noted earlier in the report, the average time spent at the border is influenced by a number of
factors.
One of these factors is the requirement to validate and stamp original VAT invoices in order to be
able to get VAT refunds from South Africa. This stamping process is time consuming and as highlighted
by traders there is often uncertainty about the process (see section 4.1).
Another factor – and as observed during the TRS+ - is that when a truck arrives at the South African
side of the border the agent goes to meet the truck driver, then finalizes the SRA import declaration and
that the truck then enters the border post and a gate pass is issued, before the proceed to border notice
has been sent. At Ngwenya, the TRS+ shows that for 58% of declarations the truck associated with the
declaration receives the gate pass before the proceed to border notice is sent. As part of this process,
agents may present documents at the customs counter and then wait for the proceed to border notice to
be sent. During this time, trucks and drivers are waiting and immigration and road tax procedures are
dealt with while the clearance process is finalized. This extends the amount of time that goods need to
spend at the border. It also highlights that the proceed to border notice is not regulating the arrival of
goods as intended.
It is worth noting that during the TRS+ data collection, the entry pass gates had been temporarily
relocated to inside the customs building as a result of re-building activity at the border. This would have
had limited impact on the average times captured but means the gate pass may have been collected
closer in time to the other activities than would otherwise have been the case.
Although the TRS+ data captured 3% of declarations as red channel at Ngwenya, no SRA inspection
times were recorded at the border post.

19

Other time can include: OGA interventions, SRA inspections, time at the border, including any time between an agent
presenting documents and the conveyance arriving and any ‘down time’ by the driver.
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Distribution of Time at the Border
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33%
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Figure 20 - Ngwenya Imports: distribution of time, receive gate pass to exit border with OGA time20

The chart above shows how average time for regulatory activities can be distributed proportionally
at Ngwenya for imports. Not all imports go through every process and this chart gives an indication
only of the proportional distribution of average times across activities at the border.
Average time for OGA interventions at the border contributes to a large portion of overall average
time at the border. However, the TRS+ data identified only 15% of declarations being subject to some
form of OGA intervention.
HS 02: Meat etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 15m 10
0d 0h 15m 20
0d 0h 15m 30
0d 0h 34m 40
0d 0h 34m 50
0d 0h 34m 60
0d 1h 2m 70
0d 1h 2m 80
0d 1h 2m 90
0d 1h 2m 100
Average: 0d 0h 37m

HS 08: Fruit etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 13m 10
0d 0h 13m 20
0d 0h 13m 30
0d 0h 19m 40
0d 0h 19m 50
0d 0h 19m 60
0d 0h 26m 70
0d 0h 26m 80
0d 0h 26m 90
0d 0h 26m 100
Average: 0d 0h 19m

HS 10: Cereals etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 19m 10
0d 0h 20m 20
0d 0h 23m 30
0d 0h 24m 40
0d 0h 34m 50
0d 0h 43m 60
0d 0h 46m 70
0d 0h 46m 80
0d 1h 39m 90
0d 2h 15m 100
Average: 0d 0h 44m

20

This chart represents a notional distribution of the average times of different regulatory activities at the border and does
not represent a sum of the actual average time at the border. OGA time refers to OGA time at the border only
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HS 12: Oil seeds etc…
Time
% Completed

Time

(days hours minutes)

Other
% Completed

(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 23m 10
0d 0h 27m 20
0d 0h 27m 30
0d 0h 31m 40
0d 0h 45m 50
0d 1h 0m 60
0d 1h 31m 70
0d 1h 31m 80
0d 11h 3m 90
0d 11h 3m 100
Average: 0d 2h 29m

0d 0h 13m 10
0d 0h 20m 20
0d 0h 25m 30
0d 0h 31m 40
0d 0h 39m 50
0d 0h 50m 60
0d 1h 4m 70
0d 2h 6m 80
0d 6h 5m 90
0d 9h 33m 100
Average: 0d 1h 43m

Table 7 - Ngwenya Imports: receive gate pass to exit border by priority commodity

For priority commodities, most border processes are completed within the overall average time. The
exception is oil seeds (HS 12) which is impacted by an outlying declaration and a low data set of only
six declarations.
07:00-15:30
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 13m 10
0d 0h 19m 20
0d 0h 25m 30
0d 0h 32m 40
0d 0h 39m 50
0d 0h 47m 60
0d 1h 7m 70
0d 3h 19m 80
0d 9h 31m 90
0d 9h 33m 100
Average: 0d 2h 8m

15:30-00:00
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 16m 10
0d 0h 20m 20
0d 0h 24m 30
0d 0h 29m 40
0d 0h 37m 50
0d 0h 46m 60
0d 1h 0m 70
0d 1h 35m 80
0d 2h 7m 90
0d 6h 5m 100
Average: 0d 1h 2m

Table 8 - Ngwenya Imports: receive gate pass to exit border by shift

The morning shift at Ngwenya has a longer average time than the evening shift and is influenced
mainly by higher traffic volumes which in part is a result of queues of traffic that form before the border
opens.
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Red Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 13m 10
0d 0h 37m 20
0d 0h 44m 30
0d 0h 44m 40
0d 0h 54m 50
0d 1h 8m 60
0d 1h 8m 70
0d 1h 11m 80
0d 9h 31m 90
0d 9h 31m 100
Average: 0d 2h 2m
Median: 53 minutes

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 13m 10
0d 0h 19m 20
0d 0h 25m 30
0d 0h 39m 40
0d 0h 43m 50
0d 0h 47m 60
0d 0h 51m 70
0d 1h 23m 80
0d 1h 47m 90
0d 7h 9m 100
Average: 0d 0h 58m
Median: 40 minutes

0d 0h 14m 10
0d 0h 20m 20
0d 0h 23m 30
0d 0h 29m 40
0d 0h 33m 50
0d 0h 43m 60
0d 1h 3m 70
0d 2h 7m 80
0d 6h 5m 90
0d 11h 3m 100
Average: 0d 1h 48m
Median: 33 minutes

Table 9 - Ngwenya Imports: receive gate pass to exit border by channel

Consistent with overall average times and the average channel times for the processes from registration of the declaration to exiting the border, red channel goods take the longest average time at the
border and the longest median time.
Noteworthy for Ngwenya is that the median time for green channel goods is shorter than for red
channel goods. Factors influencing times for different channels have been noted earlier in the report
and include the requirements to validate and stamp VAT invoices and the time taken for unnecessary
face vetting even where presenting supporting documents is not a requirement.

Figure 21 - Swaziland 2012 TRS - Import times at Ngwenya21

The figure above is taken from a 2012 time release study undertaken by the SRA. As the table clearly
shows, the average times spent at the border in 2012 were considerably longer than the average time
spent at the border as capture by the 2018 TRS+ (ninety-eight minutes). This shows that the reforms
undertaken over the past five years by the SRA and the increased automation of border processes has
had the effect of reducing the time – and consequently the cost – for traders take to clear the border.
21

Swaziland Revenue Authority, Time Release Study Report, June 2012, Swaziland
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4.1.2 Lavumisa

Total Time: Declaration Registered to Handover
Gate Pass

0

24

48

72

96

Hours
Average 9 hours 36 minutes
Median: 5 hours
number of valid declarations = 329

Figure 22 - Lavumisa Imports: declaration registered to exit border

Total average time for imports processed through Lavumisa from registration of the declaration to
exiting the border is 576 minutes with a median time of 300 minutes.
Declaration Registered to Exit Border
Total Time: 9 hours 36 minutes
Total Regulatory Time: 1 hour 17 minutes
12%
5%
76%

7%

Declaration to Validate and Assess

Present documents to Generate Exit Note

Generate Exit Note to Leave the Border

Other time

Figure 23 - Lavumisa Imports: distribution of time declaration registered to exit border22

22

Other time includes: time between receipt of the proceed to border notice and arrival at the border; and, time at the border, including any time between an agent presenting documents and the conveyance arriving and any driver/goods ‘down
time’ at the border. Other time does not include the time from when a business collects an approved certificate, permit or
license until it is exercised.
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As with Ngwenya, the most significant portion of average time is associated with ‘other time’. This
‘other’ average time is mainly associated with pre-border activities and, as noted above, is particularly
associated with a small number of declarations that took a long time to arrive at the border after the
proceed to border notice was sent.

Declaration Registered to Exit Border
30%

51%

19%
Declaration to Validate and Assess
Present documents to Generate Exit Note
Generate Exit Note to Exit Border
Figure 24 - Lavumisa Imports: distribution of regulatory time declaration registered to exit border

Looking more closely at the distribution of average regulatory time, the average time for key preborder processes (declaration registered to validate and assess) takes the largest proportion of average
time, with the time from the generating the exit note to exiting the border taking the second largest
portion of time.
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HS 04: Dairy etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

HS 07: Vegetables etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 12h 15m 10
0d 12h 15m 20
0d 12h 15m 30
0d 12h 15m 40
0d 12h 22m 50
0d 12h 29m 60
0d 12h 29m 70
0d 12h 29m 80
0d 12h 29m 90
0d 12h 29m 100
Average: 0d 12h 22m

HS 10: Cereals etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 3h 0m 10
0d 3h 0m 20
0d 3h 0m 30
0d 3h 0m 40
0d 7h 1m 50
0d 11h 2m 60
0d 11h 2m 70
0d 11h 2m 80
0d 11h 2m 90
0d 11h 2m 100
Average: 0d 7h 1m

HS 08: Fruit etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 4h 18m 10
0d 5h 7m 20
0d 5h 46m 30
0d 6h 15m 40
1d 4h 40m 50
1d 4h 46m 60
1d 5h 33m 70
1d 5h 57m 80
1d 6h 5m 90
1d 6h 10m 100
Average: 0d 18h 16m

Time

Other
% Completed

(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 44m 10
0d 1h 37m 20
0d 2h 12m 30
0d 3h 23m 40
0d 4h 38m 50
0d 5h 59m 60
0d 6h 21m 70
0d 7h 30m 80
0d 10h 10m 90
0d 10h 10m 100
Average: 0d 4h 43m

0d 1h 2m 10
0d 1h 41m 20
0d 2h 8m 30
0d 3h 46m 40
0d 4h 46m 50
0d 7h 19m 60
0d 11h 2m 70
0d 16h 28m 80
0d 21h 56m 90
7d 3h 25m 100
Average: 0d 9h 22m

Table 10 - Lavumisa Imports: declaration registered to exit border by priority commodity

In terms of key commodities, average time for perishables such as dairy and fruit is longer than the
overall average time, although dairy imports at Ngwenya is based on a small data set of only two declarations.
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Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed

Red Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

(days hours minutes)

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 47m 10
0d 1h 21m 20
0d 2h 1m 30
0d 2h 51m 40
0d 4h 7m 50
0d 5h 5m 60
0d 8h 22m 70
0d 12h 13m 80
0d 17h 0m 90
1d 6h 10m 100
Average: 0d 6h 45m
Median: 4 hours

0d 1h 10m 10
0d 1h 10m 20
0d 6h 18m 30
0d 6h 18m 40
0d 10h 33m 50
0d 14h 48m 60
0d 14h 48m 70
0d 15h 39m 80
0d 15h 39m 90
0d 15h 39m 100
Average: 0d 9h 28m
Median: 6 hours

0d 1h 25m 10
0d 2h 8m 20
0d 3h 18m 30
0d 4h 58m 40
0d 7h 27m 50
0d 10h 29m 60
0d 16h 36m 70
0d 18h 41m 80
1d 0h 42m 90
7d 3h 25m 100
Average: 0d 12h 27m
Median: 6 hours

Table 11 - Lavumisa Imports: declaration created to exit border by channel

Median times for green and red channel declarations are the same. Average time for green channel
in this case is, as noted, heavily influenced by outlying times where there is a long time between the
sending of the proceed to border notice and arrival at the border. Of all the declarations passing through
Lavumisa captured in the TRS+, 2% were red channel and 33% yellow channel.

Receive Gate Pass to Exit Border

0

120

240

360

480

Minutes
Average: 1 hour 47 minutes
Median: 1 hour 10 minutes
number of valid declarations = 329

Figure 25 - Lavumisa Imports: receive gate pass to exit border

Average time at the border is 107 minutes and median time 70 minutes. Outliers appear to be associated with vehicles that arrive just prior to the border closing for the night and then depart as soon as
the border opens the next day (not visible in this figure).
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Time at the Border
Total Time: 1hour 47 minutes
Total Regulatory Time: 54 minutes
TRS+ data finds only
approx. 17% of
declarations are
subject to OGA
interventions and
SRA inspections.

24%

What accounts for
the remainder of the
time?
20%
49%

7%

Present documents to Generate Exit Note

Immigration

Road tax

Other time

Figure 26 - Lavumisa Imports: distribution of time, receive gate pass to exit border23

As at Ngwenya there are several factors that influence time at the border. These factors include the
requirements to stamp VAT receipts and the time consuming nature of unnecessary face vetting of
documents that are not required to be presented. In addition, it seems – and was observed during the
TRS+ - that some drivers enter the border and proceed to the agents on the Swaziland side of the border
to either start or finalize the declaration process. The TRS+ data shows that for 75% of declarations
processed through Lavumisa, the truck or conveyance associated with the declaration arrived at the
border prior to the proceed to border notice being sent.
Distribution of Activities at the Border
11%

2%

42%
11%

34%
Present documents to Generate Exit Note
OGA processes
SRA Inspections

Immigration
Road tax

Figure 27 - Lavumisa Imports: distribution of time, receive gate pass to exit border OGA time and inspections 24

23

Other can include: OGA interventions, SRA inspections time at the border, including any time between an agent presenting documents and the conveyance arriving and any driver/goods ‘down time’ at the border.
24
This chart represents a notional distribution of the average times of different regulatory activities at the border and does
not represent a sum of the actual average time at the border. OGA time refers to OGAs time at the border only
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The chart above shows how average time for regulatory activities can be distributed proportionally
at Lavumisa for imports. Not all imports go through every process and this chart gives an indication
only of the proportional distribution of average times across activities at the border. Based on the average times, there is 40 minutes that are not accounted for by regulatory activities at Lavumisa.
At Lavumisa, 3% of declarations were subject to SRA inspections and inspections took an average
of 1 minute to complete. This may largely to be due the fact that red channel checks are focused on
VAT invoice validation and larger physical inspections are less common. Fifteen per cent of declarations at Lavumisa were the subject of OGA interventions.

Figure 28 - Exit note

HS 04: Dairy etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 46m 10
0d 0h 46m 20
0d 0h 46m 30
0d 0h 46m 40
0d 0h 46m 50
0d 0h 46m 60
0d 0h 46m 70
0d 0h 46m 80
0d 0h 46m 90
0d 0h 46m 100
Average: 0d 0h 46m

HS 07: Vegetables etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 30m 10
0d 0h 30m 20
0d 0h 30m 30
0d 0h 30m 40
0d 1h 1m 50
0d 1h 33m 60
0d 1h 33m 70
0d 1h 33m 80
0d 1h 33m 90
0d 1h 33m 100
Average: 0d 1h 1m

HS 08: Fruit etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 3h 5m 10
0d 3h 5m 20
0d 3h 6m 30
0d 3h 11m 40
0d 3h 11m 50
0d 3h 11m 60
0d 3h 11m 70
0d 3h 11m 80
0d 3h 11m 90
0d 3h 19m 100
Average: 0d 3h 4m
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HS 10: Cereals etc…
Time
% Completed

Time

Other
% Completed

(days hours minutes)

(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 26m 10
0d 0h 33m 20
0d 0h 46m 30
0d 1h 5m 40
0d 1h 21m 50
0d 1h 36m 60
0d 1h 46m 70
0d 2h 23m 80
0d 2h 59m 90
0d 11h 35m 100
Average: 0d 1h 45m

0d 0h 15m 10
0d 0h 19m 20
0d 0h 39m 30
0d 0h 50m 40
0d 1h 4m 50
0d 1h 58m 60
0d 2h 10m 70
0d 2h 10m 80
0d 2h 10m 90
0d 2h 10m 100
Average: 0d 1h 17m

Table 12 - Lavumisa Imports: receive gate pass to exit border by priority commodity

Of the priority commodities, fruit took longer than the overall average and is consistent across all
11 of the declarations that were processed where the first two digits of the HS code were 08.
07:00-14:00
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 31m 10
0d 0h 50m 20
0d 1h 2m 30
0d 1h 15m 40
0d 1h 29m 50
0d 1h 44m 60
0d 2h 10m 70
0d 2h 59m 80
0d 4h 27m 90
0d 11h 35m 100
Average: 0d 1h 59m

14:00-22:00
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 25m 10
0d 0h 29m 20
0d 0h 35m 30
0d 0h 46m 40
0d 1h 9m 50
0d 1h 30m 60
0d 1h 44m 70
0d 2h 10m 80
0d 2h 46m 90
0d 9h 23m 100
Average: 0d 1h 33m

Table 13 - Lavumisa Imports: receive gate pass to exit border by shift

Due to higher traffic levels, morning shift average times are longer than evening shift average times.
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Red Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 22m 10
0d 0h 28m 20
0d 0h 35m 30
0d 0h 52m 40
0d 1h 8m 50
0d 1h 21m 60
0d 1h 36m 70
0d 1h 53m 80
0d 2h 58m 90
0d 9h 23m 100
Average: 0d 1h 26m
Median: 59 minutes

0d 0h 33m 10
0d 0h 33m 20
0d 0h 33m 30
0d 0h 33m 40
0d 0h 34m 50
0d 0h 36m 60
0d 0h 36m 70
0d 1h 18m 80
0d 1h 18m 90
0d 1h 18m 100
Average: 0d 0h 45m
Median: 21 minutes

0d 0h 31m 10
0d 0h 44m 20
0d 1h 5m 30
0d 1h 25m 40
0d 1h 37m 50
0d 2h 10m 60
0d 2h 23m 70
0d 2h 46m 80
0d 4h 31m 90
0d 11h 35m 100
Average: 0d 2h 9m
Median: 93 minutes

Table 14 - Lavumisa Imports: receive gate pass to exit border by channel

At Lavumisa, the median and average time for red channel goods is significantly shorter than green
channel average and median times. Two per cent of import declarations passing through Lavumisa
captured by the TRS+ were red channel.
Green channel times can be influenced by the factors outlined above such as the time consuming
nature of unnecessary face vetting and the requirements for validation and stamping of VAT receipts.

Figure 29 – 2012 Swaziland TRS: import times at Lavumisa25

Based on the above figure for import times at Lavumisa, average times at the border have increased
by approximately 40 minutes from the 2012 SRA TRS to the 2018 TRS+. This may be as a result of
increased traffic (the total number of transactions for the week of the 2012 TRS was only 245), which
may have had the effect of slowing average times.

25

SRA Time Release Study, Opcit
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In 2012, poor infrastructure at the border was identified as one potential reason for time spent at the
border and although the buildings and facilities have been upgraded, average times appear to have
increased.

4.1.3 Matsapha ICD
Declaration Registered to Generate Exit Note

0

72

144

216

288

360

432

504

576
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720

792

864

Hours
Average: 1 day 7 hours 58 minutes
Median: 4 hours
number of valid declarations = 153

Figure 30 - Matsapha ICD: declaration registered to generate exit note

Processes are substantially different at Matsapha ICD from the two road border crossings. Median
times at the ICD are consistent with those at the road border crossings with fewer outlying times meaning the total average time is shorter. This may reflect the different transport modes involved.
Red Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 22h 56m 10
0d 22h 56m 20
0d 22h 56m 30
0d 22h 56m 40
0d 22h 56m 50
0d 22h 56m 60
0d 22h 56m 70
0d 22h 56m 80
0d 22h 56m 90
0d 22h 56m 100
Average: 0d 22h 56m
Median: 22 hours

0d 1h 18m 10
0d 1h 55m 20
0d 2h 51m 30
0d 3h 1m 40
0d 3h 43m 50
0d 6h 28m 60
0d 18h 29m 70
0d 21h 53m 80
2d 16h 48m 90
36d 21h 12m 100
Average: 1d 8h 2m
Median: 3 hours

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 1h 17m 10
0d 2h 39m 20
0d 4h 9m 30
0d 7h 19m 40
0d 18h 50m 50
0d 21h 6m 60
1d 1h 34m 70
2d 18h 15m 80
3d 7h 20m 90
8d 0h 5m 100
Average: 1d 9h 32m
Median: 19 hours

Table 15 - Matsapha ICD Imports: declaration registered to generate exit note by channel
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Of the declarations at Matsapha ICD, 82% were yellow channel and there was only one red channel
declaration capture during the TRS+. Median and average time for green channel are substantially
longer than for yellow channel declarations (and for the one red channel declaration). Times for green
channel appear to be influenced by the time taken for the payment of duties and assessment which may
be the result of the fact that Matsapha ICD processes large volumes of motor vehicles.

Present Documents to Generate Exit Note

0

72

144 216 288 360 432 504 576 648 720 792 864

Minutes
Average: 1 hour 9 minutes
Median: 10 minutes
number of valid declarations = 153

Figure 31 - Matsapha ICD Imports: present documents to generate exit note

The time from presenting documents until generating the exit note is 69 minutes with a median of
ten minutes. The average time is heavily influenced by outlying times that are significantly longer than
the median time.
Red Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 8m 10
0d 0h 8m 20
0d 0h 8m 30
0d 0h 8m 40
0d 0h 8m 50
0d 0h 8m 60
0d 0h 8m 70
0d 0h 8m 80
0d 0h 8m 90
0d 0h 8m 100
Average: 0d 0h 8m
Median: 8 minutes

0d 0h 2m 10
0d 0h 4m 20
0d 0h 5m 30
0d 0h 8m 40
0d 0h 10m 50
0d 0h 14m 60
0d 0h 16m 70
0d 0h 20m 80
0d 0h 28m 90
4d 0h 7m 100
Average: 0d 1h 11m
Median: 10 minutes

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 1m 10
0d 0h 2m 20
0d 0h 5m 30
0d 0h 5m 40
0d 0h 5m 50
0d 0h 12m 60
0d 0h 15m 70
0d 2h 2m 80
0d 3h 5m 90
0d 8h 26m 100
Average: 0d 1h 3m
Median: 5 minutes

Table 16 - Matsapha ICD Imports: present documents to generate exit note by channel
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The median times for handling different channels at the border are consistent with the overall median
time. As there was only one red channel declaration captured by the TRS+, green channel average and
median times are lower than the overall average time.
TIME SUMMARY
Receipt of documents to capture
Receipt of documents to printing
Receipt of document to hard copies
Document verification process
Assessment time
Time taken to pay duties
Examination time
Total process time

10:24
12:11
12:42
0:04
1:44
19:43
8:50

Table 17 - 2012 Swaziland TRS: import times at Matsapha ICD26

Time at the ICD for imports has substantially improved since the 2012 TRS. Process reforms undertaken since 2012 have clearly had an impact on average times for traders bringing goods into Swaziland
through the ICD.

4.2

Exports
Total Time: Declaration Registered to Exit
Border Post

0

24

48

72

96

120

Hours
Average 19 hours 29 minutes
Median: 4 hours
number of valid declarations = 447

Figure 32 - Swaziland Exports: declaration registered to exit border2728

26

SRA, Time Release Study, Opcit
Data for Ngwenya, Lavumisa and Lomahasha as processes differ at Matsapha ICD which does not allow valid comparison
28
Exit times: Ngwenya: end police, OGA, SRA exit gate inspection; Lavumisa: handover gate pass; Lomahasha: handover gate pass
27
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For data collected during the TRS+, it took an average time of over nineteen hours for the processes
from registering the export declaration until exiting the border post, with a median time of four hours.
Outlying times for exports are accounted for by the time between pre-border processes and when the
declaration is presented at the border for export.

Swaziland: Declaration Registered to Exit Border
Total Regulatory Time: 24 minutes

34%
66%

Declaration to Validate and Assess

Present documents to generate exit note

Figure 33 - Swaziland Exports: distribution of regulatory time register declaration to exit border

In terms of the distribution of regulatory time for exports, the border processes take the lowest proportion of average time, with an average of just 8 minutes, and the pre-border processes taking approximately two-thirds of average time.
Channel
Yellow
Green

Average Time
0d 13h 28m
0d 19h 58m

Commodity
HS 17: Sugars and Sugar Confectionery etc…
Other

Average Time
0d 11h 56m
0d 14h 30m

Figure 34 - Swaziland Exports: declaration registered to exit border by channel and priority commodity

Average time for priority for goods classified as sugars and sugar confectionary are shorter than the
overall average time.
While green channel average time is longer, this is primarily driven by the time between declarations
completing the pre-border regulatory processes and presenting documents at the customs counter. For
the declarations captured by the TRS+ data, 2% were red channel and 11% yellow channel.
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Figure 35 - Swaziland Exports: receive gate pass to exit border29

Average time and median time at the border do not vary greatly with average time being influenced
by ‘overnight’ border stays, principally at Lavumisa, where processes are completed just prior to the
border closing and exit from the border is when the border opens the following morning.
Swaziland: Receive Gate Pass to Exit Border
20%

37%

17%

21%

5%

Present documents to generate note

Immigration

SRA Inspection times

OGA times

Other time

29

Exit times: Ngwenya: end police, OGA, SRA exit gate inspection; Lavumisa: handover gate pass; Lomahasha: handover gate pass
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Figure 36 - Swaziland Exports: distribution of time, receive gate pass to exit border3031

The chart above shows how average time for regulatory activities can be distributed proportionally
at the border. Not all exports go through every process and this chart gives an indication only of the
proportional distribution of average times across activities at the border.
As with imports, it was observed that in some cases the declaration process is completed by agents
after trucks or conveyances arrive at the border which has the effect of pushing out time at the border
as captured by the TRS+.
Commodity
HS 17: Sugars and Sugar Confectionery etc…
Other

Average Time
Channel
0d 0h 47m Yellow
0d 0h 43m Green

Average Time
0d 0h 35m
0d 0h 41m

Table 18 - Swaziland Exports: receive gate pass to exit border by channel and commodity32

Priority commodities (HS17: Sugars and Sugar Confectionary etc…) across the three road border
posts take a slightly longer average time to complete the border processes. For channels, green channel
goods take just on the average time.

30

This chart represents a notional distribution of the average times of different regulatory activities at the border and does
not represent a sum of the actual average time at the border. OGA time refers to OGAs time at the border only.
31
Other can include: any time between an agent presenting documents and the conveyance arriving and any driver/goods
‘down time’ at the border.
32
Commodities and channels shown are those present at the three border crossings included only
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4.2.1 Ngwenya

Declaration Registered to Exit Border
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Median: 3 hours
number of valid declarations = 216

Figure 37 - Ngwenya Exports: declaration registered to exit border

For export processes through Ngwenya, activities from registration of the declaration to exiting the
border took an average time of just over sixteen hours with a median time of three hours. Outliers are
primarily due to a longer time for some declarations from completion of the pre-border regulatory processes to presentation of documents at the customs counter.

Declaration Registered to Exit Border
Total Regulatory Time: 24 minutes

58%
42%

Declaration to Validate and Assess
Present documents to generate exit note

Figure 38 - Ngwenya Exports: distribution of regulatory time declaration registered to exit border
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Pre-border processes take larger proportion of the average time for regulatory activities with processes at the border taking a lower share of average time.
HS 17: Sugars and Sugar
Confectionery etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 1h 0m 10
0d 1h 28m 20
0d 4h 14m 30
0d 4h 37m 40
0d 4h 52m 50
0d 13h 10m 60
0d 15h 5m 70
0d 22h 32m 80
1d 23h 18m 90
2d 17h 47m 100
Average: 0d 16h 26m

Time

Other
% Completed

(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 48m 10
0d 1h 20m 20
0d 1h 54m 30
0d 2h 41m 40
0d 3h 9m 50
0d 9h 20m 60
0d 18h 15m 70
1d 8h 26m 80
1d 17h 51m 90
7d 13h 29m 100
Average: 0d 17h 13m

Table 19 – Ngwenya Exports: declaration created to exit border by commodity

The priority commodities provided for this TRS+ took nearly the same time as the overall average
time at Ngwenya while ‘other’ export commodities took a slightly longer average time driven by outlying times from completion of the pre-border regulatory processes to presentation of documents at the
customs counter.
Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 16h 22m 10
0d 16h 22m 20
0d 16h 22m 30
0d 16h 22m 40
4d 2h 55m 50
7d 13h 29m 60
7d 13h 29m 70
7d 13h 29m 80
7d 13h 29m 90
7d 13h 29m 100
Average: 4d 2h 55m

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 45m 10
0d 1h 6m 20
0d 1h 37m 30
0d 2h 40m 40
0d 3h 20m 50
0d 4h 52m 60
0d 12h 46m 70
0d 20h 48m 80
1d 17h 22m 90
2d 16h 17m 100
Average: 0d 11h 53m

Table 20 - Ngwenya Exports: declaration created to exit border by channel

Yellow channel declarations (5% of declarations sampled) took longer than the average time to complete the entire export process which is driven by the pre-border regulatory processes.
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Figure 39 - Ngwenya Exports: receive gate pass to exit border

During the TRS+, exports passing through Ngwenya spent a median time of 27 minutes and an
average time of 36 minutes at the border.
Receive Gate Pass to Exit Border
23%
61%
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Figure 40 - Ngwenya Exports: distribution of time receive gate pass to exit border with OGA and inspections3334

33

This chart represents a notional distribution of the average times of different regulatory activities at the border and does
not represent a sum of the actual average time at the border. OGA time refers to OGAs time at the border only.
34
Other can include: any time between an agent presenting documents and the conveyance arriving and any driver/goods
‘down time’ at the border.
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The chart above represents a notional distribution of how average time can be spent at the border.
While not all declarations will pass through these processes, this provides an insight into how average
time can be spent. ‘Other time’ can be influenced by additional time at the border, including where a
gate pass is received prior to completion of the export declaration pre-border processes, or, given the
short average times, meal times or other driver ‘down time’ at the border.
HS 17: Sugars and Sugar
Confectionery etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 16m 10
0d 0h 16m 20
0d 0h 17m 30
0d 0h 20m 40
0d 0h 24m 50
0d 0h 32m 60
0d 0h 37m 70
0d 0h 50m 80
0d 0h 51m 90
0d 0h 56m 100
Average: 0d 0h 29m

Time

Other
% Completed

(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 13m 10
0d 0h 19m 20
0d 0h 22m 30
0d 0h 25m 40
0d 0h 31m 50
0d 0h 37m 60
0d 0h 37m 70
0d 0h 49m 80
0d 1h 2m 90
0d 2h 46m 100
Average: 0d 0h 39m

Table 21 - Ngwenya Exports: receive gate pass to exit border by commodity

Sugar and sugar confectionary exports took slightly less average time to clear the border processes
than the overall average time.
07:00-15:30
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 8m 10
0d 0h 13m 20
0d 0h 18m 30
0d 0h 22m 40
0d 0h 28m 50
0d 0h 32m 60
0d 0h 45m 70
0d 0h 48m 80
0d 0h 56m 90
0d 2h 43m 100
Average: 0d 0h 37m

15:30-00:00
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 13m 10
0d 0h 21m 20
0d 0h 25m 30
0d 0h 31m 40
0d 0h 35m 50
0d 0h 46m 60
0d 0h 54m 70
0d 1h 10m 80
0d 1h 21m 90
0d 3h 21m 100
Average: 0d 0h 45m

Table 22 - Ngwenya Exports: receive gate pass to exit border by shift

Average time for the evening shift is slightly longer than average time for the morning shift and can
be influenced by driver behavior at the border in the evening or general traffic conditions.
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Red Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 23m 10
0d 0h 28m 20
0d 0h 33m 30
0d 0h 34m 40
0d 0h 35m 50
0d 0h 35m 60
0d 0h 35m 70
0d 0h 49m 80
0d 1h 4m 90
0d 1h 4m 100
Average: 0d 0h 38m

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 8m 10
0d 0h 22m 20
0d 0h 24m 30
0d 0h 28m 40
0d 0h 41m 50
0d 0h 48m 60
0d 0h 55m 70
0d 1h 2m 80
0d 1h 5m 90
0d 2h 28m 100
Average: 0d 0h 45m

0d 0h 11m 10
0d 0h 18m 20
0d 0h 23m 30
0d 0h 26m 40
0d 0h 33m 50
0d 0h 42m 60
0d 0h 49m 70
0d 1h 4m 80
0d 1h 25m 90
0d 3h 21m 100
Average: 0d 0h 43m

Table 23 - Ngwenya Exports: receive gate pass to exit border by channel

Approximately 2% of the export declarations captured at Ngwenya during the TRS+ were red channel and took very close to the overall average time to complete the border processes. Green channel
took slightly longer to complete, although a majority were through the border in an average time less
than the overall average time.

Figure 41 - 2012 Swaziland TRS: Ngwenya exports time at border35

When average times at the border for the TRS+ are compared to the 2102 Swaziland TRS, total
average times have come down by several minutes. Similar to the TRS+, most regulatory time in the
2012 TRS was spent on managing the SRA documentary processes.

35

SRA, Time Release Study, Opcit
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4.2.2 Lavumisa
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Figure 42 - Lavumisa Exports: declaration registered to exit border

Exports leaving through Lavumisa took an average time of over fifteen hours to complete the processions from registering a declaration to exiting the border and a median time of nearly six hours.
Outlying times are driven by a number of factors, including the time for pre-border regulatory processes
for yellow channel goods as well as time from completion of the pre-border regulatory processes until
arrival at the border.

Declaration Registered to Exit Border
24%

76%

Declaration to Validate and Assess

Present documents to generate exit note

Figure 43 - Lavumisa Exports: distribution of time declaration registered to exit border
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Consistent with Ngwenya and the overall average time, pre-border regulatory processes take a larger
share of the distributed average time than the average time for processes at the border.
HS 07: Vegetables etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 30m 10
0d 0h 30m 20
0d 0h 30m 30
0d 0h 30m 40
0d 3h 27m 50
0d 6h 24m 60
0d 6h 24m 70
0d 6h 24m 80
0d 6h 24m 90
0d 6h 24m 100
Average: 0d 3h 27m
HS 17: Sugars and Sugar
Confectionery etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 37m 10
0d 0h 46m 20
0d 0h 49m 30
0d 1h 11m 40
0d 1h 31m 50
0d 5h 52m 60
0d 5h 59m 70
0d 7h 26m 80
1d 4h 53m 90
2d 20h 25m 100
Average: 0d 11h 4m

HS 08: Fruit etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 40m 10
0d 4h 54m 20
0d 5h 32m 30
0d 5h 32m 40
0d 6h 44m 50
0d 9h 35m 60
0d 9h 35m 70
0d 13h 3m 80
1d 2h 53m 90
1d 2h 53m 100
Average: 0d 9h 37m

Time

Other
% Completed

(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 54m 10
0d 2h 2m 20
0d 3h 58m 30
0d 5h 13m 40
0d 6h 40m 50
0d 8h 19m 60
0d 11h 30m 70
0d 21h 52m 80
1d 10h 10m 90
9d 22h 34m 100
Average: 0d 15h 52m

Table 24 - Ngwenya Exports: declaration created to exit by commodity

For the priority commodities captured during the TRS+, all competed the processes from registering
the declaration to exiting the border in less average time than the overall average time.
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Figure 44 - Working at Lavumisa boom gate

Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 26m 10
0d 1h 15m 20
0d 2h 26m 30
0d 5h 5m 40
0d 6h 1m 50
0d 7h 35m 60
0d 13h 3m 70
2d 6h 23m 80
3d 2h 15m 90
9d 22h 34m 100
Average: 1d 2h 38m

0d 0h 49m 10
0d 1h 49m 20
0d 4h 0m 30
0d 5h 15m 40
0d 6h 37m 50
0d 8h 3m 60
0d 11h 15m 70
0d 20h 17m 80
1d 4h 53m 90
3d 20h 29m 100
Average: 0d 13h 8m

Table 25 - Lavumisa Exports: declaration created to exit border by channel36

As noted earlier, pre-border regulatory processes influenced the overall average time for different
channels.

36

Only one red channel was captured at Lavumisa and is not included
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Figure 45 - Lavumisa Exports: receive gate pass to exit border

On average, declarations complete processes at the border at Lavumisa in 46 minutes with a median
time of 36 minutes. Average times at Lavumisa are influenced by two declarations where the driver
arrived at the border and the export processes were completed immediately prior to the border closing
for the night and then the driver departed the border the next morning.

Receive Gate Pass to Exit Border
13%

56%
24%
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Present documents to generate note Immigration
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Other time

Figure 46 - Lavumisa Exports: distribution of time receive gate pass to exit border3738

37

Other time includes: time at the border, including any time between an agent presenting documents and the conveyance
arriving and any driver/goods ‘down time’ at the border.
38
This chart represents a notional distribution of the average times of different regulatory activities at the border and does
not represent a sum of the actual average time at the border.
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While not all declarations go through the processes represented in the figure above, this represents
a notional distribution of how average time at the border can be spent. There can be a range of explanations for ‘other time’ including driver behavior at the border (e.g. ‘down time’) or where a gate pass
is received prior to the completion of export pre-border processes.
HS 07: Vegetables etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 11m 10
0d 0h 11m 20
0d 0h 11m 30
0d 0h 11m 40
0d 0h 14m 50
0d 0h 17m 60
0d 0h 17m 70
0d 0h 17m 80
0d 0h 17m 90
0d 0h 17m 100
Average: 0d 0h 14m
HS 17: Sugars and Sugar
Confectionery etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 22m 10
0d 0h 24m 20
0d 0h 30m 30
0d 0h 36m 40
0d 0h 36m 50
0d 0h 46m 60
0d 0h 46m 70
0d 0h 46m 80
0d 1h 23m 90
0d 2h 13m 100
Average: 0d 0h 47m

HS 08: Fruit etc…
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 17m 10
0d 0h 17m 20
0d 0h 19m 30
0d 0h 19m 40
0d 0h 21m 50
0d 0h 46m 60
0d 0h 46m 70
0d 1h 16m 80
0d 9h 44m 90
0d 9h 44m 100
Average: 0d 1h 51m

Time

Other
% Completed

(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 17m 10
0d 0h 23m 20
0d 0h 27m 30
0d 0h 32m 40
0d 0h 37m 50
0d 0h 43m 60
0d 0h 47m 70
0d 0h 50m 80
0d 1h 2m 90
0d 9h 12m 100
Average: 0d 0h 43m

Table 26 - Lavumisa Exports: receive gate pass to exit border by commodity

Priority commodities complete the processes at the Lavumisa border at or close to the average time
for all exports.
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07:00-14:00
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

14:00-22:00
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 16m 10
0d 0h 22m 20
0d 0h 24m 30
0d 0h 24m 40
0d 0h 28m 50
0d 0h 31m 60
0d 0h 38m 70
0d 0h 39m 80
0d 0h 52m 90
0d 1h 23m 100
Average: 0d 0h 32m

0d 0h 17m 10
0d 0h 22m 20
0d 0h 27m 30
0d 0h 33m 40
0d 0h 37m 50
0d 0h 43m 60
0d 0h 47m 70
0d 0h 50m 80
0d 1h 9m 90
0d 9h 44m 100
Average: 0d 0h 47m

Table 27 - Lavumisa Exports: receive gate pass to exit border by shift

Shift times show that average time at the border for the evening shift is slightly longer than average
time for the morning shift which may reflect the higher traffic volumes.
Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 16m 10
0d 0h 22m 20
0d 0h 26m 30
0d 0h 31m 40
0d 0h 37m 50
0d 0h 45m 60
0d 0h 47m 70
0d 0h 50m 80
0d 1h 9m 90
0d 9h 44m 100
Average: 0d 0h 46m

Table 28 - Lavumisa Exports: receive gate pass to exit border by channel

Green channel declarations, on average, complete border processes at the same as the overall average
time for the border.
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Figure 47 - 2012 Swaziland TRS: Lavumisa exports time at border

Average times for the TRS+ show a considerable reduction against average times from the 2012
Swaziland TRS for exports processes through Lavumisa. The average time in the taken by the 2018
TRS+(46 minutes) is nearly half of the average time taken in 2012 (86 minutes).
4.2.3 Lomahasha
Total Time: Declaration
Registered to Exit Border
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 41m 10
0d 0h 47m 20
0d 0h 59m 30
0d 1h 32m 40
0d 2h 24m 50
0d 3h 14m 60
0d 5h 34m 70
0d 7h 32m 80
1d 3h 1m 90
16d 21h 39m 100
Average: 1d 2h 45m
Median: 0d 1h 30m
Table 29 - Lomahasha Exports: declaration registered to exit border

Only 22 export declarations were processed through Lomahasha. They took an average time of
nearly twenty-seven hours to complete all the pre-border and at border SRA processes, including the
time between the pre-border regulatory processes until arriving at the border. Average time is influenced by a longer time for one declaration to arrive at the border after the proceed to border notice had
been sent.
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Declaration Registered to Exit Border

36%
64%

Declaration to Validate and Assess Present documents to generate exit note

Figure 48 - Lomahasha Exports: distribution of time declaration registered to exit border

Pre-border processes take, on average, a larger share of the average time than at the border processes.
Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 55m 10
0d 0h 55m 20
0d 2h 58m 30
0d 2h 58m 40
0d 3h 6m 50
0d 3h 14m 60
0d 3h 14m 70
0d 5h 34m 80
0d 5h 34m 90
0d 5h 34m 100
Average: 0d 3h 10m

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 41m 10
0d 0h 46m 20
0d 0h 59m 30
0d 1h 7m 40
0d 1h 41m 50
0d 4h 38m 60
0d 6h 55m 70
0d 9h 1m 80
1d 3h 1m 90
16d 21h 39m 100
Average: 1d 9h 29m

Table 30 - Lomahasha Exports: declaration registered to exit border by channel39

For channel times, yellow channel (18% of declarations) takes less average time than green channel.
The green channel average time is, as noted above, driven by longer times between completion of the
pre-border regulatory processes until arrival at the border.

39

Only one red declaration was captured by the TRS+ and is not presented
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Receive Gate Pass to Handover
Gate Pass
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 14m 10
0d 0h 18m 20
0d 0h 21m 30
0d 0h 24m 40
0d 0h 25m 50
0d 0h 27m 60
0d 0h 40m 70
0d 0h 51m 80
0d 0h 55m 90
0d 1h 33m 100
Average: 0d 0h 32m
Median: 24 minutes
Table 31 - Lomahasha Exports: receive gate pass to exit border

Average time for exports to complete processes at the border during the TRS+ was thirty-two
minutes with a median time of twenty-four minutes.
Notable at Lomahasha is that the TRS+ captured a 100% SRA inspection rate which may also influence the time at the border.
Receive Gate Pass to Exit Border

25%
47%

22%
6%
Present documents to generate note Immigration
SRA Inspection times

Other time

Figure 49 - Lomahasha Exports: distribution of time at the border with inspections4041

40

This chart represents a notional distribution of the average times of different regulatory activities at the border and does
not represent a sum of the actual average time at the border. OGA time refers to OGAs time at the border only.
41
Other time includes any driver/goods ‘down time’ at the border.
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Looking at a distribution of time at the border, ‘other time’ represents the largest share of average
time. Given the short amount of time spent at the border, this can be attributed to driver behavior or the
time between different activities. There were no OGA export interventions at Lomahasha.
07:00-15:30
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 22m 10
0d 0h 25m 20
0d 0h 25m 30
0d 0h 25m 40
0d 0h 25m 50
0d 0h 25m 60
0d 0h 49m 70
0d 0h 49m 80
0d 0h 57m 90
0d 0h 57m 100
Average: 0d 0h 33m

15:30-00:00
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 14m 10
0d 0h 15m 20
0d 0h 19m 30
0d 0h 21m 40
0d 0h 25m 50
0d 0h 28m 60
0d 0h 37m 70
0d 0h 53m 80
0d 0h 54m 90
0d 1h 33m 100
Average: 0d 0h 31m

Table 32 - Lomahasha Exports: receive gate pass to exit border by shift

Average times for morning and evening shifts are consistent, both with each other and with the
overall average at the Lomahasha border crossing.
Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 0m 10
0d 0h 0m 20
0d 0h 14m 30
0d 0h 14m 40
0d 0h 19m 50
0d 0h 24m 60
0d 0h 24m 70
0d 0h 25m 80
0d 0h 25m 90
0d 0h 25m 100
Average: 0d 0h 15m

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 18m 10
0d 0h 21m 20
0d 0h 22m 30
0d 0h 25m 40
0d 0h 27m 50
0d 0h 37m 60
0d 0h 49m 70
0d 0h 53m 80
0d 0h 57m 90
0d 1h 33m 100
Average: 0d 0h 36m

Table 33 - Lomahasha Exports: receive gate pass to exit border by channel

Green channel exports complete border processes at Lomahasha in a time consistent with the overall
average time for passing the border at Lomahasha.
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Figure 50 - 2012 Swaziland TRS: Lomahasha exports time at border

At Lomahasha, similar to Lavumisa, average times for the 2018 TRS+ (32 minutes) are substantially
lower than the 2012 Swaziland TRS (82 minutes), with more than half of the average time taken having
been removed from the border processes.
4.2.4 Matsapha ICD
Declaration Registered to
Generate Exit Note
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 31m 10
0d 2h 49m 20
0d 2h 49m 30
0d 20h 18m 40
0d 20h 41m 50
0d 21h 5m 60
0d 21h 31m 70
0d 21h 31m 80
0d 21h 49m 90
0d 21h 49m 100
Average: 0d 14h 40m
Median: 21 minutes
Table 34 - Matsapha ICD Exports: declaration registered to generate exit note

Only six export declarations were captured that were departing Swaziland through the ICD. Average
time for the processing of exports at the Matsapha ICD is influenced by the extended time for some
declarations between completing the regulatory processes prior to presenting at the ICD and the time
that declarants or the goods arrive at the customs counter. Median time was twenty-one minutes.
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Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

Green Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 21h 5m 10
0d 21h 5m 20
0d 21h 5m 30
0d 21h 31m 40
0d 21h 31m 50
0d 21h 31m 60
0d 21h 49m 70
0d 21h 49m 80
0d 21h 49m 90
0d 21h 49m 100
Average: 0d 21h 28m

0d 0h 31m 10
0d 0h 31m 20
0d 0h 31m 30
0d 2h 49m 40
0d 2h 49m 50
0d 2h 49m 60
0d 20h 18m 70
0d 20h 18m 80
0d 20h 18m 90
0d 20h 18m 100
Average: 0d 7h 52m

Table 35 - Matsapha ICD Exports: declaration registered to generate exit note

Four of the declarations captured in the TRS+ were yellow channel (no red).
Present Documents to Generate
Exit Note
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 0m 10
0d 0h 1m 20
0d 0h 6m 30
0d 0h 6m 40
0d 0h 8m 50
0d 0h 16m 60
0d 0h 16m 70
0d 0h 36m 80
0d 1h 7m 90
0d 1h 7m 100
Average: 0d 0h 19m
Median: 7 minutes
Table 36 - Matsapha ICD Exports: present documents to generate exit note

The median time from presenting documents at the customs counter until the exit note is generated
is seven minutes. The average time for the same process is 19 minutes. Given the processes and operation of the ICD and the nature of rail transportation (e.g. the absence of a gate pass, immigration and
OGAs) means that there are fewer regulatory processes to complete.
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Green Channel
Time
% Completed

Yellow Channel
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 0m 10
0d 0h 0m 20
0d 0h 1m 30
0d 0h 1m 40
0d 0h 18m 50
0d 0h 36m 60
0d 0h 36m 70
0d 1h 7m 80
0d 1h 7m 90
0d 1h 7m 100
Average: 0d 0h 26m

0d 0h 6m 10
0d 0h 6m 20
0d 0h 6m 30
0d 0h 8m 40
0d 0h 8m 50
0d 0h 8m 60
0d 0h 16m 70
0d 0h 16m 80
0d 0h 16m 90
0d 0h 16m 100
Average: 0d 0h 10m

Table 37 - Matsapha ICD Exports: present documents to generate exit note

Average times for the two channels at the ICD are within a reasonable time compared to the overall
average for the processes at the ICD.
4.3

Transit Entry into Swaziland
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Figure 51 - Swaziland Transit Entry: declaration registered to exit border42

The median time for transit goods entering Swaziland is two hours from registration of the declaration until exiting the border, which is shorter than the median time for imports. The overall average is
over fifteen hours, which is heavily influenced by outliers associated with the time for assessing some
transit declarations as well as the possible influence of time from when goods arrive at the border prior

42

Transit entry for Ngwenya, Lavumisa and Lomahasha
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to completion of declaration processes. Declarations from registration to exiting the border took longest
at Lomahasha, which impacted on the overall average time for Swaziland.
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Figure 52 - Swaziland Transit Entry: receive gate pass to exit border

Median time for time at the border for transit declarations is broadly the same as for imports (fiftyeight minutes versus fifty-five minutes). Average time for transit goods is shorter than for import goods
entering the country and average time is influenced by a number of outlying times (not seen in this
figure) associated with transit entry at Lavumisa in particular.
4.3.1 Ngwenya
Declaration Registered to Exit
Border
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 33m 10
0d 0h 33m 20
0d 0h 33m 30
0d 1h 0m 40
0d 1h 0m 50
0d 1h 0m 60
0d 2h 2m 70
0d 2h 2m 80
0d 2h 2m 90
0d 2h 2m 100
Average: 0d 1h 11m

Receive Gate Pass to Exit
Border
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 14m 10
0d 0h 14m 20
0d 0h 14m 30
0d 0h 28m 40
0d 0h 28m 50
0d 0h 28m 60
0d 0h 33m 70
0d 0h 33m 80
0d 0h 33m 90
0d 0h 33m 100
Average: 0d 0h 25m

Table 38 - Ngwenya Transit Entry: declaration registered to exit border and time at border
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Only four transit declarations for entry into Swaziland were captured at Ngwenya during the TRS+.
Time at the border was, on average, one hour and eleven minutes from registration of the declaration
to exiting the border and twenty-five minutes at the border. It should be borne in mind that these findings represent at small data set, which may account for the lower average times. All four of the declarations were bound for the Matsapha ICD.
4.3.2 Lavumisa
Declaration Registered to Exit Border
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Figure 53 - Lavumisa Transit Entry: declaration registered to exit border

Lavumisa had the largest number of transit declarations entering Swaziland captured as part of the
TRS+. The average time from registration of the declaration to exiting the border was just over eight
hours with a median time of two hours. Outlying average times are generally impacted by pre-border
activities, whether times to arrive at the border or assessment processes.
Transit to Matsapha ICD:
Declaration Registered to Exit
Border
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 57m 10
0d 1h 26m 20
0d 2h 29m 30
0d 2h 59m 40
0d 3h 46m 50
0d 4h 36m 60
0d 6h 50m 70
0d 14h 50m 80
1d 0h 0m 90
3d 16h 30m 100
Average: 0d 9h 31m

Transit through Swaziland:
Declaration Registered to Exit
Border
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 59m 10
0d 1h 7m 20
0d 1h 11m 30
0d 1h 16m 40
0d 1h 23m 50
0d 1h 30m 60
0d 2h 21m 70
0d 3h 5m 80
0d 13h 20m 90
0d 13h 20m 100
Average: 0d 3h 6m
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Table 39 - Lavumisa Transit Entry: declaration registered to exit border by destination

Lavumisa processed transit declarations destined for Matsapha ICD and transit passing through Swaziland. Declarations for transit goods passing through Swaziland represented 94% of the transit entry
declarations captured in Lavumisa.
The average time for transit entry declarations from the time the declaration is registered until exiting
the border is just over three hours, while the time for declarations destined for Matsapha ICD is nine
and half-hours, which may represent different handling both prior to or at the border.
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Figure 54 - Lavumisa Transit Entry: receive gate pass to exit border

In terms of average time at the border, time at Lavumisa takes slightly longer than the overall average
time, while the median time is consistent with the overall median time both for transit and imports.
Outlying times at Lavumisa that impact the average were declarations where the vehicle arrives at
the border late in the evening prior to the border closing and with completing the processes the next
morning and several cases where the vehicle is captured in the TRS+ as arriving one day prior to the
vehicle departing the border, which may suggest that some vehicles arrive before the regulatory processes have been completed or even started.
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Transit to Matsapha ICD:
Receive Gate Pass to Exit
Border
Time
% Completed

Transit through Swaziland:
Receive Gate Pass to Exit
Border
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

(days hours minutes)

0d 1h 0m 10
0d 1h 6m 20
0d 1h 11m 30
0d 1h 52m 40
0d 2h 33m 50
0d 2h 33m 60
0d 4h 36m 70
0d 7h 10m 80
0d 7h 41m 90
0d 7h 41m 100
Average: 0d 3h 24m

0d 0h 27m 10
0d 0h 39m 20
0d 0h 45m 30
0d 0h 53m 40
0d 1h 3m 50
0d 1h 12m 60
0d 1h 18m 70
0d 2h 32m 80
0d 4h 9m 90
0d 17h 53m 100
Average: 0d 1h 49m

Table 40 - Lavumisa Transit Entry: receive gate pass to exit border by destination

Average time for transit entry declarations at the border in Lavumisa were influenced, as noted
above, by ‘overnighting’ by drivers and cases where vehicles are recorded as arriving at the border up
to or more than twelve hours before they complete the border processes.
4.3.3 Lomahasha
Declaration Registered to
Handover Gate Pass
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 3h 0m 10
0d 4h 34m 20
0d 4h 40m 30
0d 18h 16m 40
0d 20h 27m 50
1d 3h 23m 60
1d 6h 31m 70
1d 20h 44m 80
5d 0h 12m 90
5d 20h 58m 100
Average: 1d 12h 21m
Valid declarations: 12
Table 41 - Lomahasha Transit Entry: declaration registered to exit border

There were twelve transit entry declarations captured at Lomahasha, all of which were destined for
Matsapha ICD. Average time for these declarations was longer than the overall average from registering
the declaration to exiting the border, driven by pre-border processes, including the time between finalizing the regulatory processes until goods arrive at the border (or vice versa).
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Receive Gate Pass to Exit Border
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 38m 10
0d 0h 42m 20
0d 0h 43m 30
0d 0h 49m 40
0d 0h 53m 50
0d 1h 1m 60
0d 1h 11m 70
0d 1h 13m 80
0d 1h 13m 90
0d 3h 40m 100
Average: 0d 1h 6m
Valid declarations: 12
Table 42 - Lomahasha Transit Entry: receive gate pass to exit border

Transit entry declarations at Lomahasha took less time at the border to process at the border than for
the overall average time. Despite the lower levels of traffic, the average time taken at Lomahasha can
be influenced by the fact that there was a 100% SRA inspection rate for transit declarations entering
Swaziland.

Figure 55 - Customs counter Lomahasha
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4.4

Transit Exit from Swaziland
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Figure 56 - Swaziland Transit Exit: receive gate pass to exit border

For transit declarations exiting Swaziland, it took an average of more than one hour for processes at
the border to be completed with a median time of twenty-nine minutes. Average time was influenced
again by outlier times at Lavumisa where one vehicle was captured as having ‘overnighted’ at the border (not visible in the figure above).
4.4.1 Lavumisa
Receive Gate Pass to Exit
Border
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 13m 10
0d 0h 15m 20
0d 0h 18m 30
0d 0h 23m 40
0d 0h 26m 50
0d 0h 30m 60
0d 0h 33m 70
0d 1h 10m 80
0d 3h 31m 90
0d 9h 27m 100
Average: 0d 1h 6m

Present Documents to T1
Finalized
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 0m 10
0d 0h 0m 20
0d 0h 0m 30
0d 0h 1m 40
0d 0h 1m 50
0d 0h 2m 60
0d 0h 2m 70
0d 0h 3m 80
0d 0h 7m 90
0d 0h 14m 100
Average: 0d 0h 2m

Table 43 - Lavumisa Transit Exit: time at border
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Thirty-five transit declarations exiting Swaziland were captured at the Lavumisa border. The majority of time at the border was spent on activities not directly related to releasing the transit declaration
with that process taking an average time of only two minutes. The other time at the border may partly
be accounted for by the fact that the TRS+ recorded an SRA inspection rate of 30% on transit exiting
Swaziland.
4.4.2 Lomahasha
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Figure 57 - Lomahasha Transit Exit: receive gate pass to exit border

Lomahasha recorded the largest number of transit exit declarations and has a substantial number of
cars that are processed through the border going into Mozambique.
Present Documents to T1
Finalized
Time
% Completed
(days hours minutes)

0d 0h 1m 10
0d 0h 2m 20
0d 0h 5m 30
0d 0h 8m 40
0d 0h 10m 50
0d 0h 13m 60
0d 0h 14m 70
0d 0h 18m 80
0d 0h 22m 90
0d 3h 17m 100
Average: 0d 0h 15m
Table 44 - Lomahasha Transit Exit: present documents to T1 finalized
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The documentary processing at the border took an average time of only fifteen minutes. The remaining time at the border may partly be accounted for by the fact that more than 90% of exiting transits
were inspected by the SRA.
As cars in particular are subject to careful control and inspection at the border, this may account for
the high rate of inspections and additional time at Lomahasha over and above the time for processing
documents.
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5

Certificates, Permits and Licenses – facilitating trade

Many classes of goods require import certificates, permits or licenses to be brought into Swaziland.
These range from goods such as livestock, other goods representing phytosanitary risks such as plants
and plant matter as well as goods where quotas are imposed to protect local industries.
The TRS+ sought to capture the time taken for importers to apply until the application is approved
or not approved and from application until the time that the certificate, permit or license is collected by
the applicant. The total time from application until collection represents the total regulatory time that it
takes an applicant to go through the processes to receive a certificate permit or license.
The times for application until approval are generally short, however, the principle issues faced by
importers is that as the processes are primarily paper-based which places a requirement on importers to
travel to the agency concerned and, in many cases, make an application, leave the agency and then
return later the same day or another day to collect an approved application 43.
These requirements add significantly to the total regulatory time without adding to the benefits provided by the system of certificates, permits and licenses has in protecting Swaziland, its industries and
population.
In addition, some importers require multiple permits from the same agency. For example, an importer wishing to bring in goods that require a plant import permit, may also be required to get an
approved permit from the National Agricultural Marketing Board that forms part of the Ministry of
Agriculture.
Only two of the agencies that participated in the TRS+ plus have links to ASYCUDAWorld (NAMBoard and Dairy Board) and use the harmonized system for commodity classification enabling SRA to
check the presence of the permit at the border. Otherwise, the lack of automated processes and links to
ASYCUDAWorld means that there is not only a delay associated with application and collection, but
that there is no direct link between the process of issuing a certificate permit or license and border
processes.
At the border, the fact that for OGAs paper documents need to be presented also represents a risk as
paper documents can be falsified.
Many of the certificates, permits and licenses are issued on a per-consignment basis with a limited
validity period. Given the processes outlined above, this requires that frequent importers must make
multiple visits to the agencies from which they are seeking permission to import.

43

Times for OGA processes are based in a 24-hour day so that total hours for application to collection will be up to or
more than twenty-four hours where, for example, an application is made one day and collected the following day. This
approach is consistent with the approach to calculating time applied in the World Bank’s Doing Business Reports.
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5.1

Ministry of Agriculture – Agricultural Research and Specialists
Ministry of Agriculture
Agricultural Research and Specialists
Plant Import Permit
Approval to Collection
Measure
Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
0:05:00
0:03:00
1:07:00
0:06:00

Completed Applications

16

Table 45 – Ministry of Agriculture: plant import permit approval to collection

Applicants for plant imports permits are generally processed within a few minutes. Where importers
have previously sought a permit for the same goods, the permit is approved immediately. Where it is a
new importer, new plants to be imported or the documents from the export country are incomplete,
additional checks will also be undertaken or the applicant required to ensure the correct documentation
is in place. Applicants are required to present in person.
Some of the commodities that require a plant import permit are also required to have a permit from
the National Agricultural Marketing Board or to have permits for controlled products. The applicant is
usually informed of the NAMBoard requirements when they receive the approved plant import permit,
although there is no procedural or process link between the National Agricultural Marketing Board
permit system or ASYCUDAWorld and HS commodity classifications are not used.
Permits are valid for a year and do not currently contain information on volumes which are regulated
by the National Agricultural Marketing Board.

5.2

Ministry of Agriculture – Veterinary Services
Ministry of Agriculture
Veterinary Services
Veterinary Import Permit
Application to Approval
Measure

Ministry of Agriculture
Veterinary Services
Veterinary Import Permit
Application to Collection

Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
0:12:09
0:00:00
2:22:00
0:05:00

Completed Applications

34

Measure
Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
17:27:41
0:14:00
27:10:00
22:45:00

Completed Applications

34

Table 46 – Ministry of Agriculture: veterinary import permit application to approval and collection
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For a veterinary import permits, while most permits are approved within a short period of time, the
total time (from application to collection) takes a median time of nearly one full day. This time delay
seems to be driven by a lack of certainty for applicants as to when the permit will be available.
As approving officers are not always available, applicants are told when to check again to see if the
permit has been approved. This creates a lack of predictability for applicants and the requirement to
apply in person and send a person to collect the permit means that there is additional time spent travelling to and from the Ministry of Agriculture. While the decentralized nature of the process reduces the
travel impact – applications can be made at four regional offices – time is still lost due to the manual
nature of the process and the lack of predictability around when an approved permit can be collected.
The application is paper-based and a number of supporting documents are required, including paper
versions of previous permits to demonstrate that post-entry inspections have been carried out as required. In addition, National Agricultural Marketing Board, Dairy Board or permits for controlled products, as relevant, must form part of the application. There is not, however, any link to the certificates
permits or licenses issued by other agencies and no link to ASYCUDAWorld or use of HS code classifications.
Permits are for one consignment and have a validity of one month. This means that high-volume
importers are required to apply for multiple permits each month. The Ministry of Agriculture limits the
number of open permits some importers are allowed to hold at any one time, which can represent a
challenge for high-volume importers. Post-entry inspections are compulsory.

5.3

Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Trade

Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Trade
Import Rebate Certificate
Application to Approval
Measure
Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
1:56:40
0:00:00
4:32:00
1:18:00

Completed Applications

3

Ministry of Commerce Industry, and Trade
Import Rebate Certificate
Application to Collection
Measure
Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
2:21:20
0:17:00
5:09:00
1:38:00

Completed Applications

3

Table 47 – Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Trade: import rebate certificate application to approval and collection

The Ministry of Commerce Industry and Trade has lower volumes of applications for the import
rebate certificate relative to applications for certificates permits and licenses at other agencies. With the
very low volume, it was observed that applications were approved almost immediately or dropped off
in the morning with the approved certificate collected in the afternoon.
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5.4

Ministry of Agriculture - National Agricultural Marketing Board
Ministry of Agriculture
National Agricultural Marketing Board
Import Permit
Application to Approval
Measure
Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
0:04:43
0:00:00
0:11:00
0:05:00

Completed Applications

13

Ministry of Agriculture
National Agricultural Marketing Board
Import Permit
Approval to Collection
Measure
Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
0:08:51
0:01:00
0:18:00
0:08:00

Completed Applications

13

Table 48 - National Agricultural Marketing Board: import permit application to approval and collection

NAMBoard import permits are approved and collected within minutes. Applicants for an import
permit must be pre-registered with the NAMBoard and apply in person at the NAMBoard office in
Manzini with supporting documents and including the HS code for the commodity to be imported.
Supporting documents and HS codes can also be emailed to the NAMBoard office. There is limited
information on the NAMBoard website as to the commodities covered by the import permit and the
requirements for import. Permits are for one commodity and can be for multiple consignments and are
valid for a period of thirty days (import and transit permits) or twelve months (export permits).
The import permit is linked to ASYCUDAWorld primarily for declaration and statistical purposes
and NAMBoard processes themselves are entirely manual with written application (including letter)
and manual ledgers are used to record the approval of permits.
The NAMBoard also has a post-entry process which assesses the levies to be applied. Applicants
are required to calculate the levies and pay either by electronic funds transfer and email proof of payment or present themselves in person at the NAMBoard offices for payment.
As part of a post-entry reconciliation process, information is retrieved from ASYCUDA and a manual process of printing documents and checking of the documents that were checked at application and
at the border by NAMBoard officers takes place Once payment has been received and the post-entry
process completed, the permit can be renewed.
5.5

Swaziland Dairy Board
Swaziland Dairy Board
Import Permit
Application to Approval
Measure

Swaziland Dairy Board
Import Permit
Application to Collection

Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
0:08:21
0:01:00
1:03:00
0:04:30

Measure
Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
0:15:34
0:06:00
1:08:00
0:09:00

Completed Applications

14

Completed Applications

14

Table 49 - Dairy Board: import permit application to approval and collection
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As with the NAMBoard, Dairy Board import permits are issued and collected in a relatively short
period of time compared to the Ministry of Agriculture and some other agencies. This is in large part
driven by the fact that the vast majority of permits issued are renewals for traders already registered
with the Dairy Board and renewal occurs more or less automatically and on a fixed day each month.
Permits are for multiple consignments up to the permit’s approval volume and are valid for thirty days.
The Dairy Board makes use of the IPELMAS system to manage the application and approval process. The application process is largely manual, although renewals can be sent by email and forms are
available on the Dairy Board website. Applicants must travel to the Dairy Board offices in Manzini in
order to collect the approved permit.
Permits are linked to ASYCUDAWorld although this is primarily for statistical purposes. Permits
are also checked by Dairy Board Officers at the border if the transport arrives during normal office
hours.
The Dairy Board has a post-entry reconciliation process where the trader is required to present documents for the previous month and checks are made against the entries in ASYCUDAWorld for volumes. As with NAMBoard, levies are then assessed for the previous month’s imports and the trader can
then apply for a new permit.
5.6

Ministry of Natural Resources – Geology and Mines
Ministry of Natural Resources
Geology and Mines
Import Permit
Application to Approval
Measure

Ministry of Natural Resources
Geology and Mines
Import Permit
Application to Collection

Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
0:24:00
0:06:00
0:30:00
0:30:00

Measure
Average
Shortest time
Longest time
Median

HH:MM:SS
0:38:53
0:26:00
1:02:00
0:35:00

Completed Applications

9

Completed Applications

9

Table 50 - Ministry of Natural Resources: import permit application to approval and collection

Import permits from the Ministry of Natural Resources, Department of Geology and Mines, are
approved on the spot. Applications are made in person and the process is paper based, although application forms can be downloaded from the ministry website.
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6

Conclusion

Using the World Customs Organizations’ Time Release Study methodology, this report highlights
the time taken to complete the processes associated with clearance and release for export and import.
The outputs and recommendations flowing from the Swaziland TRS+ provide new insights for Swaziland’s ongoing whole-of-government trade facilitation reforms.
By extending the time release study to agencies issuing certificates, permits and licenses, the Swaziland government now has a picture of the total time taken for processes for importing. Of particular
interest amongst the findings from the TRS+ for imports is:





Most of total regulatory time for importers is spent on obtaining the necessary certificates,
permits and licenses.
That green channel declarations take longer to process at the border than red channel
goods.
The time taken for face vetting of documents at the border that are not required to be presented and the time impact of the required VAT invoice vetting and stamping.
The long stay of vehicles at the border that causes congestion.

The benefits for traders of recent reforms are not always clear. While average import times at
Ngwenya have fallen when compared to the TRS undertaken in Swaziland in 2012, average border
times at Lavumisa have increased by more than thirty minutes. This highlights the importance of ensuring that work practices change and are updated to meet the reforms and infrastructure investments
that have been made.
Export average times have benefit from reforms, with average times falling by approximately forty
minutes when compared to the 2012 time release study. Average export times identified by the TRS+
are influenced mainly by decisions of businesses about packing, loading and when to present goods at
the border and trucks that ‘overnighted’ at border posts.
Transit entry declaration times are also influenced heavily by decisions taken by businesses prior to
arrival at the border, ‘overnighting’ and SRA inspection rate of over 90% at Lomahasha.
The findings of the TRS+ point to the importance of continually updating work practices to adapt to
the new ways of working and infrastructure investments. ASYCUDAWorld offers an opportunity to
reduce much of the paper handling at the border and to reduce the unnecessary face vetting of documents that takes place. With the future introduction of the electronic national single window, it will be
important that opportunities for update work practices both at SRA and at other border agencies are not
lost.
A TRS+ is not a stand-alone event and it is important that this TRS is seen as a baseline and that
further time release studies are undertaken periodically to assess the benefits of reform. The capacity
building elements built into this TRS provide the basis for similar projects in the future.
The National Trade Facilitation Committee has taken a leadership role and noted the findings of the
report at the draft report workshop. A report has been prepared that includes recommendations to the
NTFC on how the TRS+ findings can be taken forward and the work of the NTFC strengthened. This
leaves Swaziland well placed to benefit from the TRS+ and strengthen Swaziland’s trading environment.
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7

ANNEXES

7.1 Project scope
The Swaziland TRS+ covered the following SRA and OGA processes at the following border crossings:
LOCATION
Ngwenya

IMPORT


EXPORT

Lodgement of the road
manifest and relevant
SRA and OGA processes until departure
from border post



TRANSIT

Lodgement of the SAD
and relevant SRA and
OGA processes until departure from border post





Entry: Lodgement of the
declaration until exit the
border post
Driver receives gate pass
until finalisation of T1 in
ASYCUDA.

Matsapha
Inland
Container
Terminal



Lodgement of the road
manifest and relevant
SRA and OGA processes until departure
from ICD



Lodgement of the manifest and relevant SRA
and OGA processes until
departure of train

Not in scope

Lomahasha



Lodgement of the road
manifest and relevant
SRA and OGA processes until departure
from border post



Lodgement of the SAD
and relevant SRA and
OGA processes until departure from border post



Lodgement of the road
manifest and relevant
SRA and OGA processes until departure
from border post



Lodgement of the SAD
and relevant SRA and
OGA processes until departure from border post



Lavumisa







Entry: Lodgement of the
declaration until exit the
border post
Driver receives gate pass
until finalisation of T1 in
ASYCUDA.
Entry: Lodgement of the
declaration until exit the
border post
Driver receives gate pass
until finalisation of T1 in
ASYCUDA.

The following central processes for SRA and OGAs were covered in the TRS+:
AGENCY

IMPORT

Ministry of Agriculture Agricultural Research
and Specialists

Application and approval processes for a plant import permit

Ministry of Agriculture – Veterinary Services

Application and approval processes for a veterinary import permit

Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Trade

Application and approval processes for an import rebate certificate
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Ministry of Finance - Import Permit Committee

Application and approval processes for an import permit

Ministry of Health – Pharmaceutical Department

Application and approval processes for an import permit

National Agricultural Marketing Board

Application and approval processes for an import permit

Swaziland Dairy Board

Application and approval processes for an import permit

Ministry of Natural Resources – Geology and
Mines

Application and approval processes for import permits

Although it participated in workshops prior to the TRS+, the Ministry of Finance, Import Permit
Committee, did not participate in the data collection for the TRS+
Priority commodities
As part of the TRS+, a number of specific commodities were put in focus. Data collected for these
commodities is not statistically valid as the sampling was undertaken for the whole population of declarations, although, based on that sampling, the specific data for priority commodities can be considered
representative.
Data on priority commodities was captured from ASYCUDAWorld based on the first two-digits of
the HS code for the relevant commodities.
For Swaziland, commodities in focus were perishable items and livestock.
South African Revenue Service data on border processing times
In order to provide a ‘whole-of-border’ picture of the time taken for goods to enter Swaziland from
South Africa, an approach was made to the South African Revenue Service (SARS) to request data that
would cover the total average time taken for goods to move from arrival at the South Africa and Swaziland border until the goods are released to proceed to the Swaziland border on each day of the TRS+
data collection phase. While questions relating to SARS time were included in the questionnaire, the
data from SARS was not available and so was not included in the report.
Out of Scope
For border processes, as Matsapha Railway registered very low levels of transit traffic, it did not
form part of the TRS+.
Given that the process for the issue of individual certificates of origin is largely undertaken by businesses and the irregular and low volumes for businesses to receive the templates/forms to allow them
to issue certificates of origin, this process also did not form part of the TRS+.
In addition, because the processes have low volumes, are periodic, are primarily security related or
unrelated to public sector trade facilitation processes, the following were out of scope for this project:
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Private sector processes including preparation of road manifest
Public International Organisations
South African Revenue Service processes and timings other than those identified as in scope
Mozambique Revenue Service processes and timings
Swaziland Environment Authority certificates, permits and licenses
National Police certificates, permits and licenses
VAT Refund Act processes
Non-border related SRA processes
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7.2 Draft report workshop and stakeholder interviews
On 14 February 2018, a consultation meeting was hosted by the Federation of Swaziland Employers and Chamber of Commerce to discuss issues associated with trade facilitation.
The following organizations attended the meetings:
Rhodes Swaziland

Happy Valley Enterprises

Tonghaat Hullet

Farm Chemicals

Inyatsi Construction

All Shipping

STT

Computronics Systems

Enviro

Akbro Services

Matsapha Trading

Maloma Coal Mine

The following organizations and agencies were represented at the draft report workshop in Swaziland on 9 April 2018.
Swaziland Revenue Authority (SRA)

Royal Swaziland Police

Ministry of Commerce, Industry & Trade

University of Swaziland

Federation of Swazi Employers & Chamber of
Commerce

Federation of Swazi Business Community

University of Swaziland (UNISWA)
National Agricultural Marketing Board
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Natural Resources & Energy
Ministry of Commerce Industry and Trade

Ministry of Health
Swaziland Environment Authority
Ministry of Finance
Swaziland Railway
Swaziland Investment Promotion Authority
Ministry of Tourism

National Trade Facilitation Committee Secretariat
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7.3 Approved questionnaires
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7.4 Glossary of terms
Term

Description

ASYCUDA (Automated System A computerized customs management system that cofor Customs Data)
vers most foreign trade procedures. The system handles
manifests and customs declarations, accounting procedures, transit and suspense procedures. It was developed by the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD).
Customs Declaration

The document(s) providing information required for
clearance of goods by a national Customs agency.

Certificate, Permit and License

An approval required for the release of goods (usually
imports) by a government agency. This may include approvals for goods considered dual use or which are governed by standards or phytosanitary requirements.

Other government border con- Refers to other government agencies apart from that
trol agencies (OGAs)
also fulfill a control function at national borders for both
imports and exports. This can include, for example,
agencies such as Ministries of Agriculture with responsibility for phytosanitary controls of imports and ensuring certification of agricultural exports.
SAD Single Administrative Doc- A single form containing standardized information reument
quired for different customs clearance processes such as
import, export and transit, etc. The Single Administrative Document (SAD) is the basis for the ASYCUDA
Customs IT System developed and promoted by
UNCTAD.
World Customs Organization The WCO is an independent intergovernmental body
(WCO)
whose mission is to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of Customs administrations. The WCO represents 182 Customs administrations across the globe that
collectively process approximately 98% of world trade.
World Trade Organization The Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) is a multilatTrade Facilitation Agreement
eral treaty setting out a series of measures for expeditiously moving goods across borders and entered into
force on 22 February 2017. The Agreement states that
assistance and support should be provided to help countries. Swaziland is a party to the TFA-
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7.5

Approved process maps
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35. Customs
Officer reads
selectivity
criteria in
ASYCUDA

YES

Restricted
goods?

37. OGA
participates
during ins pection

NO

38. OGA invited
to participate
during ins pection

40. Driver leaves
gate pass at
boom gate

39. Customs
Officer print an
inspection form

YES

Inspection at
Importer s
premises?

41. Officer at
boom gate
receive gate pass

42b. Declaration
status open

42a. Officer at
boom gate
release goods
without total exit

NO

44. Arrive at
unloading site

43. Customs
Officer follow
driver to
unloading site

45. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

53b. Present
during phys ical
inspection

53a. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

53c. Present
during phys ical
inspection

46. Physical
inspection
finalized

47. Customs
Officer writes
findings in the
inspection form

54. Physical
inspection
finalized

YES

OK?

49. Customs
officer provide
verbal release

50. Driver/
declarant goes to
borderpost

51. Customs
officer and driver
arrive at
Ngwenya border
post

YES

NO

Solvable?

48. Embargo
goods and write
query

NO

52. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

55. Customs
Officer writes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA
YES

OK?

NO

RED Channel?

YES

56b. Declaration
rerouted to
green channel

56a. Customs
Officer reroutes
declaration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

57b. Exit note
generated

57a. Customs
Officer click
Generate Exit
note

59. Driver takes
Exit Note and
Gate Pass

58. Customs
Officer stamps &
signs Exit note
and Ga te pass

YES

Solvable?

65. Embargo
goods and write
query

60. Informs Road
tax cas hier about
commercial
vehicle

NO

61. Pays road tax

62. Driver leaves
gatepass and
presents exit
note and road
tax receipt

63. Officer at
boom Gate
receives gate
pass, road tax
receipt & scans
exit note

64. Officer at
boom gate
compare SRA
declaration with
SARS Exit Note

NO

OK?

YES

66b. Declaration
status Tota l
Exit

66a. Goods
cleared for Total
Exit

OGA requires
information
about the
cargo?

NO

YES

67. Driver can
leave border
post

68. Presents
documents upon
request

69. Performs
documentary
check

Permit(s)
Invoices
SAD

OK?

YES

NO

70. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

71. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

72. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

73. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

74. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

75. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Ngwenya Borderpost

Declarant
Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other Government
Agency

3. Decl arant
clicks assess
declartion

4. Decl aration
asse ssed

5. Decl aration
lodged and
provided
declaration
numbe r
6. validate and
asse ss
GREEN

RED

YELLOW

1.2 EXPORT PROCEDURE, NGWENYA SWAZILAND
1. Regi ster
declaration in
ASYCUDA

Invoice
Permit(s)

2. Decl aration
registere d

7a. Assigned to
active Doc check
officer

7b. Assigned to
active physi cal
inspection
Officer

8. Doc check
officer performs
documentary
check

9. Query from
SRA

NO

OK?

YES

YES

Solvable?

10. Doc check
officer writes
findings in
comment se ction

NO

NO

Yellow l ane?

YES

11b. Yellow
lande re routed
to green

11a. Reroute
yellow lane to
green

YES

Dock check
officer clicked
rele ase order ?

NO
12. Customs
officer performs
face ve tting, if
there is time

15. Proceed to
Border notice
received

14. Generate s an
email with a
Proceed to
border notice

13. Customs
officer click
Rel ease order
in ASYCUDA

16. Driver is
informed to
proceed to
border
17. Driver arrives
at border

18. Driver
receives gate
pass a t entrance

19. Driver leaves
passport at
emigration

20. Driver
receives passport
from emigration

21. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter

22. Customs
officer types
declaration
number in
ASYCUDA

Invoice
Copy of SAD500
Gate Pass

23. Customs
Officer performs
Face Ve tting

OK?
NO

24. Customs
officer writes
que ry

YES

YES

RED Channel?

YES

Solvable?

NO

NO

25. Driver
informed of
physical
inspection

Physical
Inspection?

YES

27.Customs
officer Informs
driver of physical
inspection

26. Customs
Officer reads
selectivity
criteria i n
ASYCUDA

YES

Restricted
goods?

28. OGA
participates
during inspe ction

NO

NO

29. OGA invited
to participate
during inspe ction

YES

30. Customs
officer stamps
gate pass

Inspection at
Importer s
premises?

32. Driver goes
to boom gate

31. Customs
Officer prints an
inspection form

33. Driver leaves
Gate pass at
boom gate

34. Officer at
Boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

NO

OK?

35. Customs
officer write
que ry

NO

YES

36b. Decl aration
status ope n

YES

36a. Goods
cleared without
total exit

Solvable?

NO

38. Arrives at
unl oading site

37. Customs
Officer foll ows
driver to
unl oading site

39. Customs
Officer inspects
the unl oading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

47b. Present
during physical
inspection

47a. Customs
Officer inspects
the unl oading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

47c. Present
during physical
inspection

40. Physical
inspection
final ized

48. Physical
inspection
final iz ed

41. Customs
Officer wri tes
findings in the
inspection form

YES

OK?

43. Customs
officer provide
verbal rel ease

44. Driver /
declarant goes to
borderpost

45. Customs
officer and driver
arrives at
Ngwenya borde r
post

NO

YES

42. Embargo
goods a nd write
que ry

Solvable?

46. Driver
receives gate
pass a t entrance

NO

49. Customs
Officer wri tes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA

YES

OK?

NO

50b. Decl aration
rerouted to
green channel

50a. Customs
Officer reroutes
declaration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

51b. Exit note
generated

51a. Customs
Officer click
Generate Exit
note

53. Driver takes
Exit Note and
Gate Pass

52. Customs
Officer stamps &
signs Exit note
and Gate pass

Solvable?

57. Embargo
goods a nd write
que ry

NO

54. Driver leaves
gatepass a nd
presents exit
note and road
tax receipt

55. Officer at
boom receives
gate pass, road
tax receipt &
scans exit note

56. Officer at
boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

NO

OK?

YES

OGA requires
information
about the
Cargo?

58b. Decl aration
status Total
Exit

58a. Goods
cleared for Total
Exit

NO

YES

59. Driver ca n
leave border
post

60 Presents
documents upon
request

61. Performs
documentary
check

Permit(s)
Invoices
SAD

OK?

YES

NO

62. Updates
ledge r and gives
driver a ve rbal
rele ase. Driver
can leave border

63. Furthe r
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

64. Updates
ledge r and gives
driver a ve rbal
rele ase . Driver
can leave border

65. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

66. Updates
ledge r and gives
driver a ve rbal
rele ase. Driver
can leave border

67. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Ngwenya Borderpost

Declarant
Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other Government
Agency

3. Register
declaration in
ASYCUDA

Invoice
Permit(s)

4. Declaration
registered

6. Declarant
clicks assess
declaration

5. Calculates
duties and VAT
due

7. Declaration
lodged and
provided
declaration
number
8. Risk Engine
performs
automatic risk
assessment
GREEN

RED

YELLOW

1.3 TRANSIT PROCEDURE (OUTBOUND), NGWENYA SWAZILAND
1. Lodge
manifest

2. Manifest
registered

9a. Ass igned to
active Doc check
officer

9b. Ass igned to
active physical
inspection
Officer

10. Doc check
officer performs
documentary
check

11. Query from
SRA

NO

OK?

YES

Solvable?

YES

12. Doc check
officer writes
findings in
comment section

NO

Yellow lane?

NO

YES

13b. Yellow
lande rerouted
to green

13a. Doc check
officer reroutes
yellow lane to
green

YES

Dock check
officer clicked
release order ?

NO
14. Customs
officer performs
face vetting, if
there is time

17. Proceed to
Border notice
received

16. Generates an
email with a
Proceed to
border notice

15. Customs
officer clicks
Release order
in ASYCUDA

18. Driver is
informed to
proceed to
border
19. Driver arrives
at border

20. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance
21. Driver goes
to immigration

22. Driver leaves
passport

23. Driver
receives passport

24. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter

25. Customs
officer types
declaration
number in
ASYCUDA

SARS Exit note(s)
Invoice
Copy of SAD500
Gate Pass

26. Customs
Officer performs
Face Vetting

NO

OK?

27. Customs
officer writes
query

YES

YES

RED Channel?

YES

Solvable?

NO

NO

28. Driver
informed of
physical
inspection

Physical
inspection?

YES

30. Inform driver
of phys ical
inspection

NO

29. Customs
Officer reads
selectivity
criteria in
ASYCUDA

Restricted
goods?

YES

31. OGA
participates
during inspection

NO

32. OGA invited
to participate
during inspection

34. Driver leaves
gate pass at
boom gate

33. Customs
Officer print an
inspection form
YES

Inspection at
Importer s
premises?

35. Officer at
boom gate
receive gate pass

36b. Declaration
status open

36a. Officer at
boom gate
release goods
without total exit

NO

38. Arrives at
unloading site

37. Customs
Officer follow
driver to
unloading site

39. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

47b. Present
during physical
inspection

40. Physical
inspection
finalized

47a. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

47c. Present
during physical
inspection

41. Customs
Officer writes
findings in the
inspection form

48. Physical
inspection
finalized

YES

OK?

43. Customs
officer provide
verbal release

44. Driver/
declarant goes to
borderpost

45. Customs
officer and driver
arrive at
Ngwenya border
post

YES

NO

Solvable?

42. Embargo
goods and write
query

NO

46. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

49. Customs
Officer writes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA
YES

OK?

NO

50b. Declaration
rerouted to
green channel

50a. Customs
Officer reroutes
declaration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

51b. Exit note
generated

51a. Customs
Officer click
Generate Exit
note

NO

Guarantee exist?

52. Customs
Officer goes to
T1 module in
ASYCUDA

YES

53. Calculate
guarantee
requirements

54.T1 cannot be
generated,
update
guarantee at
SRA HQ

NO

Sufficient
amount?

YES

55. T1 generated

56. Customs
Officer fills in
necessary
information in T1
Seal numbers
Driver s full name
Driver s Passport.no.
Passport validity
Driver s nationality
Driver s driving license
Country of issuance
Driving licens e validity
Vehicle ID.no.
Vehicle nationality
Trailer ID
Trailer Nationality

57. Customs
Officer seals the
truck if possible,
otherwise count
goods

58b.T1 lodged

58a. Customs
Officer starts T1
in ASYCUDA

59. Generates
T1-number

60. Customs
Officer writes T1number on the
Exit note

62. Driver takes
Exit Note and
Gate Pass

61. Customs
Officer stamps &
signs Exit note
and Gate pass

YES

Solvable?

68. Embargo
goods and write
query

63. Informs Road
tax cashier about
commercial
vehicle

NO

64. Pays road tax

65. Driver leaves
gatepass and
presents exit
note

66. Officer at
boom gate scans
exit note &
receives road tax
receipt

67. Officer at
boom gate
compare what
was declared at
SRA with was
declared at SARS

OK?

OGA requires
information
about the
cargo?

70b. Declaration
status Tota l
exit, T1 open

70a. Goods
cleared for Total
Exit

NO

YES

71. Driver can
leave border
post

72. Presents
documents upon
request

73. Performs
documentary
check

Permit(s)
Invoices
SAD

OK?

YES

NO

74. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

75. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

76. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

77. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

78. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border
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79. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.

ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Ngwenya Borderpost
Office of
departure

Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

2. Driver receives
gate pass at
entrance

3. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter
Exit note
Copy of SAD500

5b. Retrives T1

5a. Customs
officer types T1number into
ASYCUDA

6. Customs
officer views T1
details from
office of
departure
Restricted
goods?
NO

1.4 TRANSIT PROCEDURE (INBOUND), NGWENYA SWAZILAND

1. Driver arrives
at Ngwenya
border post

4. Driver
presents T1number to
Customs officer

YES

7. OGA invited to
participate
during inspection

8. Customs
officer
commences
inspection of
Seal no./
Counting of
goods.
9. Customs
officer finishes
inspection

10b. T1 arrival
validated

10a. Customs
officer validates
T1 arrival in
ASYCUDA
NO

OK?

YES

Minor
discrepancy?

14. Contact the
office of
departure

15. Minor errors
discussed

NO

YES

11. Customs
officer clicks
non-conform
in ASYCUDA

NO

Can be resolved?

12. Customs
officer write
findings in
inspection act

13b. T1 remains
unfinalized

13a. Customs
officer write email, hand over
to anti-smuggling
department

YES

16b. Errors
amended

16a. Customs
officer amend
errors in
ASYCUDA

18. Drives pays
fines due

17. Customs
officer informs of
fines due

19. Customs
officer receives
payment

20b. T1 validated

20a. Customs
officer clicks
conform in
ASYCUDA

21. Customs
officer confirms
status of seals
ect. in inspection
act

24. EX-8 Subprocess start

23. T1 finalized in
ASYCUDA

22. Customs
officer validates
conformity by
clicking
Validate

25. EX-8 Subprocess finished

26. Driver leaves
passport with
Immigration

27. Driver
receives passport

OGA requires
more
information
about the cargo?

NO

YES

28. Driver can
leave border
post

29. Presents
documents upon
request

30. Performs
documentary
check

Permit(s)
Invoices
SAD

OK?

YES

NO

31. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

32. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

33. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

34. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

35. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

36. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
In-land Container Depot
Valuation Unit

Bank
Swaziland Railways
Declarant
Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

4. Compare Train
manifest with
train contents

NO

5b. Train
manifest
amended

5a. Amend
manifest to
correspond with
what arrived
6. Sign, stamp
and archive train
manifest

7b. Manif est
registered

7a. Lodge
manifest

2.1 IMPORT PROCEDURE, IN-LAND CONTAINER DEPOT SWAZILAND

1. Swaziland
Railway sends
Train manifest
2-3 days before
arrival

2. Register Train
manifest

3. Train arrives at
ICD

OK?

YES

8. Register
declaration in
ASYCUDA

9. Declaration
registered

Invoice
Permit(s)
Valuation form

10. Declaration
assessed, duties
and VAT
calculated
Deferment of
payment?
NO

11. Add funds to
Prepaid Account

NO

YES

Sufficient
funds in Prepaid
Account?

13. Bank
confirms transfer

NO

Can go directly to
customs instead of
waiting two bank days.
Process?

12. Transfer
money to
customs account

YES

Amount
exceeding
10 000?

Yes

14. Obtain
receipt of
transfer

16. Pay cash at
any customs
office

15. Send receipt
to customs

17. Obtain
receipt of
payment

18. Declaration
lodged and
provided
declaration
number
19. Validate &
assess
GREEN

RED

YELLOW

20a. Assigned to
active Doc check
officer

20b. Assigned to
active physical
inspection
Officer

21. Doc check
officer performs
documentary
check

22. Query from
SRA

NO

OK?

YES

Solvable?

YES

23. Doc check
officer writes
findings in
comment section

NO

Yellow lane?

NO

YES

24b. Yellow lane
rerouted to
green

24a. Doc check
officer reroute
yellow lane to
green

25. Customs
officer performs
face vetting, if
there is time

28. Proceed to
Border notice
received

27. Generates an
email with a
Proceed to
border notice

26. Customs
officer click
Release order
in ASYCUDA

29. Driver is
informed to
proceed to ICD

30. Driver arrives
at ICD

31. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

32. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter

33. Customs
officer types
declaration
number in
ASYCUDA

Invoice
Copy of SAD500
Gate pass

34. Customs
Officer performs
Face Vetting

NO

OK?

35. Write query

NO

Solvable?

YES

37. Driver or
Agent picks up a
Railway Release
Order

36. Customs
officer informs
driver that
railway release
order is required

YES

38b. Exit note
generated

38a. Customs
Officer click
Generate Exit
note

39. Customs
officer signs and
stamps Exit Note,
Gate pass and
Railway release
order

YES

RED Channel?

NO

42. Declarant
writes an
application for
special or extra
attendance

41. Driver
informed of
physical
inspection

40. Customs
officer stamps
stop for phys ical
inspection on
Exit note
YES

Local risk
profiling?

43. Customs
officer receives,
signs and
archives
application for
special or extra
attendance

NO

44. Customs
Officer reads
selectivity
criteria in
ASYCUDA

Restricted
goods?

YES

45. OGA
contacted

NO

48. Driver
proceeds with
signed Railway
release order to
Swaziland
Railway

47. Customs
officer hands
over Exit note,
Gate pass and
Railway release
order

46. OGA provides
instructions for
inspection

49. Goods can be
loaded from
train to truck

50. Driver drives
to Boom gate

51. Driver leaves
Gate pass and
presents Exit
note at boom
gate

52. Officer at
Boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

NO

OK?

53. Embargo
goods and write
query

YES

54b. Declaration
status Total
Exit

54a. Goods
cleared for Total
Exit

NO

Solvable?

YES

Physical
inspection?

NO

55. Driver can
leave ICD

YES

56b. Declaration
status open

56a. Goods
released without
total exit

58. Driver arrives
at declarant s
premises

57. Driver can
leave ICD

59. Unloading
prepared

60. Preparations
done

61a. Inf orm
customs officer
that goods are
ready for
inspection

61b. Customs
officer informed
that goods are
ready for
inspection

62. Go to ICD
and pick up
Customs officer

63. Customs
officer prints an
inspection form

65. Customs
officer arrives at
declarant s
premises

64. Customs
officer leaves for
declarant s
premises

66. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

67. physical
inspection
finaliz ed

68. Customs
officer writes
findings in the
inspection form

OK?

YES

70. Customs
officer provides
verbal release

NO

69. Customs
officer embargo
goods and write
query

71. Customs
officer together
with declarant
head back to ICD
with Exit note

72. Customs
officer and
declarant arrive
at ICD

73. Customs
Officer writes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA

74a. Customs
Officer reroutes
declaration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

74b. Declaration
rerouted to
green channel

75a. Customs
officer releas e
goods for total
exit

75b. Declaration
status Total
Exit

76. Customs
officer stamps
Exit note as
proof of finalized
inspection

77. Declarant
receives exit
note
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
In-land Container Depot
Valuation Unit

Swaziland Railways
Declarant
Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

Invoice
Permit(s)
Valuation form

3. Declaration
assessed

5. Validate &
assess
GREEN

RED

YELLOW

2.2 EXPORT PROCEDURE, IN-LAND CONTAINER DEPOT SWAZILAND

1. Register
declaration in
ASYCUDA

2. Declaration
registered

4. Declaration
lodged and
provided
declaration
number

6a. Assigned to
active Doc check
officer

6b. Assigned to
active physical
inspection
Officer

7. Doc check
officer performs
documentary
check

8. Query from
SRA

NO

OK?

YES

Solvable?

YES

9. Doc check
officer writes
findings in
comment section

NO

Yellow lane?

NO

YES

10b. Yellow
lande rerouted
to green

10a. Reroute
yellow lane to
green

11. Customs
officer performs
face vetting, if
there is time

14. Proceed to
Border notice
received

13. Generates an
email with a
Proceed to
border notice

12. Customs
officer click
Release order
in ASYCUDA

15. Declarant is
informed to
proceed to ICD
16. Declarant
arrives at ICD

17. Declarant
receives gate
pass at entrance

18. Declarant
goes to SR for
Railway
consignment
note

20. Declarant
presents
documents at
customs counter

19. SR writes
Railway
consignment
note

21. Customs
officer types
declaration
number in
ASYCUDA

Railway consignment note
Invoice
Copy of SAD500
Gate pass

22. Customs
Officer performs
Face Vetting
OK?
NO

23. Customs
officer writes
query

YES

YES

RED Channel?

NO

47. Declarant
informed of
physical
inspection

48. Declarant
writes an
attendance form
for inspection

YES

Local risk
profiling?
NO

24. Customs
officer sign,
stamps and
archives Railway
consignment
note

25b. Exit note
generated

25a. Customs
Officer click
Generate Exit
note

26. Customs
officer signs and
stamps Exit Note

28. Declarant
goes to boom
gate

27. Declarant
receives Exit
note

29. Driver leaves
Gate pass and
presents Exit
note at boom
gate

30. Officer at
Boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

OK?
NO

31. Customs
officer write
query

YES

32b. Declaration
status open

32a. Goods
cleared without
total exit

34. Declarant
arrives back at
premises

33. Declarant can
leave ICD

35. Declarant
loads goods onto
truck and hands
over Exit note to
driver

36. Driver drives
to ICD

37. Driver arrives
at ICD

39. Driver Show
Exit note to SR

38. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

40. Goods can
now be loaded
onto the train

41. Driver goes
to boom gate

42. Driver leaves
Gate pass and
presents Exit
note at boom
gate

43. Officer at
Boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

OK?
NO

YES

44. Embargo
goods and write
query

45b. Declaration
status Total
Exit

45a. Customs
officer release
goods for total
exit

46. Driver can
leave ICD

49. Customs
officer receives,
approves, signs
and archives
attendance form

50. Customs
Officer reads
selectivity
criteria in
ASYCUDA

NO

Restricted
goods?

YES

51. OGA
contacted

53. Declarant
goes to boom
gate

52. OGA provide
extra
instructions for
inspection

54. Driver leaves
Gate pass and
presents Exit
note at boom
gate

55. Officer at
Boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

57a. Goods
cleared without
total exit

57b. Declaration
status open

OK?

Solvable?

YES
56. Customs
officer write
query

NO

59. Declarant
arrives at
declarant s
premises

58. Declarant can
leave ICD

60. Prepare the
loading of goods

61. Preparations
done

62a. Inform
customs officer
that goods are
ready for
inspection

62b. Customs
officer informed
that goods are
ready for
inspection

63. Go to ICD
and pick up
Customs officer

64. Customs
officer print an
inspection form

66. Customs
officer arrive at
declarant s
premises

65. Customs
officer picked up
to go to
declarant s
premises

67. Customs
officer inspects
during the
loading of goods

68. Customs
officer start the
inspection

69. Customs
officer finnish
inspection

70. Customs
officer writes
findings in the
inspection form

YES

OK?

72. Customs
officer provides
verbal release

73. Drive to ICD
with goods

74. Arrive at ICD

YES

NO

Solvable?

71. Custom
officer embargos
goods and writes
query

75. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

NO

76. Customs
Officer writes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA

77b. Declaration
rerouted to
green channel

77a. Customs
Officer reroutes
declaration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

78b. Declaration
status Total
Exit

78a. Customs
officer release
goods for total
exit

79. Customs
officer stamps
Exit note as
proof of finalized
inspection

81. Driver Show
Exit note to SR

80. Driver
receives exit
note

82. Goods can
now be loaded
onto the train

83. Driver goes
to boom gate

84. Driver leaves
Gate pass and
presents Exit
note at boom
gate

85. Officer at
Boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

NO

OK?

YES

86. Embargo
goods and write
query

87b. Declaration
status total exit

87a. Customs
officer release
goods for total
exit

88. Driver can
leave ICD

89. SR writes a
Railway loading
sheet once train
fully loaded

90. Customs
officer receives
Railway loading
sheet

91.Customs
officer examines
loading sheet

YES

93. SR informed
of inspection by
customs officer

NO

OK?

94. Train is
stopped

92.Customs
officer sign,
stamps and
archives Railway
loading sheet

95. Customs
officer inspect
train

OK?

NO

YES

96. Unload and
embargo goods
of interest, write
query

Solvable?

YES

97. Train can
leave
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NO

ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Lomahasha Borderpost

Bank
Declarant
Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

3. Register
declaration in
ASYCUDA

Invoice
Permit(s)

4. Declaration
registe re d

6. Declaration
clicks assess
declaration

5. Declaration
assessed, duties
and VAT
calculate d
Deferment of
payment?

3.1 IMPORT PROCEDURE, LOMAHASHA

1. Lodge
manifest

2. Manifest
registe re d

Sufficient
funds in Prepaid
Account?

NO

7. Add funds to
Prepaid Account

SWAZILAND

NO

YES

YES

Amount
exceeding
10 000?
NO

NO

13 . Obtain
receipt of
payment

10 . Obtain
receipt of
transfe r

9. Bank confirms
transfe r

12. Pay cash at
any SRA office

YES

Can go directly to
customs instead of
waiting two bank days.
Process?

8. Transfer
money to
customs acc ount

Want to pa y
cash?

Yes

11. Send receipt
to customs

14. Declaration
lodged and
provided
declaration
numbe r
15. Validate and
assess
GREEN

RED

YELLOW

16a. Assigned to
active Doc che ck
officer

16 b. Assigned to
active physical
inspection
Offic er

17. Doc che ck
officer performs
documentary
check

18. Query from
SRA

NO

OK?

YES

YES

Solvable?

19. Doc che ck
officer writes
findings in
comment se ction

NO

Yellow lane?

NO

YES

20b. Yellow lane
rerouted to
green

20 a. Doc che ck
officer re route
yellow lane to
green

YES

21. Dock chec k
officer clicks
rele ase order ?

NO

24. Proceed to
Border notice
received

23 . Generates an
email with a
Proceed to
border notice

22. Customs
officer click
Release order
in A SYCUDA

25. Driver is
informed to
proceed to
border
26. Driver arrives
at border

27. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

28. Driver leaves
passport at
immigration

29. Driver
receives passport
from
immigration

30. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter

31 . Customs
officer types
declaration
numbe r in
ASYCUDA

SARS Exit note(s)
Invoice
Copy of SAD500
Gate Pass

32. Customs
Offic er performs
Face Vetting

OK?
NO

33. Customs
officer writes
que ry

YES

YES

RED Channel?

YES

Solvable?

NO

NO

34. Driver
informed of
physical
inspection

Physical
Inspection?

YES

36. Inform drive r
of physica l
inspection

NO

35. Customs
Offic er reads
selectivity
criteria in
ASYCUDA

YES

38. OGA invited
to participate
during inspe ction

NO

Restric ted
goods?

37. OGA
participates
during inspe ction

40. Driver leaves
gate pass at
boom gate

39. Customs
Offic er print an
inspection form

YES

Inspection at
Importer s
premises?

41 . Offic er at
boom gate
receive gate pass

42b. Declaration
status ope n

42a. Offic er at
boom gate
rele ase goods
without total exit

NO

44. Arrive at
unloading site

43. Customs
Offic er follow
driver to
unloading site

45 . Customs
Offic er inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

53b. Present
during physical
inspection

53 a. Customs
Offic er inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

53c. Present
during physical
inspection

46. physical
inspection
finalized

47 . Customs
Offic er writes
findings in the
inspection form

54. Physical
inspection
finalized

YES

OK?

49. Customs
officer provide
verbal release

50 . Driver/
declarant goes to
borderpost

51. Customs
officer and driver
arrive at
Lomahasha
border post

YES

NO

Solvable?

48 . Embargo
goods and write
que ry

NO

52 . Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

55 . Customs
Offic er writes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA

YES

OK?

NO

RED Channel?

YES

56 b. Declaration
rerouted to
green channel

56 a. Customs
Offic er reroutes
declaration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

57b. Exit note
generated

57a. Customs
Offic er click
Generate Ex it
note

59 . Driver takes
Exit Note and
Gate Pass

58. Customs
Offic er stamps &
signs Exit note
and Ga te pa ss

YES

Solvable?

65. Embargo
goods and write
que ry

NO

60. Informs Roa d
tax cas hier about
commercial
vehicle

61. Pays road tax

62 . Leaves gate
pass and present
exit notes and
road tax receipt

63 . Offic er at
boom gate
receives gate
pass, road tax
receipt & scans
exit note

64. Offic er at
boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

OGA requires
more
information
about the cargo?

YES

OK?

NO

NO

NO

Left?

68. Customs
officer ask driver
why the truck is
still there

66 . Driver can
le ave border
post

67. Customs
officer check if
the truck has le ft
at the end of
shift

69. Customs
officer inform
officer coming
for next shift

YES

YES

Permit(s)
Invoices
SAD

70b. Declaration
status Total
Exit

70a. Goods
cleared for Total
Exit

71. Presents
documents upon
reque st

72. Performs
documentary
check

OK?

YES

NO

73. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
rele ase. Driver
can leave border

74. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

75. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
rele ase. Driver
can leave border

76. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

77. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
rele ase. Driver
can leave border

78. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Lomahasha Borderpost

Declarant
Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

3. Declarant
clicks assess
decl aration

4. Declaration
assessed

5. Declaration
lodged and
provided
decl aration
number
6. Validate and
assess
GREEN

RED

YELLOW

3.2 EXPORT PROCEDURE, LOMAHASHA SWAZILAND

1. Registe r
decl aration in
ASYCUDA

Invoice
Permit(s)

2. Declaration
registered

7a. Assigned to
active Doc check
officer

7b. Assigned to
active physi cal
inspection
Officer

8. Doc check
officer performs
documentary
check

9. Query from
SRA

NO

OK?

YES

Solvable?

YES

10. Doc che ck
officer writes
findings in
comment se ction

NO

NO

Yellow lane?

YES

11b. Yellow lane
rerouted to
green

11a. Doc che ck
officer re route
yellow lane to
green

YES

12. Doc che ck
officer cli cks
release order ?

NO

15. Proceed to
Border notice
received

14. Generates an
email with a
Proceed to
border notice

13. Customs
officer cli ck
Release order
in ASYCUDA

16. Driver is
informed to
proceed to
border
17. Driver arrives
at border

18. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

19. Driver leaves
passport at
emigration

20. Driver
receives passport
from emi gration

21. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter

22. Customs
officer types
decl aration
number in
ASYCUDA

SARS Exit note(s)
Invoice
Copy of SAD500
Gate Pass

23. Customs
Officer performs
Face Vetting

OK?
NO

24. Customs
officer writes
query

YES

YES

RED Channel?

YES

Solvable?

NO

NO

25. Driver
informed of
physical
inspection

Physical
inspection?

YES

27. Inform drive r
of physical
inspection

NO

26. Customs
Officer reads
selectivity
criteria in
ASYCUDA

YES

Restricted
goods?

28. OGA
participates
during inspe ction

NO

29. OGA invited
to participate
during inspe ction

YES

30. Customs
officer stamps
gate pass

Inspection at
Importer s
premises?

32. Driver goes
to boom gate

31. Customs
Officer prints a n
inspection form

33. Driver leaves
Gate pass at
boom gate

34. Officer at
Boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

NO

OK?

35. Customs
officer write
query

YES

36b. Declaration
status open

YES

36a. Goods
cleared without
total exit

Solvable?

NO

38. Arrives at
unloading site

37. Customs
Officer follows
driver to
unloading site

39. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

47b. Present
during physical
inspection

47a. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

47c. Present
during physical
inspection

40. Physical
inspection
finalized

48. Physical
inspection
finalized

41. Customs
Officer writes
findings in the
inspection form

YES

OK?

43. Customs
officer provide
verbal release

44. Driver/
decl arant goes to
borderpost

45. Customs
officer and driver
arrives at
Lomahasha
border post

YES

NO

Solvable?

42. Embargo
goods and write
query

46. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

NO

49. Customs
Officer writes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA

YES

OK?

50b. Declaration
rerouted to
green cha nnel

50a. Customs
Officer reroutes
decl aration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

51b. Exit note
generated

51a. Customs
Officer click
Generate Exit
note

NO

53. Driver takes
Exit Note and
Gate Pass

51. Customs
Officer stamps &
si gns Exit note
and Gate pass

Solvable?

57. Embargo
goods and write
query

NO

54. Driver leaves
gatepass and
presents exit
note and road
tax receipt

55. Officer at
boom receives
gate pass, road
tax receipt &
scans exit note

56. Officer at
boom gate che ck
that all
documents are in
order

NO

OGA requires
more
information
about cargo?

OK?

NO

NO

Le ft?

62. Driver can
leave border
post

58. Customs
officer check if
the truck has left
at the end of
shift

59. Customs
officer ask driver
why the truck is
still there

60. Customs
officer inform
officer coming
for next shift

YES

YES

61b. Declaration
status Total
Exit

61a. Goods
cleared for Total
Exit

63. presents
documents upon
request

64. Performs
documentary
check

OK?

YES

NO

65. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

66. Furthe r
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

67. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

68. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

69. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

70. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Lomahasha Borderpost

Declarant
Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

Invoice

3. Register
declaration in
ASYCUDA

Permit(s)

4. Declaration
registere d

6. Declaration
clicks assess
declaration

5. Calculates
duties and VAT
due

7. Declaration
lodged and
provided
declaration
number
8. Risk Engine
performs
automa tic risk
assessment

3.3 TRANSIT PROCEDURE (OUTBOUND), LOMAHASHA
1. Lodge
manifest

2. Manifest
registere d

SWAZILAND

GREEN

RED

YELLOW

9a. Assigned to
active Doc check
officer

9b. Assigned to
active physical
inspection
Officer

10. Doc check
officer performs
documentary
check

11. Query from
SRA

NO

OK?

YES

Solvable?

YES

12. Doc check
officer writes
findings in
comment se ction

NO

Yellow lane?

NO

YES

13b. Yellow
la nde rerouted
to green

13a. Doc check
officer reroutes
yellow lane to
green

YES

14. Dock check
officer clicks
release order ?
NO

17. Proceed to
Border notice
received

16. Generates an
email with a
Proceed to
border notice

15. Customs
officer clicks
Release order
in ASYCUDA

18. Driver is
informed to
proceed to
border
19. Driver arrives
at border

20. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

21. Driver goes
through
immigration
22. Driver leaves
passport

23. Driver
receives passport

24. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter

25. Customs
officer types
declaration
number in
ASYCUDA

Invoice
Copy of SAD500
Gate Pass

26. Customs
Officer performs
Face Ve tting
OK?
NO

27. Customs
officer writes
query

YES

YES

RED Channel?

YES

Solvable?

NO

NO

28. Driver
informed of
physical
inspection

Physical
Inspection?

YES

30. Inform drive r
of physica l
inspection

NO

29. Customs
Officer reads
selectivity
criteria in
ASYCUDA

Restricted
goods?

YES

31. OGA
participates
during inspe ction

NO

32. OGA invited
to participate
during inspe ction

34. Driver leaves
gate pass at
boom gate

33. Customs
Officer print an
inspection form

YES

Inspection at
Importer s
premises?

35. Officer at
boom gate
receive gate pass

36b. Declaration
status open

36a. Officer at
boom gate
release goods
without total e xit

NO

38. Arrives at
unloading site

37. Customs
Officer follow
driver to
unloading site

39. Customs
Officer inspects
during the
unloading of
goods.

47b. Present
during physical
inspection

40. Physical
inspection
finalized

47a. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

47c. Present
during physical
inspection

41. Customs
Officer writes
findings in the
inspection form

48. Physical
inspection
finalized

YES

OK?

43. Customs
officer provide
verbal release

44. Driver/
declarant goes to
border post

45. Customs
officer and driver
arrive at
Lomahasha
border post

NO

YES

42. Embargo
goods a nd write
query

Solvable?

NO

46. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

49. Customs
Officer writes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA
YES

OK?

NO

50b. Declaration
rerouted to
green channel

50a. Customs
Officer reroutes
declaration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

51b. Exit note
generated

51a. Customs
Officer click
Generate Exit
note

NO

Guarantee e xist?

52. Customs
Officer goes to
T1 module in
ASYCUDA

YES

53. Calculate
guarantee
requirements

54.T1 cannot be
generated,
update
guarantee at
SRA HQ

NO

Sufficient
amount?

YES

55. T1 generated

56. Customs
Officer fills in
necessary
information in T 1
Seal numbers
Driver s full name
Driver s Passport.no.
Passport validity
Driver s nationality
Driver s driving license
Country of issuance
Driving license validity
Vehicle ID.no.
Vehicle nationality
Trailer ID
Trailer Nationality

57. Customs
Officer seals the
truck if possible,
otherwise count
goods

58b.T1 lodged

58a. Customs
Officer starts T1
in ASYCUDA

59. Generates
T1-number

60. Customs
Officer writes T1number on the
Exit note

62. Driver takes
Exit Note and
Gate Pass

61. Customs
Officer stamps &
signs Exit note
and Gate pass

YES

Solvable?

68. Embargo
goods a nd write
query

NO

63. Informs Road
tax cashier about
commercial
vehicle

64. Pays road tax

65. Leaves gate
pass and present
exit notes and
road receipt

66. Officer at
boom gate scans
exit note

67. Officer at
boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

OGA requires
more
information
about the cargo?

YES

OK?

NO

NO

69. Driver ca n
le ave borderpost

70. Customs
officer check if
the truck has left
at the end of
shift

YES

NO

Left?

71. Customs
officer ask driver
why the truck is
still there

72. Customs
officer inform
officer coming
for next shift

YES

73b. Declaration
status Total
Exit, T1 open

73a. Goods
cleared for Total
Exit

74. Presents
documents upon
request

75. Performs
documentary
check

Permit(s)
Invoices
SAD

OK?

YES

NO

76. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

77. Furthe r
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

78. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

79. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

80. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

81. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Ngwenya Borderpost
Office of
departure

Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

2. Driver receives
gate pass at
entrance

3. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter
Exit note
Copy of SAD500

5b. Retrives T1

5a. Customs
officer types T1number into
ASYCUDA

6. Customs
officer views T1
details from
office of
departure
Restricted
goods?
NO

8. Customs
officer
commences
inspection of
Seal no./
Counting of
goods.

3.4 TRANSIT PROCEDURE (INBOUND), LOMAHASHA SWAZILAND

1. Driver arrives
at Lomahasha
border post

4. Driver
presents T1number to
Customs officer

YES

7. OGA invited to
participate
during inspection

9. Customs
officer finishes
inspection

10b. T1 arrival
validated

10a. Customs
officer validates
T1 arrival in
ASYCUDA
NO

OK?

YES

Minor
discrepancy?

14. Contact the
office of
departure

15. Minor errors
discussed

NO

YES

11. Customs
officer clicks
non-conform
in ASYCUDA

NO

Can be resolved?

12. Customs
officer write
findings in
inspection act

13b. T1 remains
unfinalized

13a. Customs
officer write email, hand over
to anti-smuggling
department

YES

16b. Errors
amended

16a. Customs
officer amend
errors in
ASYCUDA

18. Drives pays
fines due

17. Customs
officer informs of
fines due

19. Customs
officer receives
payment

20b. T1 validated

20a. Customs
officer clicks
conform in
ASYCUDA

21. Customs
officer confirms
status of seals
ect. in inspection
act

24. EX-8 Subprocess start

23. T1 finalized in
ASYCUDA

22. Customs
officer validates
conformity by
clicking
Validate

25. EX-8 Subprocess finished

26. Driver leaves
passport with
Immigration

27. Driver
receives passport

OGA requires
more
information
about the cargo?

NO

YES

28. Driver can
leave border
post

29. Presents
documents upon
request

30. Performs
documentary
check

Permit(s)
Invoices
SAD

OK?

YES

NO

31. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

32. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

33. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

34. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

35. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

36. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Lomahasha Borderpost

Bank
Declarant
Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

3. Register
declaration in
ASYCUDA

Invoice
Permit(s)

4. Declaration
registe re d

6. Declaration
clicks assess
declaration

5. Declaration
assessed, duties
and VAT
calculate d
Deferment of
payment?
NO

Sufficient
funds in Prepaid
Account?

NO

7. Add funds to
Prepaid Account

4.1 IMPORT PROCEDURE, LAVUMISA SWAZILAND

1. Lodge
manifest

2. Manifest
registe re d

YES

YES

Amount
exceeding
10 000?
NO

NO

13 . Obtain
receipt of
payment

10 . Obtain
receipt of
transfe r

9. Bank confirms
transfe r

12. Pay cash at
any SRA office

YES

Can go directly to
customs instead of
waiting two bank days.
Process?

8. Transfer
money to
customs acc ount

Want to pa y
cash?

Yes

11. Send receipt
to customs

14. Declaration
lodged and
provided
declaration
numbe r
15. Validate and
assess
GREEN

RED

YELLOW

16a. Assigned to
active Doc che ck
officer

16 b. Assigned to
active physical
inspection
Offic er

17. Doc che ck
officer performs
documentary
check

18. Query from
SRA

NO

OK?

YES

YES

Solvable?

19. Doc che ck
officer writes
findings in
comment se ction

NO

Yellow lane?

NO

YES

20b. Yellow lane
rerouted to
green

20 a. Doc che ck
officer re route
yellow lane to
green

YES

21. Dock chec k
officer clicks
rele ase order ?

NO

24. Proceed to
Border notice
received

23 . Generates an
email with a
Proceed to
border notice

22. Customs
officer click
Release order
in A SYCUDA

25. Driver is
informed to
proceed to
border
26. Driver arrives
at border

27. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

28. Driver leaves
passport at
immigration

29. Driver
receives passport
from
immigration

30. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter

31 . Customs
officer types
declaration
numbe r in
ASYCUDA

SARS Exit note(s)
Invoice
Copy of SAD500
Gate Pass

32. Customs
Offic er performs
Face Vetting

OK?
NO

33. Customs
officer writes
que ry

YES

YES

RED Channel?

YES

Solvable?

NO

NO

34. Driver
informed of
physical
inspection

Physical
Inspection?

YES

36. Inform drive r
of physica l
inspection

NO

35. Customs
Offic er reads
selectivity
criteria in
ASYCUDA

YES

38. OGA invited
to participate
during inspe ction

NO

Restric ted
goods?

37. OGA
participates
during inspe ction

40. Driver leaves
gate pass at
boom gate

39. Customs
Offic er print an
inspection form

YES

Inspection at
Importer s
premises?

41 . Offic er at
boom gate
receive gate pass

42b. Declaration
status ope n

42a. Offic er at
boom gate
rele ase goods
without total exit

NO

44. Arrive at
unloading site

43. Customs
Offic er follow
driver to
unloading site

45 . Customs
Offic er inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

53b. Present
during physical
inspection

53 a. Customs
Offic er inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

53c. Present
during physical
inspection

46. physical
inspection
finalized

47 . Customs
Offic er writes
findings in the
inspection form

54. Physical
inspection
finalized

YES

OK?

49. Customs
officer provide
verbal release

50 . Driver/
declarant goes to
borderpost

51. Customs
officer and driver
arrives at
Lavumisa border
post

YES

NO

Solvable?

48 . Embargo
goods and write
que ry

NO

52 . Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

55 . Customs
Offic er writes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA

YES

OK?

NO

RED Channel?

YES

56 b. Declaration
rerouted to
green channel

56 a. Customs
Offic er reroutes
declaration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

57b. Exit note
generated

57a. Customs
Offic er click
Generate Ex it
note

60 . Driver takes
Exit Note and
Gate Pass

58. Customs
Offic er stamps &
signs Exit note
and Ga te pa ss

YES

59b. Declaration
status Total
Exit

59 a. Goods
cleared for Total
Exit

Solvable?

65. Embargo
goods and write
que ry

NO

61. Informs Roa d
tax cas hier about
commercial
vehicle

62. Pays road tax

63 . Leaves gate
pass and present
exit notes and
road tax receipt

64 . Offic er at
boom gate
receives gate
pass, road tax
receipt & exit
note

65. Offic er at
boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

OGA requires
more
information
about the cargo?

YES

OK?

NO

NO

NO

Left?

YES

68. Customs
officer ask driver
why the truck is
still there

66 . Driver can
le ave border
post

67. Customs
officer check if
the truck has le ft
at the end of
shift

69. Customs
officer inform
officer coming
for next shift

YES

Permit(s)
Invoices
SAD

70. Presents
documents upon
reque st

71. Performs
documentary
check

OK?

YES

NO

72. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
rele ase. Driver
can leave border

73. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

74. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
rele ase. Driver
can leave border

75. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

76. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
rele ase. Driver
can leave border

77. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Lomahasha Borderpost

Declarant
Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

3. Declarant
clicks assess
declaration

4. Declaration
assessed

5. Declaration
lodged and
provided
declaration
numbe r
6. Validate and
assess

4.2 EXPORT PROCEDURE, LAVUMISA SWAZILAND

Invoice
Permit(s)

1. Register
declaration in
ASYCUDA

2. Declaration
registered
GREEN

RED

YELLOW

7a. Assigned to
active Doc check
officer

7b. Assigned to
active physical
inspection
Officer

8. Doc check
officer performs
documentary
check

9. Query from
SRA

NO

OK?

YES

Solvable?

YES

10. Doc check
officer writes
findings in
comment section

NO

Yellow lane?
NO

YES

11b. Yellow lane
rerouted to
green

11a. Doc check
officer reroute
yellow lane to
green

YES

12. Doc check
officer clicks
release order ?

NO

15. Proceed to
Border notice
received

14. Generates an
email with a
Proceed to
border notice

13. Customs
officer click
Release order
in ASYCUDA

16. Driver is
informed to
proceed to
border
17. Driver arrives
at border

18. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

19. Driver leaves
passport at
emigration

20. Driver
receives passport
from emigration

21. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter

22. Customs
officer types
declaration
numbe r in
ASYCUDA

SARS Exit note(s)
Invoice
Copy of SAD500
Gate Pass

23. Customs
Officer performs
Face Vetting

NO

OK?

24. Customs
officer writes
query

YES

YES

RED Channel?

YES

Solvable?

NO

NO

25. Driver
informed of
physical
inspection

Physical
inspection?

YES

27. Inform driver
of physical
inspection

NO

26. Customs
Officer reads
selectivity
criteria in
ASYCUDA

Restricted
goods?
YES

28. OGA
participates
during inspection

NO

29. OGA invited
to participate
during inspection

YES

30. Customs
officer stamps
gate pass

Inspection at
Importer s
premises?

32. Driver goes
to boom gate

31. Customs
Officer prints an
inspection form

33. Driver leaves
Gate pass at
boom gate

34. Officer at
Boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

NO

OK?

35. Customs
officer write
query

YES

36b. Declaration
status open

YES

36a. Goods
cleared without
total exit

Solvable?

NO

38. Arrives at
unloading site

37. Customs
Officer follows
driver to
unloading site

39. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

47b. Present
during physical
inspection

47a. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

47c. Present
during physical
inspection

40. Physical
inspection
finalized

48. Physical
inspection
finalized

41. Customs
Officer writes
findings in the
inspection form

OK?
YES

43. Customs
officer provide
verbal release

44. Driver/
declarant goes to
borderpost

45. Customs
officer and driver
arrive at
Lavumisa border
post

NO

YES

42. Embargo
goods and write
query

Solvable?

46. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

NO

49. Customs
Officer writes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA
YES

OK?

50b. Declaration
rerouted to
green channel

50a. Customs
Officer reroutes
declaration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

51b. Exit note
generated

51a. Customs
Officer click
Generate Exit
note

NO

54. Driver takes
Exit Note and
Gate Pass

52. Customs
Officer stamps &
signs Exit note
and Ga te pass

53b. Declaration
status Total
Exit

53a. Goods
cleared for Total
Exit

Solvable?

58. Embargo
goods and write
query

NO

55. Driver leaves
gatepass and
presents exit
note and road
tax receipt

56. Officer at
boom receives
gate pass, road
tax receipt & exit
note

57. Officer at
boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

NO

OGA requires
more
information
about cargo?

OK?

NO

NO

Left?

59. Driver can
leave border
post

60. Customs
officer check if
the truck has left
at the end of
shift

YES

61. Customs
officer ask driver
why the truck is
still there

62. Customs
officer inform
officer coming
for next shift

YES

62. presents
documents upon
request

63. Performs
documentary
check

OK?

YES

NO

64. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

65. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

66. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

67. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

68. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

69. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Lomahasha Borderpost

Declarant
Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

Invoice

3. Register
declaration in
ASYCUDA

Permit(s)

4. Declaration
registere d

6. Declaration
clicks assess
declaration

5. Calculates
duties and VAT
due

7. Declaration
lodged and
provided
declaration
number
8. Risk Engine
performs
automa tic risk
assessment
GREEN

RED

YELLOW

4.3 TRANSIT PROCEDURE (OUTBOUND), LAVUMISA SWAZILAND
1. Lodge
manifest

2. Manifest
registere d

9a. Assigned to
active Doc check
officer

9b. Assigned to
active physical
inspection
Officer

10. Doc check
officer performs
documentary
check

11. Query from
SRA

NO

OK?

YES

Solvable?

YES

12. Doc check
officer writes
findings in
comment se ction

NO

Yellow lane?

NO

YES

13b. Yellow
la nde rerouted
to green

13a. Doc check
officer reroutes
yellow lane to
green

YES

14. Dock check
officer clicks
release order ?
NO

17. Proceed to
Border notice
received

16. Generates an
email with a
Proceed to
border notice

15. Customs
officer clicks
Release order
in ASYCUDA

18. Driver is
informed to
proceed to
border
19. Driver arrives
at border

20. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

21. Driver goes
through
immigration
22. Driver leaves
passport

23. Driver
receives passport

24. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter

25. Customs
officer types
declaration
number in
ASYCUDA

Invoice
Copy of SAD500
Gate Pass

26. Customs
Officer performs
Face Ve tting
OK?
NO

27. Customs
officer writes
query

YES

YES

RED Channel?

YES

Solvable?

NO

NO

28. Driver
informed of
physical
inspection

Physical
Inspection?

YES

30. Inform drive r
of physica l
inspection

NO

29. Customs
Officer reads
selectivity
criteria in
ASYCUDA

Restricted
goods?

YES

31. OGA
participates
during inspe ction

NO

32. OGA invited
to participate
during inspe ction

34. Driver leaves
gate pass at
boom gate

33. Customs
Officer print an
inspection form

YES

Inspection at
Importer s
premises?

35. Officer at
boom gate
receive gate pass

36b. Declaration
status open

36a. Officer at
boom gate
release goods
without total e xit

NO

38. Arrives at
unloading site

37. Customs
Officer follow
driver to
unloading site

39. Customs
Officer inspects
during the
unloading of
goods.

47b. Present
during physical
inspection

40. Physical
inspection
finalized

47a. Customs
Officer inspects
the unloading of
goods & physical
inspection starts.

47c. Present
during physical
inspection

41. Customs
Officer writes
findings in the
inspection form

48. Physical
inspection
finalized

YES

OK?

43. Customs
officer provide
verbal release

44. Driver /
declarant goes to
border post

45. Customs
officer and driver
arrives at
Lavumisa border
post

NO

YES

42. Embargo
goods a nd write
query

Solvable?

NO

46. Driver
receives gate
pass at entrance

49. Customs
Officer writes
findings in
Inspection Act in
ASYCUDA
YES

OK?

NO

50b. Declaration
rerouted to
green channel

50a. Customs
Officer reroutes
declaration to
Green channel in
ASYCUDA

51b. Exit note
generated

51a. Customs
Officer click
Generate Exit
note

NO

Guarantee e xist?

52. Customs
Officer goes to
T1 module in
ASYCUDA

YES

53. Calculate
guarantee
requirements

54.T1 cannot be
generated,
update
guarantee at
SRA HQ

NO

Sufficient
amount?

YES

55. T1 generated

56. Customs
Officer fills in
necessary
information in T 1
Seal numbers
Driver s full name
Driver s Passport.no.
Passport validity
Driver s nationality
Driver s driving license
Country of issuance
Driving license validity
Vehicle ID.no.
Vehicle nationality
Trailer ID
Trailer Nationality

57. Customs
Officer seals the
truck if possible,
otherwise count
goods

58b.T1 lodged

58a. Customs
Officer starts T1
in ASYCUDA

59. Generates
T1-number

60. Customs
Officer writes T1number on the
Exit note

62. Driver takes
Exit Note and
Gate Pass

61. Customs
Officer stamps &
signs Exit note
and Gate pass

YES

Solvable?

68. Embargo
goods a nd write
query

NO

63. Informs Road
tax cashier about
commercial
vehicle

64. Pays road tax

65. Leaves gate
pass and present
exit notes and
road receipt

66. Officer at
boom gate
punches note

67. Officer at
boom gate check
that all
documents are in
order

OGA requires
more
information
about the cargo?

YES

OK?

NO

NO

69. Driver ca n
le ave borderpost

70. Customs
officer check if
the truck has left
at the end of
shift

YES

NO

Left?

71. Customs
officer ask driver
why the truck is
still there

72. Customs
officer inform
officer coming
for next shift

YES

73b. Declaration
status Total
Exit, T1 open

73a. Goods
cleared for Total
Exit

74. Presents
documents upon
request

75. Performs
documentary
check

Permit(s)
Invoices
SAD

OK?

YES

NO

76. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

77. Furthe r
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

78. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

79. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

80. Updates
le dger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

81. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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ASYCUDA
Central
Processing Hub
Ngwenya Borderpost
Office of
departure

Driver
Swaziland Revenue Authority
Other
Government
Agency

2. Driver receives
gate pass at
entrance

3. Driver
presents
documents at
customs counter
Exit note
Copy of SAD500

5b. Retrives T1

5a. Customs
officer types T1number into
ASYCUDA

6. Customs
officer views T1
details from
office of
departure
Restricted
goods?
NO

4.4 TRANSIT PROCEDURE (INBOUND), LAVUMISA SWAZILAND

1. Driver arrives
at Lavumisa
border post

4. Driver
presents T1number to
Customs officer

YES

7. OGA invited to
participate
during inspection

8. Customs
officer
commences
inspection of
Seal no./
Counting of
goods.
9. Customs
officer finishes
inspection

10b. T1 arrival
validated

10a. Customs
officer validates
T1 arrival in
ASYCUDA
NO

OK?

Minor
discrepancy?

YES

14. Contact the
office of
departure

15. Minor errors
discussed

NO

YES

11. Customs
officer clicks
non-conform
in ASYCUDA

NO

Can be resolved?

12. Customs
officer write
findings in
inspection act

13b. T1 remains
unfinalized

13a. Customs
officer write email, hand over
to anti-smuggling
department

YES

16b. Errors
amended

16a. Customs
officer amend
errors in
ASYCUDA

18. Drives pays
fines due

17. Customs
officer informs of
fines due

19. Customs
officer receives
payment

20b. T1 validated

20a. Customs
officer clicks
conform in
ASYCUDA

21. Customs
officer confirms
status of seals
ect. in inspection
act

24. EX-8 Subprocess start

23. T1 finalized in
ASYCUDA

22. Customs
officer validates
conformity by
clicking
Validate

25. EX-8 Subprocess finished

26. Driver leaves
passport with
Immigration

27. Driver
receives passport

OGA requires
more
information
about the cargo?

NO

YES

28. Driver can
leave border
post

29. Presents
documents upon
request

30. Performs
documentary
check

Permit(s)
Invoices
SAD

OK?

YES

NO

31. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

32. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

33. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

34. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

35. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

36. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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Applicant

1. Applies for
import permit
at OGA Office

2. Application
includes
required
information?

Import Permit
appli cation &
addit ional
documents required

No

Yes

4.
Complement
required
information

3. Ask
applicant for
required
information

5. Perform risk
analysis of the
goods

5.1 Ministry of Agriculture Plant -Import Permit
Before sending in the application, the
applicant makes sure that the goods
concerns Ministry of Agriculture Plant
and schedules an appointment for
application, the Permit is a necessary
complementation for the import
permit needed from the NAM Board

OGA -Ministry
of Agriculture
Plant

Complemented Import
Permit ap plication

6. High risk or
unknown goods?
(Risk
Assessment)

Yes
Intermediate
event

8. Confirm
time with OGA

7. Schedule
time for visit
with applicant

9. Carry out required
inspection according
the neccessary
measures

No

Intermediate
event

10. Approve
application?

No

Application rejection
letter

11. Informs applicant that the
application is rejected due to
safety or other issues with
products

Yes

12. Print &
Issue import
permit

Import permit
approved

14. Picks up
permit at OGA
office

13. Inform
applicant that the
permit is ready for
pick-up
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Applicant

1. Applies for
Export
certificate at
OGA Office

2. Application
includes
required
information?

Export Certificat e
appli cation &
addit ional
documents required

No

Yes

4.
Complement
required
information

3. Ask
applicant for
required
information

5. Perform risk
analysis of the
goods

5.2 Ministry of Agriculture Plant -Export Certificate
Before sending in the application, the
applicant makes sure that the goods
concerns Ministry of Agriculture Plant
and schedules an appointment for
application, the certificate is a
necessary complement for the
certificate needed from the NAM
Board

OGA -Ministry
of Agriculture
Plant

Complemented Export
Certificate application

6. High risk or
unknown goods?
(Risk
Assessment)

Yes
Intermediate
event

8. Confirm
time with OGA

7. Schedule
time for visit
with applicant

9. Carry out required
inspection according
the neccessary
measures

No

Intermediate
event

10. Receiving
country s
sanitary
requirements
are meet?

Yes

No

11. Approve
application?

No

Applicatio n rejection
letter

12. Informs applicant that the
application is rejected due to
safety or other issues with
products

YES

13. Issue &
print
certificate

Permit ap proved

15. Picks up
certificate at
OGA office

14. Inform
applicant that the
certificate is ready
for pick-up
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MoA Importing
country
OGA -Ministry
of Agriculture
Veterinay
Driver

2. Informs that
a transit
permit is
required

4. Manages
application

Approve
application?

NO

6. The goods does not
apply with Swaziland
regulation or is due to
other reason rejected.
Applicant informed

7. Signs and
stamps transit
permit

Application rejection
letter

5.3 Transit Permit Ministry of Agriculture - Plant
1. Calls/e-mails
MoA Plant in
Swazliland

3. Receives info
regarding the
necessity of a
transit permit

YES

8a. The signed
and stamped
permit is faxed
to borderpost
8b. employee
brings the
Intermediate event
original permit
untill driver arrives at Borderpost
to borderpost

WhatApp messenger groups

10. Driver is
provided with either
a fax copy or the
original permit.

9. WhatsApp messenger groups are used to alert the
Regional offices so that they can alert the border point of
entry posts MoA technicians/officers that a transit visa has
been issued The border point of entry technician/officer
then informs SRA so that they know that a MoA transit is
on its way. The WhatsApp group is also used to inform
stakeholders that the transport has entered the country/left
the country.

Intermediate event
Driver arrives at Borderpost

11. The entry
technician report
the arrival to the
regional MoA
employee

12. Regional vet
reports to the senior
MoA employee (HQ)
and s/he cordinates
point of exit.
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Revenue
Service
Applicant
OGA -Ministry
of Agriculture
Plant

2. Issues
revenue stamp

Permit fee
1. Visits SRA
office and pays
permit fee

4. Applies for
import permit
at OGA Office

Revenue stamp

3. Receives
Revenue
stamp

No

Import Permit
appli cation &
addit ional
documents required

6. Ask
applicant for
required
information

7.
Complement
required
information

6.1 Import Permit Ministry of Agriculture Plant -Veterinary

Before sending in the application, the
applicant makes sure that the goods
concerns Ministry of Agriculture
Veterinary and schedules an
appointment for application, the
Permit is a necessary
complementation for the import
permit needed from the Dairy Board

5. Application
includes
required
information?

Yes

8. Perform risk
analysis of the
goods

Complemented Import
Permit application

8. High risk or
unknown goods?
(Risk
Assessment)

Yes
Intermediate
event

10. Confirm
time with OGA

9. Schedule
time for visit
with applicant

11. Carry out required
inspection according
the neccessary
measures

No

Intermediate
event

12. Approve
application?

No

14. Issue
import permit
and attach
revenue stamp

Applicatio n rejection
letter

13. Informs applicant that the
application is rejected due to
safety or other issues with
products

Yes

Import permit
approved

16. Picks up
stamped
permit

15. Inform
applicant that the
permit is ready
for pick-up
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Revenue
Service
Applicant

2. Issues proof
of payment

Certificate fee
1. Visits SRA
office and pays
certificate fee

Proof of payment

3. Receives
Proof of
payment

4. Applies for
export
certificate at
OGA Office

5. Application
includes
required
information?

certificate
appli cation &
addit ional
documents requir ed

No

Yes

6. Ask
applicant for
required
information

7.
Complement
required
information

6.2 Export Certificate Ministry of Agriculture Plant -Veterinary

Before sending in the application, the
applicant makes sure that the goods
concerns Ministry of Agriculture Vetinary
and schedules an appointment for
application, the Certificate is a necessary
complementation for the Export
certificate needed from the Dairy Board

OGA -Ministry
of Agriculture
Veterinay

8. Perform risk
analysis of the
goods

Complemented
Certificate application

9. High risk or
unknown goods?
(Risk
Assessment)

Yes
Intermediate
event

11. Confirm
time with OGA

10. Schedule
time for visit
with applicant

No

12. Carry out required
inspection according
the neccessary
measures

Intermediate
event

13. Receiving
country s
sanitary
requirements
are meet?

Yes

No

14. Approve
application?

No

Application rejection
letter

15. Informs applicant that the
application is rejected due to
safety or other issues with
products

YES

16. Issue &
print
certificate

Permit approved

18. Picks up
certificate at
OGA office

17. Inform
applicant that the
certificate is ready
for pick-up
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MoA Importing
country
OGA -Ministry
of Agriculture
Veterinay

Driver

2. Informs that
a transit
permit is
required

4. Manages
application

Approve
application?

NO

6. The goods does not
apply with Swaziland
regulation or is due to
other reason rejected.
Applicant informed

7. Signs and
stamps transit
permit

Applicatio n rejection
letter

6.3 Transit Permit Ministry of Agriculture -Veterinary
1. Calls/e-mails
MoA
Veterinary in
Swazliland

3. Receives info
regarding the
necessity of a
transit permit

YES

8a. The signed
and stamped
permit is faxed
to borderpost
8b. Vet brings
the original
Intermediate event
permit to the
untill driver arrives at Borderpost
borderpost

WhatApp messenger groups

10. Driver is
provided with either
a fax copy or the
original permit.

9. WhatsApp messenger groups are used to alert the
Regional offices so that they can alert the border point of
entry posts MoA technicians/officers that a transit visa has
been issued The border point of entry technician/officer
then informs SRA so that they know that a MoA transit is
on its way. The WhatsApp group is also used to inform
stakeholders that the transport has entered the country/left
the country.

Intermediate event
Driver arrives at Borderpost

11. The entry
technician report
the arrival to the
regional vet

12. Regional vet
reports to the
senior vet (HQ) and
s/he cordinates
point of exit.
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1. Applicant
recognize that an
import permit is
needed
2. Enter the
treasury
department

7.1 Ministry of Finance / Import Committee

Import Committee Constellation
Ministry of Finance Chairperson
Ministry of Finance Secretary
Ministry of Commerce - Department of Commerce Licensing
Ministry of Commerce Department of international trade
Ministry of Commerce Swaziland Standards Authority
SRA Customs
SRA Domestic trade
Central Bank of Swaziland

This process occurs when an applicant wants to import goods that
requires an import permit. The list of goods that requires a permit
are created and withheld by the ministry of Finance. The goods on
the list are called sensetive goods which are put on the list because
of certain incentives that the Ministry of Finance wants to protect.
The applicant cannot import the goods without it and if this
discovered at the border, they have to complete the import permit
process before they can proceed

Treasury
Department
Physical & Montair
affairs (Secretary)
Import
Committee

Applicant
Ministry of Finance

3. Pay the
treasury
depmartment

4. Receives
payment.
(Card or Cash)

Located in
another
building
Payment fee
for import
permit

6. Receives receipt
and proceed to
Physical & monetary
affairs at Ministry of
Finance

5. prints and
hands over
receipt

7. Fills in the
application at site and
provide additional
documents

10. Application
accepted?

There are four different
application forms depending on
the applicant type which are
Individual, company authority
or hocals. All forms looks
different and additional
documents required are also
different.

9. Perform
analysis of the
application

Import
permit
application

8. Receives the
application

No

Yes

11. Hands on over
copies of the
application to
committee member

Import
Permit
application

14. Missing
information can
be fixed at site?

No

16.
Complements
application

Update
Requirements for
application

Yes

17. Recieves updated
application and hands
over copies to
committe members

Updated
Application

15. Informs
applicant what
additional
information that is
needed

19. Starts
fulfilling the
needed
requirements

Intermediate
Event

Various subprocesses
applies
depending on
the goods Intermediate
Event

Most rejections
comes from a
missing permit
from other
government
agencies and the
application cannot
be completed until
the applicant has
aquired these

Required additional
Information / permits
needed

18. Informs applicant that
the import permit cannot
be completed until
additional information or
permits can be submitted

20. Sends in
updated
application

13. Goes through
application before
board meeting

Updated application

21. Recieves updated
application and hands
over copies to
committe members

12. Receives
application of
import permit

Intermediate
Event

The board meets
at Tuesdays
morning
Intermediate
Event

22. Board
meets and
discuss
application

23. Application
approved?

Yes

Rejection Letter
and/or phone call

24. Informs applicant that
the application is rejected
No
(Meeting possible to
schedule for the applicant)

25. Issue import
certificate

27. Picks up
application at
Ministry of
Finance

26. Informs
applicant that the
import certificate
is ready for pickup
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Permit ap plication
Application fee
Additio nal necessary
documents

8.1 Dairy Board -Import/export -permit/certificate

1. Applicant submits
and pay application
fee. Either online or at
the Dairy Board office

3.Check if goods
are of chapter 4,
heading 04.10
Edible prodcuts
of Animal
Origin

Before sending in the application, the
applicant makes sure that the goods
The list of controlled goods. Dairy
Act, Number 28 of 1968, -Annex A
Schedule of controlled goods.

Back Office

No

2. Recieves
application &
application fee

IPELMAS
ASYCUDA
Border Post

Driver
Applicant
Dairy Board

Yes

4. Check if
applicant
possess import/
export permit/
cert. issued by
the Ministry of
Veterinary ?
No

Ministry of
Veterinary import
permit/export cert.
sub-process

5. Informs
applicant that an
import permit
from Ministry of
Veterinary is
required

Yes

Intermediate
event

6. Register
application
electronically
in IPELMAS

7. Application
registred

9. Signs
applcation

8. Prints
application

10. Application
filed &
registred

11. Approve
application?

NO

12. Informs
applicant that
the application
is rejected

YES

Application rejection
Letter or phone call

13. Approve permit.

14. Create
electronic
permit into
IPELMAS

15. Permit printed with 2
stamps. (One reminder of
presenting expired permit to
Dairy board within 30 days

16. Register
permit in
physical ledger

17. Sign
physical ledger

18. Hand over
permit

19. Permit
received.

1.
2.
3.
4. (TIN)
5.
6.

SRA Import process

Intermediate
event

Information used
to calculate LEVY
fees after the
process is
complete

22. Applicant s
goods arrives at
border

Process stops
untill goods arrive
at border

Intermediate
event

Intermediate
event

20. Upload
permit from
IPELMAS into
ASYCUDA

21. Permit
uploaded

23. Encounter OGA
employees.

24. Present permit,
invoices and SAD
document

Permit number
Company Name
Administrative Code
SRA Tax payer Identity Number
Begin Date & End Date

Commodity Details

25. Recieve permit,
invoices and SAD
document

permit
Invoices
SAD

26. Performs
documentary check

OK?

YES

NO

27. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

28. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

29. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

30. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

31. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

32. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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Permit ap plication
Application fee
Additio nal necessary
documents

8.2 Dairy Board -Transit permit

1. Applicant submits
and pay application fee
application. Either
online or at the Dairy
Board office

3.Check if goods
are of chapter 4,
heading 04.10
Edible prodcuts
of Animal
Origin

Before sending in the application, the
applicant makes sure that the goods
The list of controlled goods. Dairy
Act, Number 28 of 1968, -Annex A
Schedule of controlled goods.

Back Office

No

2. Recieves
application &
application fee

IPELMAS
ASYCUDA
Border Post

Driver
Applicant
Dairy Board

Yes

4. Check if
applicant
possess permit
issued by the
Ministry of
Veterinary ?
No

Ministry of
Veterinary permit
sub-process

5. Informs
applicant that an
permit from
Ministry of
Veterinary is
required

Yes

Intermediate
event

6. Register
application
electronically
in IPELMAS

7. Application
registred

9. Signs
applcation

8. Prints
application

10. Application
filed &
registred

11. Approve
application?

NO

12. Informs
applicant that
the application
is rejected

YES

Application rejection
Letter or phone call

13. Approve permit.

14. Create
electronic
permit into
IPELMAS

15. Permit printed with 2
stamps. (One reminder of
presenting expired permit to
Dairy board within 30 days

16. Register
permit in
physical ledger

17. Sign
physical ledger

18. Hand over
permit

19. Permit
received.

20. Applicant s
goods arrives at
border

Process stops
untill goods arrive
at border

Intermediate
event

Intermediate
event

21. SRA
process

22. Encounter OGA
employees.

23. Present permit,
invoices and SAD
document

24. Recieve permit,
invoices and SAD
document

permit
Invoices
SAD

25. Performs
documentary check

OK?

YES

NO

26. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

27. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

28. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

29. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

30. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

31. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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Importer (pays
with online
payment)
Importer (Pays
via Invoice)
Importer (Pays
at office)
Dairy Board backoffice

Event starts at the end of
every month when it is
time to pay LEVY fees

3. Complies list of
importers that are
subject for LEVY
fees

8.3 Dairy Board Payment of LEVY FEE

1. Enter
IPELMAS

2. Checks which
importers that are
subject for LEVY
fees in IPELMAS

Payment List

Invoice

5. Notifies via email/phone that
the importers
shall pay LEVY Fee

6. Importers
pays at office,
via invoice or
using safe online
payment?

7c. Enters dairy
board office and
pys Levy fee before
payment is due

7b. Recieves
Invoice and pays
before the
payment is due.

Payment Notification

7a. Receives
information regarding
online safe payment
And pays before the
payment is due
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Back Office
IPELMAS
ASYCUDA
Border Post

Driver
Applicant
NAM Board

Permit application
Applicatio n fee
Additio nal necessary
documen ts

9.1 NAM Board -Import/export -Permit/Certificate

1. Visit NAM board
office and fills in
application & are
informed about
application fee

2. Recieves
application &
application fee

3. Check if
applicant
possess import
permit /export
cert. issued by
the Ministry of
Plant ?
No

Ministry of Plant
import permit /
export cert. subprocess

Yes

4. Informs
applicant that an
import permit
from Ministry of
Plant is required

Intermediate
event

5. Register
application
electronically
in IPELMAS

6. Application
registred

8. Signs
applcation

7. Prints
application

9. Application
filed &
registred

10. Approve
application?

YES

NO

11. Informs
applicant that
the application
is rejected

12. Approve
permit.

13. Create
electronic
permit in
IPELMAS

14. Permit printed with 2
stamps. (One reminder of
presenting expired permit to
NAM board in Manzini within
30 days

16. Sign physical
ledger, pays
application fee
and hands over
receipt to officer

15. Register
permit in
physical ledger

18. Permit
received.

17. Hand over
permit

Intermediate
event

22. SRA Import
process

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Applicatio n rejection
Letter or phone call

Intermediate
event

Information used
to calculate LEVY
fees after the
process is
complete

21. Applicant s
goods arrives at
border

Process stops
untill goods arrive
at border
Intermediate
event

19. Upload
permit from
IPELMAS into
ASYCUDA

20. Permit
uploaded

23. Encounter OGA
employees.

24. Present permit,
invoices and SAD
document

Permit number
Company Name
Administrative Code
SRA Tax payer Identity Number (TIN)
Begin Date & End Date
Commodity Details

25. Recieve permit,
invoices and SAD
document

permit
Invoices
SAD

26. Performs
documentary check

OK?

YES

NO

27. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

28. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

29. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

30. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

31. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

32. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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Back Office
IPELMAS
ASYCUDA
Border Post

Driver
Applicant
NAM Board

Permit application
Applicatio n fee
Additio nal necessary
documen ts

9.2 NAM Board -Transit Permit

1. Visit NAM board
office and fills in
application & are
informed about
application fee

2. Recieves
applications

3. Check if
applicant
possess permit
issued by the
Ministry of Plant
?
No

Ministry of Plant
permit sub-process

Yes

4. Informs
applicant that an
permit from
Ministry of Plant
is required

Intermediate
event

5. Register
application
electronically
in IPELMAS

6. Application
registred

8. Signs
applcation

7. Prints
application

9. Application
filed &
registred

10. Approve
application?

YES

NO

11. Informs
applicant that
the application
is rejected

12. Approve
permit.

13. Create
electronic
permit in
IPELMAS

14. Permit printed with 2
stamps. (One reminder of
presenting expired permit to
NAM board in Manzini within
30 days

16. Sign physical
ledger, pays
application fee
and hands over
receipt to officer

15. Register
permit in
physical ledger

18. Permit
received.

17. Hand over
permit

Intermediate
event

19. Applicant s
goods arrives at
border

Process stops
untill goods arrive
at border
Intermediate
event

20. SRA process

Endorses transit
permit included
in process
Applicatio n rejection
Letter or phone call

21. Encounter OGA
employees.

22. Present permit,
invoices and SAD
document

23. Recieve permit,
invoices and SAD
document

permit
Invoices
SAD

24. Performs
documentary check

OK?

YES

NO

25. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

26. Further
investigation
started

OK?

YES

NO

27. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

28. Carries out
physical
inspection

OK?

YES

NO

29. Updates
ledger and gives
driver a verbal
release. Driver
can leave border

30. Seizes goods
and contacts
SRA.
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Applicant
Ministry of
Commernce
SRA

1. Applicant submits
application and necessary
attachments in a hard copy
at Ministry of Commerce

4.Accept
application?

Application
Neccesarry permits
Business description
Products codes
Value or Quantity
Product codes

3. Evaluates
application
No

5. Informs applicant what
additional documentation
that is required. (If permit
missing, sub-process
applies

6. Receives notification
about additional
documentation is
required

10.1 Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Trade -Rebate Certificate
In order to apply for a rebate certificate, the applicant must acquire
relevant permits concerning their products, if not the process stops
and corresponding sub-process applies. The applicant must be a
non-government entity. Furthermore, the entity must be a
producing entity or a charity organization. The application period is
in Janury each year or before the first import.

2. Receives &
handles
application

7. Possess
necessary
documentation?

Yes

No

8. Required permit
sub-process

PRE-IMPORT

Yes

Intermediate Intermediate
Event
Event

9. Submits
additional
documentation

10. Visit
applicant s
facility

Additional
Documents/
permit
required

Yes

11. Visit
applicat

No

12. Approve
application?

No

15a. Collects
rebate
certificate

14. Informs applicant
and SRA that the
Rebate certificate is
ready for pick up

Rejection letter and
potential meeting
13. Informs applicant that
the application is rejected
via phone and mail and
meeting if desired

Yes

Intermediate
Event

Intermediate
Event

Hard Copy Rebate
Certificate

Rebate Certificate

15b. Collects
rebate
certificate

Intermediate
Event

16 Applicant
driver arrives
at border

Import/Export Subprocess

17. Enough
remaining
amount/quanity
on rebate
certificate?

No

18. Additional
amount/quanity on
Rebate certificate
Sub-proces

Yes

AT BORDER

19. The imported goods
reduces the remaning
quantity for the
Certificate and vice
versa for exports
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